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E @  
e 
eA 
blade cross-sectional area, coefficient matrix 
blade cross-sectional integrals (see Ref. 3) 
vector of applied forces to blade, defined 
a f t e r  Equation (34) 
matrices i n  hub equations, defined a f t e r  
Equation (34)  
matrices defined a f t e r  Equation (34) 
effective hub damping coefficients 
b 7 a de coo rd i na t e  trans fo  rma t i on ma t r  i x , 
defined a f t e r  Equation (34)  
blade equation matrices, defined a f t e r  
Equation (34) 
definite integrals defined i n  Appendix A 
Young ' s modul us 
2 
= eAEAKA - EB2* 
effective in-plane s t i f fness  = EIZ ' - (EIZ1-EIy')O 2 
-  EA 
effective out-of-pl ane 
2 - eA EA0 
effective torsional s t  
+ EB1*O ' 2  + K: G2 <$ 
st i f fness  = E 1  ,+ (E12'-EIy ' )0  2 
Y 
4 2  ffness = GJ - KA EA0' 
mass centroid offset  from e l a s t i c  axis, positive 
when centroid i s  forward 
area centroid offset  from e l a s t i c  axis, positive 
when centroid i s  forward 
* Most symbols relating t o  blade parameters are  consistent with the 






g , Y g, Y 9, 
HC , HF , H K  
I 
IB 
Iy' I) Iz '  
I, 4 '  
X Y  
KA 
KH , K  ,etc 
x HY 
m 
R '  
applied forces and moments a t  hub 
vector of nonlinear terms, defined a f t e r  
Equation (34) 
vector of steady forces due to  offsets,  
defined a f t e r  Equation (34) 
shear modul us 
blade inplane, o u t  o f  plane, torsion damping, force/ 
u n i t  1 ength/uni t velocity 
hub damping, force, and s t i f fness  matrices, 
defined a f t e r  Equation (34) 
as used i n  EI, appropriate area moment of 
iner t ia  
index referring to a particular blade of 
the rotor 
blade section moments of iner t ia  from y' and 
z' axes 
effective moments of iner t ia  o f  hub 
area radius of gyration of blade cross-section 
mass radius of gyration of blade cross-section, polar, 
from chord, from axis th rough  c.g. perpendicular t o  
chord. 
effective s t i f fness  o f  hub 
components o f  applied forces to blade i n  u ,v ,w  coor- 
blade mass per u n i t  length 
effective hub masses' 
vector of elements of mass matrix 
vector o f  el emen ts of approximate mass m 
dinate system. - -- 

















Y i  ’ Z i  
Y. ,z. ,@ i i i  
SYMBOLS (Continued) 
number of blades 
number of in-plane, out-of-plane, torsion 
modes, respectively 
total  number of modes used = N Y  + NZ + NP 
number of blade stations 
right-hand side vector 
value of  x a t  blade t i p ,  blade radius 
inverse of blade iner t ia l  coefficient 
matrix, COIR 
blade coordinate transformation matrix, 
defined a f t e r  Equation (34) 
time 
tension, also kinetic energy 
hub iner t ia l  matrix, defined af te r  Equation (34) 
e l a s t i c  displacements i n  radial , in-plane, and 
out-of-plane directions 
vector components of coupled 
modes, y 
weighting factor on i - t h  var 
weighting matrix 




blade displacement from undeformed blade 
coordinates 
coordinates of hub i n  iner t ia l  reference 
system, Figure 2 
non-rotating blade coordinates w i t h  o r i g i n  
a t  h u b ,  Figure 2 
generalized coordinates, amplitudes of i - t h  
in-plane, out-of-plane, and torsion modes i n  
Galerkin method, functions of time only 
modal functions used i n  Galerkin method, 
function of x only 
v i i i  
SYMBOLS (Con t i  nued) 
YI ,ZI ,PI 












integrals defined i n  Appendix A 
vector of b l  ade general i zed coordinates 
pitch and rol l  angles, of hub 
precone angle 
2 2 
Km 2 - Kml 
2 - eA EA 
vector of cllanges i n  elemen,s o f  mass ma,rix 
blade section coordinate 
b u i l t - i n  twist 
dummy variable for blade station 
centrifugal tension integral = /,mtd< 
e l a s t i c  twist about e l a s t i c  axis 
vector torsional component o f  coupled blade 
normal mode 
R 
generalized coordinate, amp1 i tude of i - t h  
torsion mode i n  Galerkin method 
i - t h  torsional mode used i n  Galerkin method 
blade azimuth 
vector o f  coupled blade normal modes 
blade natural frequency 
frequency of forcing function 
blade rotational speed 
i x  
SYMBOLS (Continued) 




The analysis of rotor dynamic and aeroelastic phenomena and the resulting 
capability to control and modify undesirable characterist ics requires an 
understanding of the dynamics and aerodynamics of the rotor blade. Much 
of the theoretical and experimental research e f for t s  have centered on the 
aerodynamic aspects of the problem. O f  the recent work done i n  the f ie ld  
of rotor dynamics, most has been directed toward particular phenomena 
us ing  idealized blade models. 
development of methods of analyzing the dynamic characterist ics of actual 
rotors. 
Little e f fo r t  has been devoted to  the 
The ab i l i t y  to  analyze and predict the dynamic characterist ics of a rotor 
blade has rarely been adequately tested. Non-rotating t e s t s  and rotating 
tes t s  i n  the atmosphere omit the extreme structural  operating conditions 
associated w i t h  the large centrifugal forces o r  involve significant aero- 
dynamic effects  which cannot be analytically removed. One attempt 
(Reference 1 )  to t e s t  an idealized rotor model i n  a vacuum chamber 
resulted i n  the conclusion tha t  the state-of-the-art of rotor dynamic 
analysis was not adequate for  even a simple solid homogeneous uniform 
blade w i t h  a rectangular cross-section. 
There are  reasons why there are  considerable uncertainties i n  the 
mathematical modeling of a rotor blade. In addition to the extreme 
centrifugal f i e ld  effects ,  the major problem l i e s  in the representation 
of the blade section properties. The state-of-the-art methods (for 
example, Reference 3)  apply t o  blades w i t h  homogeneous sections. 
actuali ty,  a typical rotor blade will contain many of the following 
features: a tapered, twisted hollow spar; bonded t h i n  skinned pockets 
w i t h  r ibs .or  a honeycomb f i l l e r ;  leading edge balance weights; a bonded 
anti-icing boot; inboard s t i f feners ;  mu1 t i p l e  hinges; root cutout. The 
analytic determination of "effective stiffness" , "elast ic  axis", and 
"structural damping coefficient" are, a t  best, intui t ive approximations. 
The vacuum chamber rotor testing planned a t  Langley Research Center offers 
a unique opportunity t o  significantly advance the state-of-the-art of 
rotor analytic modeling and rotor dynamic analysis. The purpose of the 
work presented i n  this report is  to develop tools to  augment the afore- 
mentioned testing program. 
developed. The V22 program has been developed to  simulate the tes t s ,  
including a l l  the necessary special characterist ics such as  hub fo rc ing ,  
and independent rotational and forcing frequencies, including the non- 
rotating condition. In addition, the program was designed to be used 
as a research tool and emphasizes operational f l ex ib i l i t y  and ease of 
data i n p u t  and solution controls, 
In 
Two specific computer programs have been 
* 
1 
The other program, ROTSI, i s  an attempt to use measured data to he lp  
identify bet ter  approximations to  the mass and of fse t  parameters of the 
rotor blade. 
models which has been used w i t h  success for  other related structural 
probl ems. 
The method i s  an adaptation of the method o f  incomplete 
The analytical developments necessary to  implement these tools are 
derived and discussed i n  this report. 
descriptions of special features, and i l l  ustrative computational resul ts  
are also presented. 
The major part o f  th i s  work was completed i n  1977, p r i o r  to  the actual 
vacuum chamber t e s t s .  After the testing was performed an analysis of 
this data was carried out and i s  reported i n  Appendix D.  
The programs, operators guides, 
The contract research e f for t  which has led t o  the results i n  this report 
was financially supported by the Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM). 
2 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
A comprehensive development of the equations of motion of a rotor blade 
was f i r s t  published by Houbolt and Brooks (Reference 2 )  i n  1958. The 
equations were reformulated by Hodges and Dowel1 (Reference 3) .  Their 
major contributions were the improved generality, including nonlinear 
terms, and the independent verification of the ear l ie r  work. There being 
no need t o  rederive these equations again,  the rotor  equations used i n  
th is  study were based on those given in Reference 3. 
The addition o f  hub degrees of freedom necessitated the development o f  
the additional terms i n  the blade equations and the development of the 
equations of motion of the hub i t s e l f  which includes the effects of the 
blades. 
The development of the equations o f  motion of the blades and hub, the 
application of the Galerkin method, the method of solution, and some o f  
the major features of the program implementing these solutions i s  pre- 
sented in the following sections. 
L 
ROTOR EQUATIONS 
As suggested in Reference 3, the tension, T, and the longitudinal 
deflection, u, shall be eliminated from the equations. Using the 
nomenclature as shown in Figure 1 and considering 6 and 4 t o  be small 
with 4 ignored compared t o  6 in the nonlinear terms, the equation for  
the tension in the blade becomes: (Equation 62 of Reference 3 )  
Integrating with respect t o  x and solving fo r  u yields: 
with boundary condition u(0) = 0 (2)  
From Reference 3 the equation (Equation 61a) for the e las t ic  displacement 
























Integrating Equation ( 
the resulting equation 
R T = 52 2 T + 252.r mid5 
X 
(4) 
Equation (3)  and (4 )  and an expression for  u '  developed from Equation (1 )  
are substituted into the Equations (Glb), (61c), (Gld) of Reference 3, 
the equations for  the in-plane, out-of-plane, and torsion become (where 
third and higher order terms have been neglected): . 
2 2 2 R {Evv" - 2ReA/ m;dt + AEe," - EC1*8@" + Elel@'  - eA52 T}" - R TV"--+ $2 mxv' 
X 
x 2  R 2 2 x 1  .. - me@@ - he(52 x + 252;))' + 452 mS S miidEd< - 252m/ KR e ' $ ' d g  
0 X 0 
2 2 2 2 2 
2" 2 2 
- 52 mex8v' + 52 me0v - me8V - 52 e TW" + 52 mexw' + meii + 52 mAK@ 
+ mKm 9 + {-EC,*8v1' + ECl*w" + EC1@")" = M@ - 52 mAK8 - 52 me8 x 
A 
(7) 
P C  
5 
These equations contain spatial  derivatives of physical para 
would be d i f f i cu l t  to  evaluate numerically. Integrating eac 
twice between the l imits  x to R will eliminate this proble 
variable x as the lower l imit  is  the more convenient because 
boundary conditions a t  the t i p  of the blade. For example, c 
double integration of functions f " ( x )  and f ' ( x )  as follows: 
and 
R R  
S S f"(x)dxdx = f'(R)(R - x )  - f ( R )  + f ( x )  
x x  
R R  R 
S S f'(x)dxdx = f(R)(R - X )  - S f ( x ) d x  
x x  X 
Following the Galenkin ( R i  t z )  procedure, arbitrary functions for  the blade 
e las t ic  displacements are substituted into the previous equations as 
follows: 
v ( x l t )  = Cy(t)Yi(x) c yiYi 
i i 
w(x t) = C z . ( t ) Z . ( x )  E c z.z J j  j ' j  J J  
where Y i ( x ) ,  Z j ( x ) ,  (ak(x) a re  modal functions which sat isfy the boundary 
conditions and yi ( t )  , z . (t) , @k( t)  are time dependent general i zed co- 
ordinates. The modal functions are  completely general and are not 
res t r ic ted to normal mode shapes. 
In the following equations the short-hand notation S = S ( )d5 is 
J 
R 
used fo r  simp1 i ci ty. X 
6 
2 - eA1mYi -hey i  - ( R  - x)(meYi)R] + yi[EVYit' - n ( / / T Y ~ ' ~  
= //(I-" - mR 2 e )  - n 2 (/inex - eAT - R(me)R(R - x ) )  ( 8 )  
7 
ADDITION OF HUB MOTIONS 
In this section the l inear effects of the hub degrees of freedom are evalu- 
ated and will be combined w i t h  the blade equations. 
The coordinate of a p o i n t  on a blade i n  the nonrotating hub system 
shown i n  Figure 2,  can be defined i n  terms of r ,  the undeformed re  
l ine along the blade span as follows (including the major l inear t 
= r cos $ - [v + q cOs(8 + $ ) ]  sin $ 
+ $ ) ]  cos I/J 
XR 
yR = r sin 
‘R - rPpc 
+[(v + q 
+ w + q s i n ( 8  + cp) - 
Assuming small 
placements and 
l inear express 
angles for 0 and cp in Equations ( l l ) ¶  including hub d i s -  
angular motions ax and a about the respective axes, the 
ian for the iner t ia l  coordinates for a point on the blade 
Y 
become: 
x = x,, + r cos $ - (TI + v )  sin $ + (rB + 
PC 
z = z, + rBpc + q(e  + $1 + w + ( r  s i n $ +  rr cos $)ax / 
- ( r  c o s $ -  q sin $)ay 
Accelerations of the iner t ia l  coordinates are derived from Equation ( 
and are used i n  the formulation of the hub equations, below: 
2 2 
j7 = R,, - R ( r  cos $ - q sin $1 - v s in$ -  2.G cos $ + R v sin $ 
8 
Figure 2, Point on Blade Referenced t o  Non-Rotating 
Hub Coordinate Sys tern 
9 
2 2 j ;  = j;,  - Q (r  sin @ + wos $1 + i; cos - ZW; sin q -  R v COS @ 
+ ( r  s i n @ +  qcos @)tix + 52 2 ( r  cos I/J - win@)ay 
Applying LaGrange's equation, the additional terms i n  the equations fo r  
the e las t ic  displacements v,  w, $ due t o  hub motions become: 
w Equation 
.. 2 z H / h  + (tix - Q ax + Z Q ~  ) ( s in  ~ S S  mx + cos /Sme) Y 




[(x, sin + - g, COS ~jl) + ~ ( i ,  COS I/J - $, sin + ) ] ~ ~ m e e  + 'iHJJme 
2 2 2 
Y 
+ (tix - Q ax + 2Wiy)(sin @/I mex + cos @S/mK 
- 2 ~ i ~ ) ( c o s  +SImex - sin $SSrnK2 
- Q(ix sin $ - i cos @)](Bpc/Jmexe + S h K 2  e) 
where S f S ( )d< 
) - (tiy - Q a 
"2 
+ [(tix cos + ti sin $1 Y 





FINAL BLADE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Combining the respec t ive  equations given i n  (8 ) - (10)  and (16)-(18) y i e l d s  
the equations o f  motion f o r  the e l a s t i c  displacements v, w and (9. 
c 
v Equation 
2 - (R - x)(meYi)R]+ yi[EvYiii - fi (!STYi'' - J/mxYi' + I l m Y i ) ] }  
YH C O S  q SSm + bix COS $ ( e  SSmx + SSrnee) + bi s i n  +(PI //mx + /Stnee) 
P= Y I P C  
w Equation ", 
.. n 




C C  - j;i//me8Yi + 2fiyi[/(KA 2 e i Im~i ) ] . "y i [ i~ le 'Y i i I  - EC1*OYiil 
.. n 
2 - yH cos $//me@ - R.;,, s i n  $//me@ + ?,/me + Ex[sin $ / h e x  + cos $(/SmK 
"2 
+ f? / h e x 0  + l h k 2  e ) ]  + G X [ 2  cos $ / h e x  - s i n  $(2//mK2 + f3 / h e x 0  
PC "2 m2 PC 
~~~ - ___ - ____~_ __ 
3 2 + JJmK- e ) ]  - R a x ( s i n  $ / h e x  + cos ) + bi [- cos $//inex m2 Y 
+ s i n  $( / lmK2 + BpclJmexO + 2 e ) ]  + Riy[2 s i n  $S/mex + cos $(2//mKm 
"2 2 
2 2 + B //mexe + SSmK e ) ]  + R a (cos $SSmex - s i n  $l/mK2 ) 
= //M+ - fi (//mAKe + Ppc//mex + JK 2Te I ) 
The Ga lerk in  ( R i t z )  method o f  e f f e c t  
d i f f e r e n t i a l  equations app l i ed  t o  the  previous equations requ i res  a 
s e t  of averaging i n t e g r a l s .  Equations (79) - (21) f o r  v, w and Q, a r  
p l i e d  by Yi, Z j ,  and @ky respec t i ve l y ,  where i = 1 , NY; j = 1 , NZ an 
NP and each r e s u l t i n g  equation i s  i n teg ra ted  from 0 t o  R. 
NT equations (NT = NY + NZ + NP) which may be so l v  




proximate so lu t i ons  o f  




C C~j[DYYII(I~J~l) + 4Q2DYSI(I,J,1)] + PQij[DYSI(IgJ,Z) - DYYII(I,J,5) 
- DYF(I,J,2) + DYYI(I,J,2) - DYF(I,J,l)] + yJ[DYF(I,J,3) 
- Q2 
c 
(DYYII(I,J,7) - DYYII(I,J,4) + DYYII(I,J,l))]> 
NZ 
+ C {ZQ;,[DYSI(I,J,3) - DYZII(I,J,S) - B DYZII(I,J,l)]+ ZJDYF(I,J,4)I J=l PC 
NP .. 
J=l 
+ C {-@JDYPII(I,J,3) - ZQ6JDYSI(I,J,4) + @jDYF(I,J,5)) 
e - RH sin$DYMII(I,l) + j i ,  cos$ DYFlII(1,l) + bix cos $[DYMII(I,5) 
+ P DYMII(I,2)] + bi sin $[DYMII(I,5) + B DYMII(I,2)] PC Y PC 
(22) 2 
R 
= 1 YISILv + Q {DYMII(I,3) - DYMI(I,4) + DYF(I,1,6)) 
0 
where I = 1 to NY; thus, there is one equation for each in-plane mode. 
Similarly, for the w equation: 
NY 
J=l 
C {ZtQij[DZYI(I,J,3) - DZF(I,J,l) + BpcDZYII(I,J,l)] + yjDZF(I,J,2)> 
NZ 
J=l 
+ C C';;Ij DZZII(I,J,l) + zJ[DZF(I,J92) - R2<DZZII(I,J,6) - DZZII(I,J,3)>]> 
NP .. 
J=l 
+ C {$I~DZPII(I,J,~) + @J[DzF(I,J,4) + Q2(DZPI(I,J,2) - DZF(I,J,6))]) 
13 
+ ?,DZMII(I,l) + dx[sin$DZMII(I,2) + cos $ DZMII(I,3)] 
+ 2&x[cos $ DZMII(1,Z) - sin$DZMII(I,3)] - Qzax[sin $ DZMII(1,Z) 
+ cos JI DZMII(I,3)] - d [cos $ DZMII(1,Z) - sin$DZMII(I,3)] Y 
+ 2Q&y[sin 11, DZMII(1,Z) + cos$DZMII(I,3)] + Q2 a [cos $ DZMII(1,Z) 
- sin $ DZMII(I,3)] + 2Q{J ZIJJmGw' - J ZIJJ(wFJ/m;)} = J ZIJJ 
Y 
R R R 
i 
0 0 0 
- Q2[DZMI(I,6) - DZF(I,1,5) + f3 DZNII(I,2)] (23) PC 
where I = 1 to NZ; following the same procedure, w, the @ equation is 
NZ 
J=l 




+ C {$JDPPII(I,J,4) + @j [DPF(I,J,3) + DPPI(I,J,G) + Q2(DPPII(I,J,5) 
I-- 
+ DPPI(I,J,7))]1 + {H, sin $ + &, COS $ - y, COS $ - Qi,,sin $ 
+ ZH)DPMII(I,3) + dx[sin$ DPMII(I,4) + cos$(DPMII(I,7) + DPMII(I,8) 
+ PpcDPMII(I,6))] + 2Q~x[cos$DPMII(I,4)- sin$(DPMII(I,7) + 




+ 5 [- cos$DPMII(I,9) + sin $ (DPMII(I,7) + DPMII(I,8) + B DPMI 
Y P C  
+ 2Q$[sin $ DPMII(I,4) + cos $ (DPMII(I,7) + 
+ 1. B DPMII(I,6) ] + Q2ay[cos $ DPMII(I,4) - sin $ DPMII(I,7)] 
DPMII(I,8) 
2 PC 
where I = 1 to NP. The coefficients 
(24) a r e  defined i n  Appendix A. 
Equations (22), (23) and (24) may be 
as shown on the following pages. 
shown i n  Equations (22), (23) and 
written i n  partitioned matrix form 
In order to-inclyde a-simple structural  damping representation, terms of 
the form gvv, gww, gQ$ were added t o  Equations (5 ) ,  (6), ( 7 )  resulting i n  
the integrals D Y D ,  D Z D ,  DPD which appear i n  the following pages and are 
defined in Appendix A. 
. 
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0 I I 
cos$[DYMII( I,5 
+ B DYMII(I,~ - - - -PS- ---- - --- 
sin$DZMI I (I ,2) 
+ cos$DZMI I ( I , ..-------------- 
sin$DPMI I( I ,4) 
+ cos$[DPMII( I 
+ DPMII{I,7) 
) ! s  








DYF( I , I ,3)-Q2[DYYII( I, J,7 ) ; 
DYF(I,J,4) r -DYY I1 (I, J ,4)+DYYI I ( I , J , 7) ! 
DZF( I , J ,2) 1 D7F( I ,J,3) + Q2[DZZII( I ,J,3) DZF( I,J,4)+Q2[DZPI (I ,J,2) 
DPYI( I ,J,9)-DPF( I, J,1) 
+Q2 [DPY I I ( I, J , 8) 
i DPZI ( I,Jy8)+DPF( 1,5,2) ! DPF( I, J ,3)+DPPI ( I ,  J ,6) 
+Q2[ DPZI I ( I , J ,4) 
-DPZII (I, J ,  7)] +DPPI(I,J,7)3 
+Q2 [ DPPI I (I , J , 5) 
I I 














Terms In Hub Equations Due t o  Blade Motions 
The kinetic energy of a rotor blade may be expressed as follows: 
*2  m 2  *2 T = T S ( ~  1 + y  + z ) d m  
0 
Assuming a spring-mass-damper model of the hub in each of the three 
orthogonal directions, and torsional models with respect t o  the body 





rn 'i + C  + K  z + C / r n ' i d E = F H  
HZ H~ Hz b=1 0 X 
NB R 
Ia tix + Ca GX + Ka ax + C S rn {- y(rf3 + qe)  + Z(rsin$ +TI cos$)ld< 
PC X X X b=l  o 
NB R 
I + ca ' + Ka "y+ ' rn(i(rf3 + n e )  - 'i(rcos@ - n  s i n $ ) l d E  
a y  Y Y y Y  b=l o PC 
Substituting the expressions for  the accelerations of the iner t ia l  
coordinates from Equations (13)-(15),performing the integration w i t h  res- 
pect t o  chord 'and blade span and assuming two o f  more syanrnetrica'l blades, 
the previous equations become: 
xH Equation 
NB R R 
IB=1 0 0 
rn i7 + C + K x + NBIMI(l,l)XH] + C { - S miisin$ - 2QS rn;cos$ Hx H Hx H Hx H 
R .. R 2 R  + J rnvsin@ + s rnee$sinQ + z8.r mee;cos@ + ( B  M I ( I , ~ )  + M I ( I , ~ ) ) G  1 





I I  
NB R R 
m j ;  + c 
p R  - Q / mvcos$ - s mee+cos@ + 2 ~ /  met&in$ - ( B ~ ~ M I ( I  ,2) + MI(I ,5))tix} 
+ K y + NB[MI(I,J)~;~] + c cs miicos$ - 2n/ misin$ 
Hy H Hy H HY IB=1 o 0 
R .. R 
0 0 0 
a Equation 
1 G + C  GX + K ax - NBCB MI(1,2) + M1(1,5)1yH + C C- (Bpc/ mxii 
X 
NB R 
X PC IB=1 0 a X a x a  X 
R 2 R R R + / meeii)cos$ + ZQ(B s mx; + s me&)sin* + Q ( B  s mxv 
0 pc 0 0 pc 0 
2 2  R 2 2 .  2 R  2 
+ 1 me 8 $)sin$ + ( B  S mx + 2B 1 mexe + S me e )E X 
0 pc 0 pc 0 0 
2 2  R 2  R R R .. R .. 
0 0 0 0 0 
+ sin$/ mxiS + cos$/ meR + sin$/ mx+ + cos$/ me+ - (sin $S mx 
2 R R 2 R 2  + 2sin$cos$/ mex + cos +I me )a, + ZQ[sin+cos+J mx2 - (sin 9 
A 
0 0 0 
R R 2 -  2 R 
0 0 0 0 
2 - cos $11 mex - sinqcos$/ me ]ax + (sin +J mx2 + Zsinqcos+J mex 
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1 + cos 2 $1 R 2  me )tix + Q 2 (sin$cos+/ R 2  mx - ( s i n  2 $ - 
I 0 0 
1 
R 2  
j 
- sin$cos$/ me ) a  + 2 ~ (  
Y 0 
I-_ - _._ >_ 1 ~~ 
I a Equation 
Ia 6 + Ca 4 + K 
NB R 
ay + N5{6 MI(1,2) + M1(1,5)EH + C { - (ppc/ mxV 
Y Y  Y Y  Y PC I B = l  0 a 
R 2 R R R + s meeV)sinq - ZQ(B I mx; + s me&)cos$ + Q (8  s mxv 
0 pc 0 0 pc 0 
R 2 2  R 2 2 -  p R  2 + S me e $)cos$ + ( 6  1 mx + 26 S mexe + S me e )tiy - 1 mx&cos+ 
0 pc 0 pc 0 0 0 
R R .. R .. R R 2 + s meEsin+ - s mx$cos$ + s me$sin$ + Q (sin$cos$/ mx2 + cos2$/ mex 
0 0 0 0 0 
R R 2 R R 2  2 - s i n  $S rnex - sin$cos+S me )ax + ZQ(- cos $S mx2 + 2sin$cos$/ rnex 
0 0 0 0 
R 2 R 2 3 R R - sin'$[ me2)&, - (sin$cos$/ mx2 + cos $S rnex - s i n  $S mex 




0 0 0 0 
2 R R R 2  2 2 - sin$cos$/ me )tix + Q ( -  cos $S mx2 + ~ s i n q c o s l ~ i ~  mex - s i n  $S me)a Y 
2 -  R 2 R 2 R 
0 0 0 0 
- z~(s in$cos$/  mx2 + cos $1 mex - s i n  $1 mex -.sin$cos$/ me )a  
2 R R 2 R 2  - (-  cos $1 mx2 + ~ s i n + c o s + ~  rnex - s in  me6 >i; 1 = F~ 
Y 
Y Y 0 0 0 
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Considering only the hub translational equations of motion and following 
a similar procedure as applied t o  the blade equations arbitrary functions 
for the elastic displacements are substituted into Equations (26)-(28) 
yielding: 
x,, Equation 
I ,  
NB N Y 
IB=1 IB J=l 
m 2 + C + K X + NB[MI(I,I)%H] - C Sin@ C YI(I,J,l)yJ,IB H, H H, H H, H 
NB NP .. NB NY 
IB=l IB J=l IB=l J=l 
+ c sin$ c PI(I,J,3)+J,IB + ZQ c COS@IB c YI(I,J,I)~~,~~ 




Hy H Hy H HY IB=1 J=l 
m j i  + C + K y + NBIMI(l,l)JH] + C COS$IB C YI(l~J~l)yj,IB 





m 'i + C 2 + K z + NBIMI(l,l)ZH] + C C ZI(l,J,l)?J,IB H, H Hz H H, H 
NB NP .. 
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Equations (31)-(33) may be solved for  the hub accelerations and written 
i n  matrix form: 
NB 
IB=l 







0 - Y I ( l y J y l )  0 
YI(19Jyl )  0 
0 0 
cOs'IB 1 [ 
0 I 0 0 0 
+ 





- 7 ,  
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METHOD OF SOLUTION 
L 
[COIH][SIB] = - 
[CODR] - 
sin$DPMII (I ,3) -cos$DPMII (I ,3) DPMI I (I ,3) 
I I 
I I - J 
I 








2 {FR} = - 62 
CBFI = 




["DY F( I , J ,3) I 1 
-R2{DYYII(I,J,7) I I 
-DYYII( I,J,4) I 1 I 




+DYYII(I,J,l)} I I -----------------t------------------+------------------------ 
! DZF(I,J,4) + : DZF( I, J, 3) 
DZF( I , J,2) !+Q2CDZZI1(I,J,3) I ! I +Q21DZPI(I,J,2) 
-----------------+------ !-DZZIILI,J,\k)} -----------+------------------------ : DZF(I,J,G)l 
DPF( I ,J,3)+DPPI (I ,J,6) DPY I ( I , J ,9) 
-DPF( I, J, 1 ) 
+Qp{DPYII (I, J,3) I !+fi2{DPZII( I ,J,4) 
I I 
I 
:DPZI (I , J,8) 
I !+DPF( I,J,2) 
! I 
! I +R?{DPPI I (I, J ,5) 
! 1 +DPPI (I ,J,7)1 
I -DPYII(I,J,G) :-DPZII(I,J,7)) I ; 
I 
I 
+DPYII(I,J,B)I - I I 8 I - 
{FNL) = 262 




Similarly, the coefficients in the hub equations of motion, Equation (27)  
may be defined as: 
1 +NBoMI(i $1)  0 0 X 0 m,, +NB*MI(l,l) 0 Y 0 0 mH +NB.MI(I , l )  2 
26 
[BIN] = 
[BDAM] = 2Q 
[BSPR] = Q2 
[HC] = - 




I -ZI(lyJ,l)  
















11 -PI ( l , J , l )  
cH : 1  Z 
KH i l  Z 
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{HFI = I:; 
Z 
[BIRI] = [BIN][RIOC] 
[BIRID] = [BIRI][CODR] 
[BIRIO] = [BIRI][COR] + [BSPR] 
[BIRIDH] = [BIRI][CODH] 
[BIRIXH] = [BIRI][COIH] 
Using the previous def in i t ions ,  and assuming a sinusoidal forcing function, 
Equation (25) may be writ ten as: 
Equation (34)  f o r  the hub accelerations i s  written as:  
[TM]{F,,}= C [SIB]IBIBIN]{Y 1 + C [CIB]IBIBDAMP]{? 1 
NB NB 
IB=1 zp IB IB=1 zp IB 
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Solving for  the blade accelerations from Equation (35) and s u b s t i t u t i n g  
the r e su l t  into Equation (36) removes the iner t ia l  coupling i n  the system 
and allows solution of the hub accelerations direct ly .  
NR -1 . ._ 
GHI = ([TM] - 1 [SIB]IBIBIRIIH][SIB]IB) (( [HC]  
IB=1 
*I- 
+ [SIB]IBIBIRIO]IY } i- [SIBIIB[BIRI]( {FRIIB + {BF}SinWFt 
zp IB 
Solution of Equation (37) is  effected by use of a fourth order Runge- 
Kutta timewise integration technique. 
obtained f o r  a par t icular  time increment, Equation (35) i s  solved for 
the blade motions. These blade motions a re ,  i n  t u r n ,  substi tuted into 
Equation (37) to  yield the hub responses for  the subsequent time 
increments. T h i s  procedure i s  continued u n t i l  the total  time interval 
of i n  teres t is reached. 
Once the hub responses are  
PROGRAM FEATURES - V22 
The V22 program, developed to  implement the solutions of the equations 
developed above, was designed to achieve the f l e x i b i l i t y  and ease of 
use necessary to  make i t  a useful research tool. The de ta i l s  of the 
necessary and optional inputs a re  described i n  Appendix B. 
major features of the program are  outlined i n  this section. 
in any order. 
unless used. 
i n p u t .  
Some of the 
1. General i n p u t  - The i n p u t  data, i n  most cases, may be i n p u t  
Certain data is  optional as i n p u t  and need not be entered 
In r u n n i n g  successive cases, only changed data need be 
2. No. of Blades - One to four blades may be specified. W i t h  a 
hub,  a m i n i m u m  of two is  required. 
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3. Modal i n p u t  - The method of solution (Galerkin's method) uses 
separate in-plane, out-of-pl ane , and torsion "modes" as generalized 
degrees of freedom. They need not be normal modes (and t h u s  need not 
be changed f o r  changes i n  parameters and rotor speed). The equations 
contain the modal displacement as well as  the f i r s t  and second deriva- 
t ives,  Only the second derivative and the root slope of each mode is  
required as i n p u t .  The program integrates and normalizes each mode to  
a value of u n i t  displacement a t  the t i p .  
of the expected normal mode shapes a re  suggested. 
independently. 
for  each discrete frequency. 
Modes which are representative 
4. Frequencies - Rotational and forcing frequencies are i n p u t  
A frequency sweep may be simulated w i t h  a single card 
= 0 i s  allowed. 
5. 
s p r i n g ,  mass, damper i n  each direction, 
changed w i t h  forcing frequency to  simulate actual hub impedances. 
Optionally 0, 1 ,  2 or 3 directions of motion a re  allowed. 
forcing in any of these directions may be specified. 
Hub data - The hub i s  represented by a s ingle  degree of freedom 
These parameters may be easi ly  
Sinusoidal 
6. Blade forces - Optional forces may be applied a t  any blade 
station. An optional 1- cos type excitation fo r  a specified fraction 
of one revolution i s  available. 
7. Floquet option - I f  t h i s  option i s  selected, the program 
automatically produces a Floquet transit ion matrix by performing one 
(force) cycle for  each i n i t i a l  condition. 
the steady ef fec ts  due t o  such quant i t ies  as  twist  and precone. 
A fur ther  option ignores 
8. Periodic solution - A periodic solution i s  obtained through 
the Floquet matrix which allows the solution for  the i n i t i a l  conditions 
which will resu l t  i n  periodicity. 
may be optionally included i n  the solution, 
9. Nonlinear options - All, in-plane only, or no nonlinear e f fec ts  
10. Solution controls - The integration procedure used includes 
error  checks and automatically selects  appropriate sized integration 
increments. 
error  bound, variable to  be tested for  error ,  i n i t i a l  condition (unless 
periodic solution i s  specified). 
The user specif ies  quantit ies such as the number of cycles, 
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SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 
The mass parameters of any continuous s t ructure  a r e  not amenable to  
d i rec t  verification. An operational rotor blade is subjected to  very 
large centrifugal forces and undergoes a highly coupled motion which 
includes deformation of the e l a s t i c  axis i n  and out of the plane of 
rotation and torsional deformations about this axis. Under these con- 
dit ions,  the adequacy of the mass parameters which are based on a 
f i c t i t i ous  homogeneous section are  i n  some doubt. While there i s  no 
way of direct ly  measuring these parameters, the relationship between 
them and the normal modes, which a re  a t  l e a s t  conceptionally measurable, 
a re  we1 1 understood. 
The method of incomplete models (References 4 and 5 ) ,  which addresses the 
problem, has been adapted to  the specif ic  s e t  of rotor  blade parameters. 
This  formulation determines the m i n i m u m  changes required i n  the i n -  
tu i t ive ly  derived s e t  of mass parameters to  make them compatible w i t h  
the measured modes. There a re  other related developments and features 
of the implementation program which will yield valuable information 
regarding the adequacy of the analytical model. These a re  derived and 
discussed i n  this section. 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Consider a discrete  element dynamic model o f  a continuous structure.  One 
par t  of this model is  a mass matrix, M. 
the k - t h  normal mode, there ex is t s  a necessary orthogonality relationship 
as  follows: 
If  yk i s  a vector representing 
-r 
If  the modal vectors a re  considered t o  be known, and the masses unknown, 
this equation can be rewritten as a s e t  of  l inear  equations: 
where A i s  a matrix whose elements a re  products of the elements of the 
modal vectors, and R i s  a vector made up of the unknown elements of the 
mass matrix. There will be one equation fo r  each u n i q u e  pair  of modes 
and one unknown for  each o f  the elements o f  fl- 
so tha t  the symmetrical off-diagonal elements i n  the (symmetrical) mass 
matrix appear only once i n  the mass vector, M. 
The problem i s  formulated 
- 
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T T Since the scalar product YkMYn i s  identical to  ynMyk there will be 
NM(NM-1) /2  equations, where NM i s  the number of modes. 
number o f  coordinates, the number of unknowns may be between N and 
N(N+1)/2 where the f i r s t  corresponds to  a pure diagonal matrix and the 
upper limit corresponds to  a fully populated mass matrix. 
i n  References 4 and 5 i t  is usual and desirable t o  have many more un- 
knowns t h a n  equations. There are, thus, an inf ini te  number o f  so lu t ions  
which will satisfy Equation (39 ) .  
If N i s  the 
As discussed 
I t  i s ,  of course, desired t o  obta in  that solution which i s  the most 
representative of the actual structure, This objective may be achieved 
by finding, of  those mass matrices which satisfies Equation ( 3 3 ) ,  and 
(38) ,  that which i s  closest t o  an analytically derived model o f  the 
structure. T h a t  i s  t o  say, determine the smallest possible changes 
i n  the analytical mass matrix necessary t o  orthogonalize the measured 
modes. This may be done as follows. 
up of  the elements o f  the analytical (or  approximate) mass matrix and 
then write R = MA + m, where mrepresents the required changes i n  MA. 
Substituting into Equation (39)  yields: 
Let MA be a vector which i s  made 
As discussed i n  Reference 5, the use of  the matrix pseudoinverse yields 
a solution which has the minimum sum of the squares of  the individual 
elements, i.e., AM AM = min.  T h i s  solution may be written: -T - 
T T -1 - 
AQin = - A (AA ) AMA 
The application t o  the specific r o t o r  blade problem i s  given below, 
where certain other more detailed considerations of  minimization and 
other constraints are discussed. 
ROTOR BLADE APPLICATION 
The normal modes of a r o t o r  blade are conveniently expressed i n  terms 
of  the in-plane, out-of-plane, and torsional components as follows: 
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where i ,  w, and 6 are  vectors, each having N X  elements, when N X  i s  the 
number of blade s ta t ions  used i n  the analysis and test. 
The mass matrix, as can be seen from the acceleration terms of Equations 
(5), (6), and (7) may be conveniently partitioned, where each of the 
par t i t ions i s  a diagonal matrix OT order N X ,  
Equation (38) then may be written: 
The rotor  blade form of 
The elements of these diagonal par t i t ions ( i  = 1, 2, ... N X )  represent a 
"lumped mass" ( ra ther  than a "distributed mass") formulation of the 
problem, which is  inherent i n  the matrix representation. 
Treating the modal displacements as knowns and the mass parameters as 
unknowns, the analogy of Equation (39) becomes: 
' - 'ki4n 
+'kiWn I +'niqk i I -'ni@k i i i i I  I I 
I I 
'ki 'n i i 'ki% I 
I 
I 
I ki@nil~ = o  
(43) 
. 
where, typically,  V k  represents the in-plane displacement of  mode k 
a t  s ta t ion i. 
for  each pair  of modes, k < n )  and N X  columns, one for  each s ta t ion 
( i  = 1 ,  2 . . .NX) .  
unknowns ( i n  vector f4). 
i 
Each par t i t ion of the matrix A has N M ( N M - 1 ) / 2  rows (one 
T h i s ,  there a r e  N M ( N M - 1 ) / 2  equations and 4 N X  
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As above, l e t  h! = h!, + %, then Equation (43) is:  
This equation may be solved for minimum 
if  there are significant differences i n  size between elements of MA 
i t  would not be appropriate t o  simply minimize the sum of the squares of 
the magnitudes of the changes. 
large percentage changes in the very small elements, even though these 
same changes would be quite small compared to the larger elements. 
as in Equation (41). However, 
This procedure could result  in excessively 
I t  i s  possible, t h  
the sum of the squares of the percentage changes, which i s  a more 
reasonable cri teria.  
analyst to  indicate a level of confidence i n  each element, so t h a t  items 
w i t h  higher confidence will tend t o  change least. 
solution which has a weighted sum of squares of the elements a t  a 
mini mum. 
ugh a simple modification in the method t o  minimize 
In addition, i t  i s  also possible t o  allow the 
The result  i s  a 
Let the i-th element of MA be designated 
assigned weighting factor (confidence level) be wi. 
matrix W such t h a t  W i i  = W ~ / ( R ~ ) ~ .  Then the elements of blm are 
and the corresponding 
Form a diagonal 
which i s  the function that should be minimized, This i s  achieved by 
making blm the unknown in Equation (44) by inserting I = W'lW as follows: 
AW'l Wm = - AMA (45) 
Then, as above: 
and 
such t h a t :  
-1 -2 T -2 T R = RA - W A {AM A I AmA 
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MASS CONSTRAINTS 
Since the number of equations is  generally much less than the number of 
unknowns, i t  is possible to  add equations to Equation (43) which will 
impose constraints on the mass parameters. 
f ive optional constraints a re  available. These each.. maintain the following 
mass character is t ics  a t  the same value they have i n  NA. These constraints 
refer  to: total  mass, radial s t a t i c  moment (cg) ,  chordwise s t a t i c  moment 
(cg),  flapping moment of i ne r t i a ,  and feathering moment of iner t ia .  These 
five constraints r e su l t  i n  the following equations added to  Equation (43): 
In the method as  implemented, 
- I I - 
3 0 :  0 
i o !  0 
I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 
I I I 
t I I 
1,1,1 ... !‘ I 0 
x1,x2,x 3... I 0 
0 
2 2  x1 ,x2 ... 
0 
I I I 




: o  
i o  















- 2  
.__ 
- m k m  - 
(47) 
(48) 
where ? i s  the right-hand side vector of  Equation (43) augmented by tha t  
of Equation (47). 
T h u s  i t  i s  possible to f i n d  the necessary changes i n  the mass matrix to  
make the modes orthogonal, such that  the weighted sum of squares of the 
percentage changes i s  a m i n i m u m  and the specified mass character is t ics  
remain invariant. 
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ROTATIONAL SPEED EFFECTS 
The mass matrix discussed above i s  independent of the blade rotational 
speed, R. 
change a s  the rotational speed is changed. 
is  valid for  any single R including the nonrotating condition, 52 = 0. 
The f a c t  t ha t  the modes change w i t h  R provides an opportunity for  
obtaining additional information w i t h i n  a fixed range of forcing fre- 
quencies over t ha t  available for  a conventional nonrotating structure.  
If several modes a re  measured a t  each of several values of R, the same 
mass matrix must make the modes a t  any one 52 orthogonal. 
The natural frequencies and the mode shapes, however, do 
The analysis, as presented, 
T h u s ,  the method above has been modified t o  accept modes a t  different  
values of R and to  set  up an equation for each pair  of modes a t  each Q. 
For example, i f  the f i r s t  three modes were ident i f ied a t  three Q's, 
there would be nine equations which would provide information about 
the mass matrix. 
MODE CHANGES 
The measured data, even i f  exact, i s  not suf f ic ien t  to uniquely identify 
an analytical model and t h u s  i n t u i t i v e  decisions a re  required o f  the 
user o f  this method. Some of these decisions have been described above. 
In addition t o  f i n d i n g  the necessary mass model changes, consideration 
should be given to the unavoidable errors  i n  the measured modes. 
of i n t e re s t  to determine the m i n i m u m  changes that  would be required i n  
the modes t o  achieve orthogonality u s i n g  the analytical mass matrix. 
Methods of  this general type have been suggested i n  the l i t e r a tu re  from 
time t o  time (References 6, 7, and 8). 
implemented i n  this study uses techniques very similar to those for the 
mass identification , above. 
I f  the modes are placed i n  order of decreasing confidence (usually i n  
order of increasing natural frequency), the method assumes the f i r s t  i s  
correct, changes the second t o  make i t  orthogonal to the first,  then 
changes the t h i r d  t o  make i t  orthogonal to the f i rs t  and the corrected 
second mode, and similarly for a l l  higher modes. The changes are  the 
m i n i m u m  sum of  squares of the percentage changes of each element as 
discussed above. 
I t  i s  
The method developed and 
The f i r s t  equation may be written: 
(49 1 
or 
AAY2 = - / ~ , y ~  
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T where A = y,M is a 1 x 3*NX matrix. The next  equation t h e n  is: 
where : 
A =  M and A i s  a 2 x 3*NX matrix. 
The equations for  AYM resu l t s  i n  an A matrix of  order M-1 x 3 NX. 
procedure used fo r  solving these equations i s  the same as tha t  described 
above without any w e i g h t i n g  function, w ,  assigned to the individual 
el emen t s. 
The 
PROGRAM FEATURES - ROTS1 
T h i s  program has been designed t o  provide maximum f l ex ib i l i t y  as  a 
research tool. 
paragraphs. The Users Guide w i t h  detailed i n p u t  instructions i s  i n  
Appendix B. T h i s  section will br ief ly  outline several of the major 
features and capabi l i t ies  of the program. 
The theoretical basis has been described i n  the previous 
1. Normalization - the modes may be normalized so the diagonal 
elements of the generalized mass matrix are  unity. 
2. Add modes - a f t e r  a computation is  completed, additional 
modes may be added and fur ther  operations may be performed. 
3. Rotational speed - modes o f  more than one rotational speed 
may be included (for mass ident i f icat ion)  and the proper 
pairing takes pl ace automatical ly. 
4. Random er rors  - modes may be polluted w i t h  random errors  
w i t h  specified random o r  bias errors  for  sens i t iv i ty  
analyses . 
5. Modal changes - necessary mode changes as described above 
w i t h  constant mass matrix may be determined. 
6. Limited mode changes - modes may be changed as above b u t  
w i t h  limits specified for  each mode. 
options a re  available. 
Truncation or scaling 
7. Mass changes - weighted m i n i m u m  mass changes may be obtained 
as described above. 
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8. Invariant s ta t ions  - the mass parameters a t  selected s ta t ions 
may be held invariant. 
9. Invariant parameters - mass, s t a t i c  moments, moments of 
iner t ia  may optionally be maintained invariant dur ing  mass 
i den ti f i  cation. 
10. Sequential operations - the various options may be executed 
sequentially, f o r  example, one may first  change a l l  the modes 
up to  some specified percentages and then finish the correction 
by modifying the mass matrix. 
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METHOD APPLICATIONS 
The two programs were continually checked f o r  va l id i ty  and reasonableness 
d u r i n g  t he i r  development. All features were a t  l ea s t  qual i ta t ively 
verified. 
tests to  be carried out i n  the vacuum chamber a t  the Langley Research 
Center. 
The programs were t h e n  used to  approximately simulate the 
These applications are  described below. 
SIMULATION DATA 
The system simulated consisted of two blades and a hub w i t h  a vertical  
degree of freedom, The system was excited by a vertical  force a t  the 
hub. 
Each blade was represented by 17 stations. 
Table 1 which i s  taken from an actual computer run ,  The units a r e  a l l  
i n  the lb-in-sec system. 
The parameters are  shown i n  
Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the modes used as generalized degrees of freedom. 
These modes were developed from an approximate cantilever eigenvalue 
analysis. The one in-plane, three out-of-plane, and one torsional mode 
represent a l l  the modes expected to  have natural frequencies below 12/rev 
a t  fi = 25 rad/sec. The tables i l l u s t r a t e  the second and f i r s t  derivative 
and the displacements a f t e r  normalization. 
The h u b  was a rb i t r a r i l y  represented by a mass o f  .6 lb-sec / i n  and a 
sp r ing  r a t e  of 20,000 lb/in. 
natural frequency of 111. rad/sec or  4,44/rev a t  fi = 25 rad/sec. 
Tables 5 and 6 give the blade and hub matrices as described i n  the 
section on Method o f  Solution and Equations (36)  and (37). 
2 
T h i s  implies a r i g i d  rotor vertical  
SIMULATION COMPUTATIONS 
Simulated frequency sweeps were carr ied out a t  Q = 0, 20, and 25 rad/sec. 
The Floquet option was used to  obtain precise periodic responses to  
sinusoidal excitation a t  the hub. 
was to  locate the frequencies a t  which h u b  vertical  antiresonances occur. 
A t  th i s  frequency, cantilever conditions exist and since damping is  l i gh t  
the displacement will be a good approximation to  the coupled cantilever 
normal modes o f  the blades. 
a coarse sweep was f i r s t  carried out, followed by necessary points a t  
small frequency intervals  to  ident i fy  the point of zero hub displacement. 
The objective of the simulated t e s t  
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TABLE 5. THE BLADE INERTIAL,  DAMPING, STIFFNESS MATRICES, AND INVERSE 
OF THE I N E R T I A L  MATRIX AT  .Q = 25 RAD/SEC (SEE EQ. 36, 37) 
~. .. . . . , ." ..... " ... .. ll.^_.l .-.,,_ -_ .~ . .^ . .. ... . . . . 
COR I -
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TABLE 6, HUB MATRICES ( S E E  EQ. 36, 37) 
B I R I O  
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Note tha t  since the responses a re  the steady-state periodic responses to 
sin u f t  forcing, the response a t  w f t  = 90" i s  the "real" or in-phase 
component and the response a t  w f t  = 0" is the "imaginary" o r  out-of-phase 
component. 
the antiresonant frequencies. 
too small to be observed and is  not plotted. 
t r a t e  the system natural frequencies. 
Figures 3-12 i l l u s t r a t e  the hub responses i n  the vicini ty  of 
In most cases, the imaginary component is  
These figures also illus- 
A t  each antiresonant frequency the amp1 i tudes of the generalized co- 
ordinates were determined and normalized on the largest  component. 
represent cantilever coupled modes and are  summarized i n  Table 7. A 
Campbell diagram displaying these frequencies i s  given i n  Figure 13.  
The actual mode shapes i n  each of the three directions a re  shown i n  
Figures 14-19. 
shapes. Since only one o f  each was used as a degree o f  freedom i n  the 
simulation, these shapes are the same for a l l  the coupled normal modes 
obtained. The magnitudes a re  given i n  Table 7. T h e  out-of-plane bending 
was represented by three modes and different  combinations appear f o r  each 
normal mode. Figures 16-19 i l l u s t r a t e  these shapes for a l l  the modes 
referenced i n  Table 7. 
sum of the z l ,  z2, z3 components given i n  the table. 
noticeable e f fec t  of  rotor speed i s  i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  these figures. 
These 
Figures 14 and 15 are  the in-plane and torsion component 
The amplitude of these normalized modes i s  the 
The small b u t  
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 
In order t o  t e s t  and i l l u s t r a t e  the ROTS1 methods and program, the data 
obtained i n  the simulation runs, above, was treated as i f  i t  were actual 
t e s t  data. 
eight s ta t ion  lumped mass model as shown on Table 8. 
The analytical model was f i r s t  in tu i t ive ly  reduced to  an 
Several combinations of these modes were used for  mass identification. 
A sample output is shown i n  Table 9 where the original parameter, the 
modified parameter and the percentage changes a re  given. Table 10 
summarizes the sample analyses tha t  were carried out showing mean 
absolute percent changes of the four parameters: m, e,  8 ,  s. The 
resul ts  are not sat isfactory as shown. 
other combinations of modes a t  d i f fe ren t  rotational speeds have yielded 
very large percentage change requirements. 
Since similar analyses on other structures u s i n g  as many as  ten modes 
and 150 unknowns have been successfully carried out, the large changes 
required for  a l l  b u t  the simplest combinations i s  surprising. However, 
there a re  two s ignif icant  considerations which may shed some l i g h t  on 
this problem. 
In addition to  these cases, 
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Figure 6. Hub Vertical Deflection vs 
Forcing Frequency, Q = 20 
Rad/Sec, 1st OP Frequency 
= 25.25 Rad/Sec 
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Figure 7. Hub Vertical 
Deflection vs Forcing 
Frequency, Q = 20 Rad/Sec. 
An Apparent Highly Damped 
Response i n  Vicinity of 
1st IP Frequency 
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Figure 8. Hub Vertical Deflection vs Forcing 
2nd OP Frequency, Q = 20 Rad/Sec. 
Frequency = 86.25 Rad/Sec 
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Figure 9. Hub Vertical Deflection 
vs Forcing Frequency, R = 









Figure 10. Hub Vertical 
Deflection vs Forcing 
Frequency, R = 25. Apparent 
Highly Damped Response i n  
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Figure 11. Hub Vertical Deflection 
vs Forcing Frequency, $2 = 
25. 2nd OP Frequency = 
95.52 Rad/Sec 
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Figure 12. Hub Vertical 
Deflection vs Forcing 
Frequency, R = 25. 
Frequency = 243.3 Rad/Sec 
3rd OP 
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TABLE 7. CANTILEVER NORMAL MODES 
Type 
n 
( Rad/ Sec ) w - Y - 
1st OP 0 10.19 .0655 1.0 .0868 -. 01 00 .000097 
20 25.25 .0408 1.0 .0020 - . 001 3 .000049 
25 30.49 .0354 1.0 -.0198 .0013 .000037 
1st  IP 0 54.55 1.0 -. 3393 .8503 - .0537 .000801 
2nd OP 0 74.20 -1.928 -.3015 1.0 -.0561 .000348 
20 86.25 -.6268 -.2863 1.0 -.0448 .000845 
25 95.52 -.4180 -.2839 1.0 -.0379 .00104 
3rd OP 0 222.0 ,1569 .3240 .4024 1.0 ,003650 
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Figure 13. Campbell Diagram I1 1 ustrat ing 
Natural Frequencies Obtained Dur ing  
Simulated Frequency Sweep 
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Figure 15. Torsional Mode Shape for All Frequencies 
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n w 
0 10.19 RAD/SEC 
0 20 25.25 
D 25 30.49 
Figure 16. Out-of-Plane Shapes From 1 s t  OP Coupled !.lodes 
Figure 17. Out-of-Plane Shapes From 1 s t  IP Coupled Modes 
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I 
F igure 18. Out-of-Plane Shapes From 2nd OP Coupled Modes 




























TABLE 10. SUMMARY OF MASS IDENTIFICATION RESULTS 
Input Modes 
25 Maximum Mean 
Case n = o  20 Rad/Sec Change ( % I  
N o . 1 2 3 4  1 2  1 2 3  ( X )  Change Comments 
1 x x  .7 .3 1 Eq. , 24 unknowns 
l a  x x 1.5 .6 5 mass cons t ra in ts ,  
6 Equations 
2 x x x  - - very large changes 
3 x x  X 25.5 9.0 3 Equations 
3a x x X 
3b x x X 
4 x x x x  
x x  
26.4 9.0 mass const,  4 
Equations 
24.7 9.2 5 mass constraints ,  
8 Equations 
379.0 65.0 mode 3 apparently 
inconsis tent  
1.2 .6 
6 x x  3.0 1.2 
7 x x x 13.6 3.8 3 Equations 
7a x x x 250.0 43.0 5 mass constraints ,  
8 Equations 
8 x x  x x  307.0 45.0 2 Equations 
9 x x  x x  x x  41 2.0 51 .O 3 Equations 
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(1)  Only f ive  generalized coordinates (modes) were used i n  the 
simulation. The torsional mode participated only s l igh t ly  i n  any of 
the normal modes, t h u s  there a re  essent ia l ly  only four degrees o f  
freedom i n  the problem. Whenever the number of equations approaches 
four, the necessary changes can be expected to  become large. T h i s  
s i tuat ion,  of course, will not exist i n  a real test  and, thus, i t  i s  
expected tha t  the analysis of actual test  data may be considerably 
more successful. I t  i s  possible to use the simulation program u s i n g  
up to 11 degrees of freedom and i t  is expected tha t  the resul ts  of such 
an analysis would be considerably improved. 
ful. I t  is apparent, from Figures 14-19, t h a t  the predicted changes i n  
mode shape with rotor speed is quite small. Thus ,  the equations result ing 
from the same modes a t  different  speeds will be nearly identical and 
r e su l t  i n  a nearly singular matrix. In the simulation program, as  used 
i n  this report ,  the same modes were used as generalized coordinates for  
a l l  rotor speeds, t h u s  accentuating this condition. ldhether the use of 
actual t e s t  data will improve th i s  s i tuat ion is  uncertain since i t  i s  
well known that  the mode shapes change only s l igh t ly  with rotor  speed. 
( 2 )  No case where data from two rotor speeds was used was success- 
I t  i s  a lso noted that  any combination which included the third mode a t  
Q = 0 yielded poor resul ts .  
e f fec t ,  except t ha t  the second and t h i r d  modes contain highly coupled 
i n  and out-of-plane responses. 
mode are quite s imilar ,  there may be some analytical problems i n  
orthogonalizing those modes with the analytical - -  model used. 
As an i l l u s t r a t ion  of the mode change analysis, keeping the mass matrix 
invariant, the three modes a t  Q = 25 rad/sec. were processed. The r 
changes a re  quite small and the resu l t s  are  shown i n  Table 11. 
No particular reason is  seen for  this 
Since the in-plane and f i r s t  out-of-plane 
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TABLE 11. MODE CHANGES REQUIRED FOR ORTHOGONALITY 
SZ = 25 rad/sec 
Percentage Changes 
Mode 2 
W - V Mode 1 - 








V - 4 - 
0 . 01 
0 . 01 
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. 01 .42 
. 01 .41 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Two separate analytical methods have been developed. 
used as  a basis for  computer programs. 
be useful research tools fo r  evaluating rotor  dynamic analytical models 
i n  conjunction w i t h  the vacuum chamber w h i r l  tests to  be conducted a t  
the Langley Research Center. 
They both have been 
The two programs a re  expected to  
The first program allows the analyst to  attempt to model these tests and 
to observe the agreement between analysis and experiment. The analytical 
model includes the important dynamic features of the test, such as  hub 
degrees of freedom, non-uniform parameters, stiffness coupling between 
out-of-plane and in-plane motion, and the a b i l i t y  t o  simulate forcing 
frequency sweeps independent of rotor  speed. 
designed to  allow convenient changes i n  parameters, number of degrees 
of freedom, types of nonl ineari t i e s ,  periodic or t ransient  solutions. 
The e f fec ts  of parameters i n  blade responses, natural frequencies, and 
normal modes may be  eas i ly  studied. 
The program has been 
The second program, which i s  an adaptation of methods previously applied 
to nonrotating s t ructures ,  makes use of observed blade normal modes to 
correct the mass and ine r t i a l  coupling terms used i n  the analytical 
model. 
accurate modal measurements and combinations of  modal and mass parameter 
changes. In addition, a feature which produces controlled random varia- 
t ions i n  the measured modes allows for  a study of s ens i t i v i t i e s  of these 
resul ts  to inaccuracies i n  the observed data. The method also has the 
capabili ty of making use of modes measured a t  more than one rotational 
speed. 
Other options allow the analyst  to study the poss ib i l i ty  of i n -  
Both programs have been extensively tested for  val idi ty  and sample 
computations have been presented i n  this report. The second program 
which performs a c lass  of system identification analyses, was tested 
us ing  resul t s  obtained from the simulation program. The capabi 1 i t y  to 
handle more than a few modes o r  modes a t  more than one rotational fre- 
quency has not been demonstrated. 
believed t o  be due to the relat ively small number of generalized degrees 
of freedom used i n  the simulation program. Since other related applica- 
tions of this technique have been s ignif icant ly  more successful, i t  i s  
anticipated that  the analysis of actual t e s t  data o r  the use of simula- 
tions having a larger  number of participating modes will yield useful 
resul ts. 
The lack of adequate success is 
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The simulation program has the capabil i ty  to  use eleven blade general ized 
degrees of freedom. T h i s  l imi t  i s  purely due to  the dimensioning 1Smita- 
tions and simple program modifications can increase this limit t o  any 
desired value. 
freedom. The lower frequency responses obtained are  believed to  be quite 
valid and this va l id i ty  only becomes weaker as frequency ranges a re  
reached which i n  r ea l i t y  include participation of modes which were not 
included i n  the analysis. 
The following recommendations a r e  made for  useful continuation of this 
research. 
The simulation carried out used f ive modes as degrees of 
(1)  Develop an analytical model, which is a bet ter  intuitive 
representation of the actual rotor  system to be tested. 
(2 )  Simulate specif ic  t e s t  conditions and make d i r ec t  comparisons 
w i t h  actual test responses. I f  obvious apparent discrepancies exist, 
make rational in tu i t ive  changes i n  the analytical parameters whenever 
such changes can be ju s t i f i ed  by consideration of the physical character- 
i s t i c s  of the rotor.  
( 3 )  Use actual measured normal modes i n  both the nonrotating and 
rotat ing conditions to correct the mass and iner t ia l  coup1 i n g  parameters 
and to  study the sensitivities to  measurement errors.  Use these resu l t s  
t o  evaluate the possibi l i ty  of obtaining s ignif icant  information from non- 
rotating t e s t s  alone. 
analyst ' s  capabili ty t o  derive a more sat isfactory model from the physical 
character is t ics  of the blades prior t o  any testing. 
Evaluate the use o f  this method to improve the 
(4) Use the simulation program fo r  conditions and blades other than 
those tested to  study the e f fec ts  o f  blade and hub parameters on natural 
frequencies, blade and rotor responses and s t ab i l i t y .  
adaptable program, i t  i s  strongly recommended tha t  further developments 
o f  this program to include aerodynamics,controls and a more comprehensive 
fusel age representation be considered. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEFINITIONS OF INTEGRALS 
Mass Integrals (Sta. No. , Coefficient No.) 
R 
S E S ( )dx 
X 
MI(1,l) = Sm 
MI(I,2) = Smx 
MI(I,3) = Sme 
MI(I,4) = Smex 
MI(I,5) = he8 
MI(I,6) = Smexe 
2 MI(I,7) = SmK 
m2 
MI(I,8) = Imk e 
MI(I,S) = SmAKe 
MII(I,l) = SMI(1,l) 
l'lII(I,2) = SMI(I,2) 
MII(I,3) = SM1(1,3) 
MII(I,4) = IMI(I,4) 
MII(I,5) = SM1(1,5) 
MII(I,6) = SMI(I,6) 
MII(I,7) = SMI(I,7) 
MII(I,8) = SMI(I,8) 
MII(I,9) = IMI(1,9) 
I = 1 t o  number of blade stations 
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Y Integrals (Sta. No., Mode No., Coefficient No.) 
R 
J 5 J ( )dx 
X 
YI(IyJ,l) = /myJ 
YI(I,J,Z) = SmeYJ 
YI(I,J,3) = SmeOYJ 
YI(I,J,4) = JmxYJ 
YI(I,J,5) = JmeY; 
YI(I,J,G) = Jmex0Y; 
YI(I,J,7) = I-rYj 
YI(I,J,8) = /eATOYi 
YI(I,J,9) = IE,e'Yi 
YI(I,J,lO) = S eAY5 dx 
X 
0 
YII(I,Jyl) = JYI(I,J,l) 
YII(I,J,Z) = SYI(I,J,Z) 
YII(I,J,3) = SYI(I,J,3) 
YII(I,J,4) = JYI(I,J,4) 
YII(I,J,5) = /YI(I,J,5) 
YII(I,J,G) = JYI(I,J,G) 
YII(I,J,7) = JYI(I,J,7) 
YII(I,J,8) = JYI(I,J,8) 
YII(I,J,S) = JYI(I,J,S) 
I = 1 to number of blade stations 
J = 1 to number o f  in-plane modes 
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Z Integrals (Sta. No., Mode No., Coefficient No.) 
R 




Jme x Z; 
SmeOZ; 
I E ~  ee I zi 
X 
ZII ( I , J , l )  = SZI(I ,J , l )  
ZII(I,J,2) = /ZI(I,J,2) 
ZII(I,J,3) = SZI( I ,J ,3) 
ZII(I ,J ,4) = SZI(I,J,4) 
ZII(I,J,5) = SZI(I,J,5) 
ZII(I,J,G) = /ZI(I,J,G) 
ZII(I ,J ,7) = /ZI(I,J,7) 
ZII(I ,J ,8) = /ZI(I,J,8) 
I = 1 to  number of blade s ta t ions 
J = 1 t o  number o f  out-of-plane modes 
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Cp Integrals (Sta. No., Mode No., Coefficient No.) 
R 
S S ( )dx 
X 
PI(I,J,l) = 
PI(I,J,2) = SmexQJ 
PI(I,J,3) = Sme9QJ 
PI(I,J,4) = SmK, QJ 2 
PI(I,J,5) = SrnAKQJ 
PI(I,J,6) = 
PI(I,J,7) = SKA T Q ~  
PI(IsJ,8) = S KA 0@;.dx 
2 
x 2  
0 
I = 1 to number o f  blade stations 
J = 1 to number of torsional modes 
PII(I,J,l) = SPI(I,J,l) 
PII(I,J,2) = SPI(I,J,Z) 
PII(I,J,3) = SPI(I,J,3) 
PII(I,J,4) = /PI(I,J,4) 
PII(IsJ,5) = /PI(I,J,5) 
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Special Integrals (Sta. No. , Mode No. , Coefficient No.) 
R R  
f f I I ( )dxdx 
x x  
S I ( I , J , l )  = /m/ ' 1  EA YI(I,J,l)dx 
0 
SI(I ,J ,3)  = /rnZI(I,J,S) 
SI(I ,J ,4)  = /mPI(I,J,8) 
R 2  SI(I ,J ,5)  = f KA BYI(I,J,l)dx 
X 
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v Equation Integrals 
DYYI(K9J92) = JYK YI(IyJ,Z) 
DYYII(K9J31) = I Y K  YII(.I,J,l) 
DYYII(KSJy4) = SYK YII(I9Jy4) 
DYYII(K9J95) = IYK YII(I9J95) 
DYYII(K9J97) = IYK YII(I9Jy7) 
DY ZI I ( K-9 J 9 1  ) = IY K ZI I ( I 9 J y 1 ) 
DYZII(K,J95) = IYK ZII(IyJ,5) 
DYPII(KyJ93) = IYK PII(IyJ93) 
DYMI (K94) = IYK MI(I94) 
DYMII(K91) = SYK MII(I91) 
DYMII(K92) = /YK MII(1,Z) 
DYMII(K,3) = /YK MII(Iy3) 
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DYMII(K35) = JYK MII(I35) 
DYSI(K,J,i) = /YK SI(I,J,i) i = l t o 4  
DYF( K, J , 2) = /YKeAYI ( I ,J , 1 ) 
DYF(K,J,3) = lYKEvYj 
DYF(K,J,4) = /YK E Zi 
DYF(K,J,5) = JYK(EC1*ePj + Ele'P;) 
DYD( I(, J) = gvs yK/ r yJ 
0 x x  
R R R  
DYALII (K) = J YKJ J L, 
0 x x  
K, J = 1 to number o f  (1-P, 0-P or torsion) modes 
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w Equation Integrals 
R 
S S ( )dx 
0 
DZY I ( K, J , 3) 
DZPI ( K, J ,2) 
DZZI I (K, J,1) 
DZZI I (K, J, 3) 
DZZII (K, J,6) 
DZYI I (K, J,1) 
DZPII( K,J,l) 
DZMI (K,6) 
DZMI I ( K , i ) 
DZI( K, J,1) 
DZF( K, J , 2) 




DZD( K, J 1 
DZALI I (K) 
= SZK ZII(I,J¶l) 
= /ZK ZII(I,J,3) 
= /ZK ZII(I,J,6) 
= /ZK YII(I,J,l) 
= /Z, PII(I,J,l) 
= JZK MII(1,I) i = l t o 3  
= JZKAEeYj 
= /ZKEwZi 
= /ZKIEC1*Pi + E 1 ee' P;] 
= g,/ Z ~ J  s zJ 
0 x x  
R R R  
K, J = 1 to number of corresponding modes 
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DPMII(K,i) = IOK MI(1,i) i = 3, 4; 6 to 10 
DP?I(K,J,l) = JQK SI(I,J,5) 
DPF(KgJ31) = ,f@K EC1* Yj 
DPF(K,J,Z) = S@K EC-j*Yj 
DPF(K,J,3) = S@K EC1*Z: 
R R R  
DPD( K,J ) = g@/ @K S S @KJ 
o K x x  
R R R  
o K x x  
DPALI I (K) = S @ S S t l @  




DYNAMIC ROTOR SIMULATION PROGRAM 
First card of each case i s  HEADING CARD (see next page for  description 
and exceptions). 
All other data may be entered i n  any order (data blocks must maintain 
order w i t h i n  block). Data n o t  entered ( a f t e r  1st case) retains previous 
values ( i f  any). All data is  se l f  identified by value of IO punched i n  
























Type of Data 
Blade Properties 
Blade Data 
Modes: In-Plane ( Y )  
Frequencies (Q, w f )  
Hub Data, X,M,C,K,F 
Y 
* z  
Out-of-Plane ( Z )  
Torsion ( P )  
Appl ied Forces , B1 ades 
Special Controls - Nonlin, Floquet 
Sol u t ion  Controls 
Special IO Cancel 















Yes (Must precede 
IO = 3,4 o r  5,13) 
No (Default t o  0 ' s )  
No ( A t  l eas t  one of 











Go1 1 I c1 #O Ends r u n  (same as IEND = 3, see below) 
2 I c2 #O A l l  i n p u t  printed (else  only new data p r i n t e d )  
3 I C3 #O Prints def ini te  integrals 
4 I C4 #O Prints coefficient matrices 
5 I C5 #O Writes data on tape (see below) 
6-80 Arbitrary heading 
The heading card is the f i r s t  card of the f i r s t  case and the f i r s t  card 
of each following case unless the preceding case ended w i t h  IEND = 2 
(see below) 
GENERAL INPUT 
IO i n  col 1 , 2  of 1 s t  card only of each block. 
IEND i n  col 80 of single card - see detai ls  of each block i n p u t .  
IEND = 1 end of data,  followed by HEADING and new data 
= 2 same as 1 b u t  omit HEADING card from next  case 
= 3 ends run  a t  completion of case 
No special ending required for  block data i n p u t  
All data has following format. Real and integer i n p u t  may be mixed. 
12, F8.0, 6F10.0, F9.0, I1 
Do not use col 1 o r  2 except fo r  10 (on f i r s t  card of block) 
Do not use .col 80 except t o  end case 
TAPE DATA (IC5 #0) 
Uses FORTRAN u n i t  9. 
not limited t o  36O), t i p  in-plane deflection, t i p  out-of-plane 
deflection, t i p  torsional deflection, xH, y,,, zH. 
Data records a re  as follows $ ( i n  degrees, 
Blade 1 only 
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I I O = 2  
1 Word 
I -  





IO on first card only,  col 1 ,2  blank on a l l  SUC 
2 cards per s t a t i o n  (order  l9Z91,2 ...) 
20 s t a t i o n s  max 
IEND ( i f  used)on l a s t  card 7 
Defini t ions cons i s t en t  w i t h  TN D-7818 
Card 1 Card 2 
X - s t a  (ascending sequence) 
M - mass/unit l e n g t h  
E - e  
Kml - k 
Km2 - k 
THP - 0' b u i l t  i n  p i t ch  - rad/ 
SEA - eA 
ml 
m2 KA - kA 
u n i t  l ength  
EOP - EI,,, ( E 1  ou t  of  chord plane) 
EIP - EI,, (E1 f o r  bending i n  chord 
GJ 
EA - ( i f  0 then &- is  set  t o  
plane) 
EB1 - EB1* 
E62 - EB2* 
EC - EC1 
ECS - ECl*  
BLADE DATA OPTIONAL (Defaul t  t o  0 )  
NB - no of blades 4 max Default  t o  1 i f  no hub DOF 
[Default t o  2 i f  hub  DOF included 
THO - Bo angle a t  x(1) - radians 
BPC - Bpc - pre-cone - radians 
GV - bl ade damping, 1 -P appropri a t e  u n i  ts, v i  scous 
GtJ - blade damping, 0-P appropr ia te  un i  ts, viscous 
GP - blade damping, t o r s ion  appropr ia te  units, viscous 
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IO = 3 MODES IN-PLANE Nax 3 modes 
IO = 4 MODES OUT-OF-PLANE one of IO = Max 5 modes 
IO = 5 MODES TORSION Max 3 modes 
( A t  l e a s t  
3,4,5 reqd) 
Each mode has one s e t  of i n p u t  - second derivative a t  each s ta t ion 
followed by the f i rs t  derivative a t  s ta t ion 1 (slope and deflection 
are  obtained by integration and normalized to  u n i t  deflection a t  t i p )  
Input - 8 elements per card - as many cards as necessary ( 3  max), 
a l l  functions s t a r t  on new card 
IO on f i r s t  ( )Ii card - a l l  other col 1 , 2  blank 
IEND ( i f  used) on 1 s t  ( )Ii card of l a s t  mode 
Order of i n p u t :  
I new card ( ) I  word 1 only, slope a t  s ta t ion 1 (normally = 0) 
x1 




~ next mode ( ) ' I  
word 1 only, deflection a t  s ta t ion 1 (normally = 0) 
( ) ' I  . . . . 
I new card x1 x2 
e t c  I 
IO = 6 FREQUENCIES REQUIRED 
Word 
1 OMEG - L? - rotor speed,rad/sec 
2 OMF - uf - forcing frequency, rad/sec 
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I13 = 7 HUB DATA, X OPTIONAL 
IO = 8 HUB DATA, Y OPTIONAL 
~ IO = 9 HUB DATA, Z OPTIONAL 
1 Impedance i n  each direction may be represented as spring-mass-damper a t  
I frequency uf. Data omitted implies i n f i n i t e  impedance. 
! i s  i n p u t  - a t  l ea s t  two blades required. 
I 
I f  any hub data 
1 Word 






2 HC Y 
X 
z 
3 H K  Y 
Damping Coeff 
S p r i n g  Rate 
Force - multiplied by sin a f t  (:or by 1 -if af = 0)  
, 
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IO = 13 APPLIED FORCES, BLADES OPTIONAL 
Load may be applied a t  any one station, b u t  i n  three directions. 
tudes are multiplied by s i n y t  ( o r  by 1 i f  wf = 0). 
applied t o  one o r  a l l  blades. 
producing "umbrella mode" forcing. 
Ampli-  
Forces may be 
w f t  always refers t o  blade 1 ,  however, 










Station index number (see IO = 1 )  
Blade number t o  which force i s  applied - 0 applies forces 
t o  a l l  blades simultaneously. If >NB, NBF i s  set  to 0. 
Period as fraction of 360" (1 - cos) force i s  applied 
from I) = 0 to  I) = PER*2. 
Integration interval must be selected with core (IO = 18). 
OMF (IO = 6 )  i s  ignored. 
If in-plane hub degrees of freedom are used (IO = 7 o r  8) AFY o r  
NBF must = 0. 
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IO = 17 SPECIAL CONTROLS - NONLIN, FLOQUET OPTIONAL (Default t o  
nonlinear, no 
f 1 oque t ) 
FLOQUET OPTION: 
unless wf = 0 then rotor cycle i s  used. Note tha t  i f  in-plane hub b o - F  
are used equation contains terms periodic i n  Qt. 
then the boundary conditions fo r  a ( l inear )  periodic solution a re  
determined and solution i s  executed for  number of cycles specified i n  
IO = 18. T h i s  overrides any other i n i t i a l  condition(s). 
A maximum a t  15 degrees of  freedom a r e  allowed for  this option (30 
variables including veloci t ies) .  
Produces Floquet t ransi t ion matrix using force cycle ( w f )  
I f  a force i s  applied 
1 NLIN = 0 All nonlinear terms included 
= 1 In-plane nonlinear terms only 
= 2 Linear terms only 
2 NFLOQ = 1 Floquet option (see discussion just  above) 
= Same as 1 ,  b u t  steady ef fec ts  of of fse t s  and twists 
and precone a re  ignored. 
2 
, IO = 18 SOLUTION CONTROLS REQUIRED 





' 1 CYCLES Number of force* cycles fo r  solution to  r u n  ' 2 HINIT Number of integration intervals  per cycle 
3 ERROR Error bound (appropriate u n i t s ) ,  see IYE 
4 IYE Index of variables tested for  ERROR** 
5 CIC In i t i a l  condition (appropriate units), see IYIC 
6 IYIC Index of variable for  i n i t i a l  condition 
7 BERR Upper limit (abs) of variable (IYE) which stops run.  
I f  = 0 no l imi t  
* Force cycle is  used unless wf = 0 (IO = 06), then rotor cycle is  used. 
** See section on variable numbers following. 
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IO = 21 SPECIAL IO CANCEL OPTIONAL 
For cases after the first,  IO'S previously used may be cancelled. When 
this option is used al l  coefficients are recalcufated and IC2 is  set  to  
1 (see HEADING CARD) t o  insure da ta  p r in tou t ,  There i s  no necessity t o  
cancel when data i s  rep1 aced. 
Word 
1-8 IO'S t o  be cancelled (0's ignored) 
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VARIABLE NUMBERS 
In I018 the variables are referred t o  by numbers. 
as  follows: 
These numbers are 
12 
13 
0 . . 
Y1 
N M  = no. o f  modes 




. . . 




Certain e r r o r s  terminate the run.  
indicated below. A l l  e r r o r  numbers refer t o  a Fortran statement number 
i n  v i c i n i t y  of e r ror .  ( A l l  a r e  i n  INPU except f o r  the 5000 series which  
occur i n  SOL), 
























REASON TERMINATE NUMBER 
Inactive IO Yes 51 0 
Yes 
Yes 51 1 




Invalid IO Yes 
More than one i n p u t  No, IO* 1100 
of same IO, l a s t  one 1105 
used 1106 
1921, Attempt  t o  cancel Yes 1107 
inva l id  I $  1108 
101, Stat ions out  of seq Yes 
101, Too many s t a t i o n s  Yes 
103, Too many Y modes Yes 
104, Too many Z modes Yes 








1013, N Y F < O  CR Yes 
>N X 
1013, All forces 0 Yes 
1013, NB <NBF < 0 No , 
Sets  NBM t o  B F* 
6 
1018, Error < 0 Yes 
1018, IYIC < O  Yes 
1018, IYIC > NDIM Yes 
1018, IYE<O Yes 
1018, IYE > NDIM Yes 
No IO = 1 Yes 5010 Too many D-0-F 
No IO = 3,4 o r  5 Yes f o r  Floquet 
No IO = 6 Yes 5030 IHLF = 11 
IO2 NB >4, set  t o  4 No, NB* 5031 IHLF = 12 
I02 NB < 1,  se t  t o  1 o r  No, 1* 5032 IHLF = 13 
2 (2 i f  HUB DOF) 
10 = 18 Missing Yes 
In-plane h u b  w i t h  No, NBF* 
AFY*OR*NBF*NE*O 








._-___ --- _ _ _ ~ _ _ - - - - - - - -  -- ---- - 1 i 4 ;  V 3 D E S  - STATIOKS CCRRESPO%D TO MASS DATA ’ 
I__--_ I-_ ---- 
‘ 1-10 FREQ VATURAL I RAC/SEC 
11-20 OM EG ROTATIONAL I RAD/SEC 





2 SOLVE FOR M I N I M f J H  MODAL CHANGES - K A S S  M A T  
_c_ ________I_-_--_____- _ _- 
ALL NCDES MUST 3E AT S A X E  OHEGA 
F I R S T  IJODE Ut\jCHAWGEU, L A S T  YOGE MILL  CHANGE MOST 
, 
0 INDICATES NO L I M I T -  
1- - - - - - - H D i . E g , t  - L I M I T  CHANGES : T w N c q i E  - m T I c w  :---- 
I WD2-8 SAHE AS FOR S C A L E  S P T I O N E X C E P T  THAT O I L Y  
C H A Q G E S  %’ti I C H  EXCEEE L1.Y I T S  ARE TRUNCATED- 
----OTH €3  -CH A% GE S - A 3 E -NOT-MO D I F-I ED- 
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- 3 1':CDPP i4OOEL V'ASS CHANGES 
.- _ _  _-_.--_I- 
T H E  FOCLO'dfNG CCNTROLS C X S E  T 
--_ - - . ___ ----PRCPERTIES T O  R E M A I N  I N V A 4 9 I b N T  
COL 20 TCiTPL WASS M 
40 CHOFO'rilSE CG N*E 
0 ABOVE.OPERATIOtCS DO NOT D I S T U R S  O R I G I N A L  DATA 
O R I G I Y A L  DATA fY 3REPEP 
H D l r W D Z , . r c S T A T I O N  NUMBERS, NO Z E R O E S  
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A P P E N D I X  C 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G S  
v2 2 v 2 2  Y 2 2  00000010 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0  
REAL MsKMl rKP2  r K A  00000030 
LOGICAL L Y  00000040 
COMMON FOR INPUT 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0  
COMMON/INDAT/XIZO) o M f 2 0 l r E 1 2 0 l ~ S E A ( Z O J  t K F i l f 2 0 1 r K M 2 ( 2 0 ) r K A (  20)r 000000b0 
1 THP 120) TEOP 42 0) t G J l 2 0  1 r E A ( 2 0  1 9  E B l ( 2 0 1 ~  E821 201 r ECS( 20 1 9  EIP ( 20) r 00000070 
2 TH0,8PC,YPP120.3) p Y P f 2 0 r 3 j  r Z P P ( 2 0 ~ 5 ) y Z P ( 2 0 r  5 ) r P P P 1 2 0 r 3 1 r P P 1 2 U 1 3 1  t O O O O O O 6 0  
3 00000 0 so 
4 9NB r H  HX r H  M Y  r HMZ r HCX o HCY 9 HCZ t HKX 9 HKY t HUZI NX 9 N FL OQ , O O O O O t C O  
5 * H I  N I T ~ E R R O R ~ I Y E I C C C ,  IY ICvBERR rCYCCES rNXFr  AFYIAFZIAFPINBF 000001 10 
6 ~ R I G V ~ G W I G P I H E ~ ~ ) ~ P E R  000001 20 
COMMOK COEFFICIENT MATR I C E S  0000011 30 
000001 40 
1 C O l l l  9 1 1 )  tDCOI11r3.1)  r F ( l l l r D F (  11) r F N L t  l l f , C O I R (  l l r l 2 ) r  O O O O O l 5 0  
2 000001 60 
OMEG 9 OMF r EC ( 20 j 9 NY 9 NZ ,NP 9 N iv, OMEGSp OMFS e I DIM v NMAX s NL I N  
COMMON/COEF/COII 11,ll.i 9 O C O I t  1 1 * l l f r C O D (  11,I.l f t  CCODl ll~ 1 l ) r  
C O D R ( L 1  r l  L l  rCOR411rll) r F R ( l l I r R I O C 4  111 1 2 1  t BF( 11) 
3 rBI N 13 r l l  ) 9 BDAM t3 9 11 ) 9 BS PR (3911 1 r CO IHI  119 3) 7 CO DHI 111 3 1 r B I R  I ( 31 11 1 O O O O O l 7 0  
4 9 B I R I D t 3  9 1 1 )  , B I R I 0 ( 3 p 1 1 1  , B I R I D h { 3 p 3  ) t  HF( 3 ) r T Y t  3 9 3 ) r B I R I I H ( 3 9 3  ) OOOOOLBO 
5 9HC1393) r H K ( 3 3 3 )  000001 90 
COMMON FOR HEADING+ CChTROL DATA 
COMMON DIME hS ION CATA 
COMMON/HED/ICl r l  C2 9 IC3 r I C 4 r H E A D I  19 f r  IPAGEr INPUTS 20)t  IENDIL INE r X C 5  
COMMON /D I M /N I NPUT , NS T A 9 NY MOD E* h2 NO DE 9 N PMOOEI NMO DE, NM 1 9  ND I M  P N BLADE 000002 30 
CCMMRN BASIC CERIVED DATA 000002 40 
COMMON VAR!A8LES AND SCLUTION CONTRDLS 000002 60 
00000270 
000002 80 
000003 CO NINPUT = 2 0  
N S T A  = 20 0030O3 10 
N Y r a o E  = 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0  
NLNODE = 5 00000330 
NPMODE = 3 300003 40 
NMM)E=11 * Si) 3003 50 
NM1 = NMODEtL OOcl003 60 
000003 70 
000003 80 
NBLADE = 4 
NDIM * 98 
DO L0 L = l r N I h i P U T  000003 SO 
F 5 1 = l e U E + 5 1  00000400 
00003410 
00 0 004 2 0 
10 I N P U J I I I = O  
I C A SE=O 
000 004 30 
00000440 
[END = 0 
2 0  CALL  - I N P U  _x i t t A S E )  I 
L I N E  = 100 000004 60 
C A L L  Oi1000470 
COMMON/DER/TH420 rEV (20)rEW f 2 0 )  v E P ( 2 0 I  t Y 4  209 31 t Z (  2 0 9 5  ) r P 1 2 0 r  3 )  0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0  
C OMHON/VAR /YVA R (98 ) r DE RY (98 9 PRMT t 6) 9 L Y  t 98 1 




00 0 004 90 
i 
O O O O O 5 Z O  
0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0  
GO TO 20 
E ND 
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FUNCTlON D I N T  (DUMPtOUf’PPtXo hXI 
REAL D U M P I l i  ,DUMPP(l) 9 x 4 1 )  
CALL I N T  (DUMP~DUMPP~O~XINXI 1) 




. . _  
FUNCTION DINTI. fA ,B, I l  r N r X r N 4 r N X t ~ M P r D U H P P )  
R E A L  A INA t 1) r B  (NA.11, X ( 1) T DUMP( 1 1 9 DUMP P{ 1 1 
D O  10 I = l * N X  
CALL I N T  (DUMP~DUMPPIO rX,NX,l) 
10 DUMPP(I I= A f I r I l  ) * B t I t N )  
D I N T l  =D UMP (N X)  
END 
RE lrURN 
F UNC T I  ON ( A ,  B , I1 , I2 t N t hB 
R E A L  A(NAVP1 t B ( N A r N B , I 1 t X f ~ l r G ~ M P 1 :  l l t D U M P P 1 l J  
D O  1 0  f = l r N X  
10 DUMPPtI) = A I I t I 1 )  * B I I 9 1 2 9 N )  
CALL I N T  IDU~PIDUMPP~OIX~NXT~)  
DI NT2 X 9 Fd A t  NX ‘t DUMP, OUWPP # 
D I NT2 =D UM P ( N X 
E NO 
RE TURN 
SUBROUTINE ERR4N v i )  
PRINT L O t N  
I F  ( I * N E * O J  GOT0 20  
C I = 0, TERMINATES RUN I NE o WARNING O V L Y ,  PRINTS r 
10 FORMATI/ / lOX*17H***  ERROR NUPEER r I 5 9 5 H  *** -1 
CALI. E X I T  
20 PRlNT 3091 





































SUBROUTINE F C T t T  IYVARIDERY S L Y *  I N D I M )  OOO#OOlO 
C NOTE I N D I M  NOT U S E D  I N C L U D E D  FOR C O M P A T A B I L I T Y  ONLY 00000020 
C M U L T I  B L A D E S *  3 OOF HUB* N C N - L i N  COR IOL IS FORCES 00000030 
D I M E h S I  ON Y V A R l l  J rDERY (1 J 0 0000 3 40 
L O G I C A L  LYt1)  00000050 
REAL M p K M l  9 K & ?  VKA 00000060 
R E A 1  DUMP120) rOUYPP(ZOI rVDM(20)  00000070 
R E A L  V D ( Z 0 1  9 V D P t Z O I  r V P 1 2 0 )  9 V P P ( 2 O I r W D f  ~ O ) T W D P (  ~ O ) T W P ( ~ O ) ~ W P P ( ~ O )  00000080 
C O M M O N l l  N D A T / X 1 2  0) ,M 120) *E120 I T S  EA( 20) r K M  L (  20 1 r K M Z I  20 ) r K A I  20) I OOOOOO9O 
1 THP42O)  r E O P  120) ,GJ( 2 0 )  * E A 1 2 0 1  E B l t  20) t E B Z ( 2 0  1 ECS( 20) r E I P ( 2 0 1 r  000001 00 
2 THOrBPC r Y P P  ( 2 O t 3 J  r Y P L 2 0 r 3 )  t Z P P ( 2 O T 5 ) 9 Z P (  20, 5 ) r P P P I  2 0 1 3 ) r P P ( Z O r 3 )  r O O O O O l 1 O  
3 OMEGIOMFIEC~ZO )TNYINZINPINY~CMEGSIOMFSI IC IN,NMAXsNL I N  000001 23. 
4,NB ,HMX,HMY rHMZ rHCX9HCY rHCZ r HKXv HKYr  HKZr  NXINFLOQ 000001 30 
5 9HINI T T E R R O R I I Y E ~ C I C ~  I Y  f C t  BERR ,CYCLES r N X F r  A F Y r  AFZI A F P r N B f  OOOQQ140 
6 r R  t G V  tGW rG PIHE 131 T PER 0 0 3 0 D 1 5 0  
000001 60 
1 000001 70 
2 C C D R l l l  e l l )  ~ C C R ~ 1 l r l l l r F R ~ l l l r R I O C ~  l l r 1 2 ) r B F t  11) 000001 80 * 
3 p B I  N ( 3  ,111 * B D A P ( 3 r T 1  ) rBSPR(.  3 9 1 1  ) t C O I H (  1 1 s  3) tCOOH1 l l r  3 1 r B l R I  t 3 9 1  1101)001)19O 
4 r B I R I D 4 3 r l l )  1 B I R I 0 ( 3 * l l )  * B I R  I C H l 3 9  3 00000200 




c NOTE DO NUT, DO NOT U S E  CCMMON/VAR/ *****44*****8*+8*8** 000002 50 
L O G I C A L  L H U B  000002 60 
I N T E G E R  I C O L  (4) r IROW(4 J 000002 70 
oooooz a0 
C O M M O N / C O E F / C O I I l l  9 1 1 )  rDCCI( 1 1 9  I l J r C O D t  l l r  1 1 1 9  DCDDl  1 1 i l l J r  
60 (11 9 1  1) rDC0 111 , 1 1 2  rF I 11 19 Cf  ( l 11 q FNL i. 11 1 t CO I R (  11 I 12 1 r 
1, HFt 31, TM( 3 9  3 ) r B I R  I I t i t 3 9  3 ) 
CORMON/HEO/ICZ *IC2 , I C 3  r I C 4 * H E A D l 1 9  Jr I P A G E r  I V P U T f 2 O ) r  I E N D r C I N E v I C 5  
COMMON/D I M / N I N P U T * N S T  A 9NYMODEp hZ MODE, NPMODE. NMOOE, N M l t  ND I M t N B t A D E  
COMMON/DER/ TH 120 j 9 EV ( 2  0 I 9 EW ( 20 t E P (  20 1 T Y  I 209 31 T 21 2Ot5 1 r P ( 209 3) 
r 
R E A L  X H D ( 3 )  t XH ( 3 )  r X H D D ( 3 1  r F 1  B (  1114) 
RE'AL YB(L1) tYDB1'1ltrHUBI(3r4)~HUBC1:3t4)rHUB~V( 3911 ) r H U B B D [  3 r l l ) t  00000250 
1 000003 CO 
2 H I N V t 3 r 4 )  r Y D D B I 1 1 1  * OOOO03 10 
00000320 
000003 30 
SOFT = S I N ( O P F * T )  00000340 
IF(OMF.EQ*OJ S C F T  = 1. 000003 50 
iF(.NOT.LHUB)GC TO 45 000003 60 
P S I  (1 1 5  AMOD (T*OPEG 96.283 19) 000003 70 
D P  S I = 6 . 2 8 3 1 9  /FLOAT I NB) 000003 80 
. SI NB (1 ) = S I N (  PSI4 1) 053003 90 
cos8 t i  I =cos (PS r t  11 000004 CO 
D-0- L O  I 6=2 rN @ 0DQ00410 
P S I  ( I  B l = P S I  f 16-1 )+DPS I 000004 20 
I f  ( P S I  I 18) o G  E.6028319)  000 004 30 
SI NB t I BJ-SI N f P S 1  (I 8) 00000440 




20 H U B C l I  r J I = H C  I 1  t J )  OOCl004 90 
D O  30 I B = L  r N B  000005 GO 
H U B 1  4 1 921 = HUB1 (1 92 1-S I N B (  I &I *COS 00000520 
HUBBF (3 r l l  r H U B B ( 3 )  rS I N B ( 4  1 r C O S B (  4 ) t  PS I 4) r R P S (  11 J r F B (  111  T 
LH UB =e F A L S E. 
I F  (LY l i j e  OR- L Y  (3 J. OR. L Y  (51  1 L H U B  .TRUE. 
PS I (  I B)=PS I ( 18)-6028319 
10 COSBlIB)=COS ( P S I  I L B ) )  
D O  2 0  I = l r 3  
D O  20 Jsl.3 
H U B I  ( I  r J ) = T M ( I  tJ )  
H U B I  (1 11 J = H U B I  (1 9 1  1-S I N B (  I B J  +*2*81 RI I H I  It  1 J 000005 io 

























































00001 0 a0 
00001010 
0 0001 0 20 
00001 330 
0 OOOJ. 0 40 
OOOCllO 50 
00001 060 , 





IFINZ*EQ.00 GO TO 85 
DO 80 I = l s N Z  
DUMP ( I ) =  YB(NY+IJ 
80 DUMPPII )= YDBtNYsI)  
CALL SUMOOE (WO rDUMPPtZ ri ' iSTA1NXrNZ) 
CACL SUMODE I WDP rOUt4PP rZP , NSTAT hiX 9 NZ) 
CALL SUMODE (WPPtDUMP rLPPrNSTAt NXrNZ) 
C A L L  SUMODE ( U P  rOUMP ,ZP  9NSTA9NXtNZ) 
85 DO 90 I= l .NX 
90 D UMPP t I =VDP 41 *YP I I 1 W C P ~ I  1 +MP( I 1, 
CALL 
00 9 5  I = l r N X  
C A L L I  NT( VD P r  DUPP P 9 0  r X  t NXt2  1 
DO L O O  I = l r N X  
100 DUMPPtI ) = M ( I  ) * (DUMPt I I -VDt  I )*VP(  I 1  l+VPP( I ) + V O M (  I1 
CALL I N T t  DUMFtDU!'PPTOtXtNX 1 2  1 
CALL INT(DUMFP,DUHP,OsX qNXs2) 
00 1 2 0  J = l r N Y  
DO 11O'I=ltNX 
110 DUMP( 11 C Y  4 I s  J) *DUMPPt I ) 
F N L ( J I = D I  NT( OUMPFt DUMPrXtNXj *2.*GMEG 
I F ( N Z e E Q e 0 )  GO TC 150 
I F ( N L I N * E Q * l )  GO TO 1 5 0  
DO 130 I = l r N X  
130 DUMPPtI ) = L P P ( I  )+VDM1 Ki-Pl I ) *VC(  I )*WPt I J 
t ALL I NT I DUM PI 011 FP P rO 9 X NX t 2 1 
CACL f NT (DUMFPvUUPP rO r X  sNX s 2 1 
DO 140 J = l 9 N Z  
I NT (D UMPT OU WPP PO t X  r NX T 1 1 
9 5  DUMPP( I )=P( I  ) + V O ( I )  
1 2 0  
DO 135 I=19NX 
135 D U M P 1 I ) = Z ( I , J ) ~ D U M P P ( I )  
150 CONTINUE 
140 F NL I NY+ J) =OI hT t DUMPP *DUMP 9X t hX 1 *2. +OMEG 
160 00 1 7 0  I = l r N C  
170 FLB(I9IB)=FBlf) 
F B ( i ) = F R (  I I+FNLL 11 
t B L A D E  FCRCING 
IF i I N P U T ( 1 3 )  .EEiOt GO TO 190 
IFtNBFoNEeO. PND.IBeNE.hBFI GO T O  190 
DQ 180 i = L r N P  
I F I B F t I ) * E L 0 1  G C  TO 180 
IFIPER.NE.0) G O  TO 1 7 5  
F B t I J  = F B ( I ) + B F ( I ) * S O f T  
GO TO 180 
175 CUNST=PSI ( I B l / P E R  ' 
IFtCONST-GE.6.28319) GC T O  180 
FB [ I ) = F B  ( i ) + B F  ( 1  l * ( l . O - C C S ( C C h S T  1 )  
180 F I B f I r I B )  = FB(i [ )  
190 1FImhOT.LHUBI GO TO 200 
CALL M X V (  RHS gHUBEVrYDBs3rhNr 3 9  1) 
CACL MXV(RHSrHUBf?DrYB 93rNM13r l .1  
CALL MXVt RHS rHUBeFrFB 931NPs 3.11 
00001 083 
000 01 090 








00001 1 80 
00081 1 90 
000012 00 
0001712 10 
00901 2 2 0 
0 0 0 0 1 2  30 
000 01 2 40 
000012 50 
00001260 
00001 2 70 
000012 80 
80001 2 90 




00001 3 40 
00001 3 50 





00901 41 0 
0 0 0 0 1 4 2 0  
00001430 








0 0 0 0 1  520 
00001 5 3 0  
00001 540 
00001550 
00001 5 60 
0 0 0 0 1 5  70 
00001580 
00001 590 
00001 6 C 0  
00001 610 
00001 62 0 
89 
2 0 0  CONTINUE 00001 630 
IF(.NOTeLHUB) GO TU 300 0 0 0 0 1 6 4 0  
C A L L  I N V A S  (HUB1 r 3  * H I  NV r HU BCv IRCW r lCOL, 3r  4) 0 0 0 0 1 6 5 0  
CALL  MXV4 XHDDtHIhV rRHS 9393r3.0 i 00 001 6 60 
I F  ( L Y ( l 1 )  00001 6 80 
1 5 E R Y I l )  = XHDD(1) 0 0 0 0 1 6 5 0  
- I F ( L Y l 2 1 )  I 00001700 
LDERY (2)  = Y V A R l l  ) 00001 7 1 0  
e 00001720 
00001 730 
I F t L Y ( 3 ) )  
lDERY(3J  = XHOD(Z1 
IF I L Y  (4) 1 00001 7 4 0  
lDERY(4 )  = Y V A R t 3 )  00001 7 5 0  
IF (LY15)  1 0 0 0 0 1 7 4 0  
1DERY15) = XHCD(3) 000.31 7 7 9  
IF(LY(61 t 00001 780 
lDERY(6 )  = YVAR(5) 00001 7 90 
C eLADfS 00 001 8 00 
300 DO 3 6 0  I B = l t h B  . 00001 811) 
I =lO+NM* ( 16-11 K! 0 0 0 0 1 8 2 0  
DO 310 J=l ,NP 00001 830 
I =1+1 00001 8 4 0  
Y D B ( J I = Y V A R ( I )  OQOJ l850  
I = I + 1  00001 8 6 0  
00001 870 
000918 80 
. 320 R H S ( I ) = F I B ( I  916) 00001 8 50 
CALL M X V (  RHS rCODR,Yl3B,Nt‘,NC~ bCCOE9 11 00001 9 0 0  
00001 910 
0 0 0 0 1 9 2 0  
DUMP 113 =SI KB I I B )  W € R Y  f 1) 00001930 
DUMPlZ j  = C O S B ( I @ )  *sDERY(3) 00001 940 
DUMP ( 3 1  =DER Y 15 1 00001 9 50 
CALL MXV.( RHS rCCIHrDUMPvhNr3r  ht’CDE, 1 1  00001 9 6 0  
DUMP(l4 = C O S B { I  81 *XHD(1 0 00 01 9 70 
DUMP ( 2 )  =SI NB ( I  8) 5XHD 12 J 000019 80 
DUMP(?)) =XHD(3)  00001 9$0 
CALLMXV ( R H S  ~ C O D H I D U M P ~ ~ M I ~ ~ ~ ~ ’ O D E ~  1) 0 0 0 0 2  000 
3 5 0  & A t 1  MXV ( YDDB~RIOCIRHS,NMINCINMODEIO) 00002 01 0 
I=LO+bM*( IB -1 )  *Z 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0  
DO 360 J=l ,NP 00002030 
I = I + l  00002 040 
DERY ( I  J = Y O 0 8  (J) 00002050 
I =1+1 000020 60 
3 6 0 D E RY ( I 1 = Y V AR ( 1-1 1 0 0 0 0 2  070 
RE TURN 0 0002 0 80 
END 00002 090 
C NOTE THAT ALL 3 HUB MOTIONS COMPUTEOt THEY ARE IGNORED I f  NOT 0 0 0 0 1 6 7 0  
310 YB(JJ=YVAR( I )  
D O  3 2 0  X = l r N C  
CALL  MXV( RHS ,COR r Y 6 7 At49 NPI hCGDEt 1) 
LF(ekGTaLHUB1 GO T O  350 
1 
90 
SUBROUTINE HEAD1 h' 
COMMON/HED/ I CL t I C 2  T IC3 9 C 4 t H E A D  919 IPAGEe IYPI T ( ~ O ) , I E N O I L I N E ~ I C ~  
I PAGE= I PAGE+ I 
P R I N T  1 0 0 , I C l  ?IC21 IC39 I C 4 9  IC5eHEADe IPAGE. ( Ir I = i t  20). INPUT 
8 X  v 5 1 2 9  i4X t 19A4 3X, 4HP AGE e 15/  
100 FORMAT ( l H l e g X ~ 1 3 H V 2 2  11/12/7.6 /10X,15H--- ------ ** t 
I 






0 0 0 000 40 










SUBROUTINE I APU ( I C A S E )  00000310 
v-22 00000020 
00000030 
R E A L  M r K M l  r K P Z r K P  00000040 
L O G I C A L  L Y  00000050 
L O G I C A L  L C A L C  00000060 
I N T E G E R  I R O W ( 1 2 )  r I C O L 1 1 2 J  00000070 
COMMOh FOR I N P U T  00000080 
C O M M O N / I N D A T / X ( Z O I  r M t 2 0 )  r E ( 2 0 ) r S E A ( 2 0 1 r K M 1 ( 2 O ) r K M 2 ( 2 ~ 1 r K A ( Z O ) r  0000OOSO 
1 T H P ( 2 0 )  r E O P  120) rGJL20) r E A t 2 0 1 r  E B l ( 2 0 )  v E B 2 1 2 0 ) r  E C S l 2 0 ) r E I P  (20) .  000001 CO 
2 THO 18 PC t Y  PP (20 1 3 )  t Y  P (20t3) ,Z PP( 20r 5 ) r  ZP( ZOr 5 ) r  PPP f 2013 f r P  P f 2073) t 000001 10 
3 OMEG OMF r E  C ( 20 o NY r N Z  r N P  9 NP, GMEGS 9 OM FS T I D 1  MI NMAX p N L  I N  000001 20 
4 I NB 9 HMX 9HMY r HWZ r PCX r HCY r W Z  T I-KX r HKY r HK ZI NX 9 h FL OQ 00000130 
5 rHI FiI T ,ERROR 9 I Y E rC I C  r I Y  I Ct B ERR t CYCLES r N X f  r AFY P A FZ t A FP 9 NBF 000001 40 
6 ~ R T G V ~ G W ~ G P ~ H E  (3) *PER 000001 50 
COMMON C O E F F L C I  ENT M A T R I C E S  000001 60 
000001 70 
1 C O ( l l r l 1 )  r D C O I l l r 1 l ~ r F ~ l l 1 r D F ~ l ~ ~ r F N L ~ 1 1 ~ r C 0 I R ~  2 1 1 2 1 r  000001 80 
2 C O D R ~ l l r l l ~ r C C R ~ l l r l l ~ ~ F R ~ l l r R I O C 1  l l r l 2 ) r B F i l l 1  000001 90 
5 r H C ( 3 1 3 1 r H K ( 3 ~ 3 )  a0000220 
C O M M O N / C O E F / C O I ( l f r l l ~  r C C O I ( l l r l 1 ~ t C O D ~  l l r  l l 1 r D C 0 D ~ l l r l l ) r  
3 
4 , B f R I  0 (3  r l  1 ) r B  I R I O  ( 3  ,111 9 B I  R I D H (  3 t 3  
r B I  N 1 3 r l l )  r EDAM (3  r l l )  r B S P R (  3 ~ 1 1 1 1  C O i H t  l l r  31 9 CODH( 11, 31 r R I R I t  3111 )00000200 
O O 0 0 0 2 1 0  1 9  HF( 3 ) s  TY ( 31 3 r B  I R  I f H I  3 r 3  
COMMON FCR HEADIhG,  CChTROL CATA 0 00 002 3 0 
COMMON D I M E h S  I O N  CATA 000032 50 
CCMMON B A S I C  C E R I V E D  DATA 00000270 
COMMON/DER/THtZO 1 ,EV t 2 0 1  9 EW ( 2 0 )  , E P t 2 0 1  C Y (  2 O t  3 J  rZ( 2095  ) r P t  20.3) 000002 80 
COMMON V A R I A B L E S  Ah0 SOLUTION.. CON 000032 SO 
COMMON/VAR/YVAR(98 1 rDERY 1981 r PRt'T ( 6 1  r L Y (  981 000003 00 
R E A L  D U M f 8 l  r D U M P F 1 2 0 1  r C U M P ( 2 0 1  r#ORK(  I l r l 2 1 r D U M P P P (  2 0 ,  Q 0 0 0 0 3 1 0  
R E A L  D E L E I Z O l r E O h E ( Z 0 )  r C E L K ( 2 0 ) r K M 1 2 0 1  00000320 
R E A L  M I  (20 ,101 * M I 1  (20 9 9 )  r Y  I t  20 t 3 9  10 1 o Y I I (  209 3r 91 9 Z I (  209 5r 91 r OOOOc1330 
REAL D Y Y I  (3 ~ 3 ~ 1 0  1 tDYY I I ( 3  13.9) r D Y Z  I i i 3 t 5 1 8  1, DYP I I t  39 3,711 000003 50 
0 0 0 0 0 3 6 0  
00000373 
00000380 
4 D P P I  I (3 9 3  r73 rDPS I t 3  93 9 1) rDPM I (  3 ~ 1 0  1 9 D P M I  I (  3r  9)  r D Y F (  31 5 9 6  ) r  00000390 
5 D Z F ( 5 ~ 5 r b )  r D P F ( 3 r 5 t 3 )  0000i)4C0 
6 r A L I 1 1 2 0 1  r D Y A L I f ( 3 ) r D Z A C I X 1 5 J r D P ~ ~  1113) 00000410 
R E A L  Y Z P I ( 2 0 )  r D Y D ( 3 r 3 )  t C Z D t 5 , 5 ) r D P C 1 3 , 3 )  00000420 
R E A L  D(22431 00000430 
00000450 
2 got445 1 r D Y Y I I l I ) ) r ( D ( 4 7 2  ) r O z Y I  ( l ) ) r { D ( 6 2 2  I r D Z Y I I ( 1 l ) r  00003460 
3 t D  (757 ) v D Z Z I  I (1) 1 r ( 0  (957 J r 02 P I  11 1 )  r ( OI 1077 ) r DZP T I( 1) 1. 00000470 
4 ( O ( 1 1 8 2 1 r D Z M I  (111 r ( D ( 1 2 3 2 ) r D Z M I I I l ) ) r 1 D ( 1 Z 7 7 ) t D P Y I  1 1 ) ) r  00000480 
5 I D L 1 3 6 7 )  r D P Y I  I ( 11 1 r l CI1448) r C P Z  I ( 1  1) * (  O( 1 5 8 3 )  r DPZ I I I  1) ) r  0 0 0 3 0 4 S 3  
6 ( 0  11 703 8 r D P F I  1 1 1 9  00000500 
7 f D l l 8 4 7 J  r D P V I  4 11 1 r ( D ( 1 8 7 7 )  9 GPM I I (  1 J 1 ,  I 01 1904 r DYF ( 1  J 1, 00000510 
8 (DL 1994) 9 DZF 00000520 
C O M M O N / H E D / I C l  r J C 2  r I C 3  r I C 4 r H E A D 1 1 9  )i :PAGE* I V P U T ( 2 Q ) r  I E N D t L I N E r I C S  
COMMON/DI M/NI'NPU TINST A VNY MODE r NZ POOEt N PMODEr NMODE, N M l r  ND IM r N  BLADE 
00000240 
00000260 
1 Z I I  (2095 9 8 )  ,P I  f20r318)  r P I I ( Z O *  3171 r S  14 2 0 r 5 r 5 1  00000340 * 
I f ( 5  9 5  t8 1 t DZ P I  (5 1 3  r 8 )  
I 13 r3 t1CI) r D P Y I  I I3 9 3 99 j 9 DPZ I I 3 r 5 r 9 )  9 DP'Z I I I  39 5 ~ 8 )  r D P P  1139 39 83, 
C Z P I  I (  59 3.7) 9 DZM I( 5 9  10)  t DZM I I ( 5 9  9) r 
E Q U I  VALENCE t o l l )  r D Y Y I  (1) 1 
1 T D Y  FI I f 1 J  1 t I C  (355 
( D(9139 CYY 11( 1 J 1 9  I D I  1 7 2 ) r D Y Z I I (  1) ) r  00000440 
1 i D  (292 r CYS I ( 1) 1 9 ( D I  41 5 1 t DVM 11: 1) ) r 
1 ) 1 r ( C f 17 75 1 t C PP I I ( 1 1 1 t ( D( 18 38  1 T DP S I 
( 1 i 1 L D (2144 1 s D F F  I 1 1 i r I D( 21 89 1 r OY AL I I ( 1 1 1 r 
92 
9 [ D 1 2 1 9 2 &  r D L A L I I  ( 1 1 1  , ( C [ 2 1 9 7 ) r O P A L I I (  1)) 
EQUIVALENCE ( D I 2 2 0 1 )  rDYD( 1) 1 t (D (  2 2 1 0 ) t  OLD( 1) I r  D l  2 2 3 5 l r D P D (  1 J t 
Y I N I T I A L I Z A T I C N  
C HE P O I  NG 
5 0  iF t IENDeEQ.21  GO T O  5 2  
READ 9 0 0 0 r I C l 1 1 C 2 r  I C 3 t I C 4 r I C 5 , H E A D  
TF(IC1. NEoOJ CALL  E X I T  
9000 FORMAT ( 5 1 1 * 1 8 A 4 r A 3 1  
52 ICASE = ICASE+l  
IPAGE = 0 
C I N P U T ( 1 )  = (3, NEVER USEO = l r  USEO = 2 r  MODIF IED OR NEW 
00 100 I = l r N I N P U T  
I F  ( INPUT(1 )oEGeO)  GO TG 100 
I N P U T ( I 1 -  = 1 
100 CONTINUE 
C CLEAR TO CLEAR UP OUTPUT OF [NTEGRALS 
DO 90 1 ~ 1 , 2 2 4 3  
iF(INPUT('6j.EQ.O) OLDOt' = 1. 
90 D( I )=Oo 
IF ( INPUTf6 ) .hE .O)  OLDCV = OMEG 
OLDUMS = CLDCM*OLDCM 
IF(IC5.EQ.O) GO TO 201 
I =7 
WRITE (9)  I 








2 0 0  IF (IEND.h!E*OI G C  TO 5 0 0  
2 0 1  READ 9 0 1 0 r I O t D U M t I E N D  
I F  (10. NE. 2 1  J GO TO202 
9010 FORMAT ( 1 2  rF8.0t6f1S.O,F9-09 11) 
CAFL H € A D I N  
PRINT 9011 
9011 FORMAT(//20X*28HFOLLOWIKG IO'S APE CANCELLED / I  
DO 203 J-118 
IF(I.EQ.0) GC TO 203 
PRINT 9 0 8 2  V I  
9 01 2 F ORMAT [3  3 X 9 I 10 
IF(I.LT.O*OR.I.GT*NINPUT) CALL ERR t 203~0) 
I =DUM4 Jt 
I NPUT( i =0 
203 CONTI NUE 
C NOTE I N P U T ( 1 )  SET TO 2 TO INSURE THAT ALL COEFS ARE R E  CALCULATE) 
I NPUT(1 J=2  
I c2=1 
GO TO 200 
202 I F ( I  O.GT* NINPUT. CRo IO. LT, 1) CALL ERR( 200r 0 1 
IF( INPUTtIOJ.EC.2)  CALL  ERR I 2 0 2 1  10) 
G O  TO ~2101220r2309230r230127013209330r340r10e 111 12r 
INPUT (IO) = 2 
0 0 0 0 0 5 4 0  
000O05 50 
00000540 
0 0 3 0 0 5 7 0  




0 0 0 0 3 6 2 0  
00000630 
00000640 







0 0 0 0 0 7 2 0  
00000730 
00003740 
0 0 0 0 0 7  50 
00000760 
00000770 
0 0 0 0 0 7 8 0  
O O C 0 0 7 S O  
0 0 0 00 9 c3  
JOOJ3810 
00000830 
0 0 0 0 0 8 5 0  
0 0 0 0 0 8 6 0  
0 0 0 0 3 8 7 0  




0 0 0 0 0 9 2 0  
00000930 
0 0 0 0 0 9 4 0  
00000950 








00001 0 4 0  
00001 0 5 0  
0 0001 0 60 
000010 7 0  
a 30 3 J a 2 o 
oooooa40 
93 
1 3 5 0 t 1 4 , 1 5  p 16 ,280r30Q 9 19 9 20 1 t IO 
10 CALL E R R ( l O r 0 )  
11 CALL E R R ( l l s 0 )  
1 2  CALL ERR (1290) 
1 4  CALL E R R f 2 4 e 0 1  
1 5  CALL E R R ( 1 5 r O l  
16 CALL E R R ( 1 6 e 0 )  
1 9  CALL ERRt19~0) 
20 CALL ERR120rO) 
C I O = 1  BLADE PROPERTIES 
210 I = L 
2 1 5  X t I j  = D U M I L )  
M 1 I )  = D U C f 2 i  
E 1 1 1  = DUM(3) 
SEAtI) = OUM14) 
K M l i I )  = DUM151 
K M 2 L I )  = DUM(6) 
K A I I )  = DUC17) 
T H P t I )  = DUM481 
E O P I I )  = D U H I l )  
E I P f I )  L DUMtZ I  
G J i i J  = DUM(31 
E A t I I  = DUM(4) 
E B l t I J  = DUMf51 
EB211)  = DUMt6)  
E C I I )  = DUM17) 
E C S i I )  = DUM181 
R = X t I )  
READ 9010 r IO ,DUM 
IF( IEND*b!E*3J GO TO 5 3 0  
READ 9 0 1 0 r I 0 1 D U M r l E N O  
I F ( I O a h E . 0 1  GO T t  2 0 2  
I F  1DUMIl ) .  L T a X 1 I  1 )  CALL E R R 1 2 1 5 t 0 )  
I = I C 1  
NX = I 
IF(NX*GT.NSTA) CPLL ERR (216r0)  
GO TO 215 
c ” 10=2 BLADE C A T A ’  
220 NB =DUM( l )  
THO=DUM(Z 1 
B PC=DUM I3 J 
G V  =DUM441 
GW- =DUM(51 
G P  =DUM(6) 
G O  TO 290 
C IO = 3 9 4  PCDES 
230 IF(INPUT(L).EP.OI CALL ERR ( 2 3 0 r 0 )  
J - 0  
235 J = J+ l  
240 DUMPPt I )  = D U I U ’ t I )  
D O  240 I = l r 8  
I F  ( N X - L E e B i  GC f O  250 
READ 90201 4CUb’PP(I) r I=9 ;NX j  
9 C 2 0  FORMAT (7FlO.O,F9-0) 





00001 120  
000011 30 
00001 1 40 
0 0 0 0 1 1 5 0  
0 0 0 0 1 1 6 0  
OOOOL 170 
000 01 1 so 
0 0 0 0 1 2  00 
0 0 0 0 1 2  10 
0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0  
00001 2 30 
0 0 0 0 1 2  40 
0 0 0 0 1 2  50 
GOO01260 
Oi)OO12 70 
000012 9 0  
000013 CO 
00001310 
0 0 0 0 1 3 2 0  
00001330 
00001 3 40 
000013 50 
00001360 
000 01 3 70 
000111 3 BO 
0000L3 90 
0 0 0 91 4 10 
00001 4 2 0  
00001430 
00001440 
0 0 0 0 1 4 5 0  
000 01 4 60 
0 0001 4 70 
00001 4 80 
000 01 4 $0 
Off 001 5 00 
00001510 
00001 5 2 0  




00001 5 70 
00001 5 eo 
00001 5 5 0  
00001 6 C O  
00001610 
0 0 0 0 1 6 2 0  
ooooi I ao 
000012 ao 
uoooi400 
. . _ _  
C INTEGRATE AhD NORVALIZE POOES 
CALL I N T  IDUPPIDUMPPISCIXINXI~) 
CALL  INTIDUPPPPICUMP,O,XI hX9 1) 
IF [CONSTOE Sa 01 
DO 260 I = l , N X  
I F  (10-41 2529254r256 
YP(1 ,JJ D U C P f I  )/CONST 
Y 4 I  I J I=DUPPPP( I I  /CONST 
CONST=DUMPPP (NX) 
CCNST=L -0 
252 Y P P ( I e J 1  = DUHPP(I ) /COhST ' 
G O  TO 260  
2 5 4  Z P P f l r J )  = DUMPP( i ) /COhST 
Z P f I  tJ)  = DUPP(1 I/CONST 
Z t I 9 J1 =DUMPP F f I /CONST 
G O  TO 260 
2 5 6  P P P i I  ,J) = DLMPPt I# /CONST 
P P i i  r J )  = D U P P f I  I/CONST 
P ( I 9 J I =D UM PP P ( I 1 /CONS T 
I f  (IEND.NE.0) GC TO 261 
2 6 0  CONTINUE 
READ 9010111 I D ~ M * I E N D T  
I F  111-EQ.0) GC TO 235 
261 I F  (10-4) 262r264~266 
262 NY = J 
IF (NYmGT,NYPODE) C A L L  E R R  I252101 
G O  TO 267 
264 NZ = J 
IF LNZ-GT- NZPCDE) CALL ERR 1 2 6 4 ~ 0  1 
GO TO 267 
266 NP = J 
I F  (NPaGTmNPCCDE) CALL ERR ( 2 6 6 9 0 1  
267 I F  fIEND.NE-0) G O  TO 500 
IEND= I E N D T  
IO = I 1  
GO TO 202 
2 7 0  OMEG t 'DUM(1.b 
OMF = DUN(2)  
GO TO 200 
280 N L I N  = DUM(1) 
NF LOQ=DUM ( 2  I 
GO TO 200 
c 
I IO = 6 FR ECU ENC I ES 
C 10 = 1 7  NCN L I h E A R  CCNTROLS 
C I O  = 18 SOLUTION CCNTPCLS 
300 CYCLES = DUM(1I  
H I N I T  = DUM(2I  
ERROR = DUM(31 
I Y E  = D U M ( 4 )  
C I C  = DUM451 
I Y I C  = DUM(6) 
BERR = DUM(7) 
GO TO 200 
320 H M X  = DUMIZ)  
HCX = DUM12) 















00001 7 8 0  
00001 7 '30 







00001 8 70 












0 0002 01 0 
00002020 






0 00 02 0 90 
000021 GO 
0 0002 1 IO 




00002 1 60 
00 0 021 ?O 
ooooi 6 a0 
00001 9.50 
95 
HKX = DUM131 000021 80 
HE 11 I =DUM f 41  000021 90 
G O  TO 2 0 0  0 3 0 0 2 2 0 3  
c IO = 8 HUB 'I 0 0 0 0 2  2 10 
HCY = OUM(2) 000 132 2 30 
HKY = DUM131 c10032 2 43 
HE I 2  ) =D UN ( 4) 0 0 0 0 2 2 5 0  
G O  TO 2 0 0  0 0 0 0 2 2 6 0  
C IO = 9 HUB 2 0 0 0 0 2 2  7 0  
0 0 0 0 2 2  80 
0 0 0 0 2 2  so 
340 HMZ = DUMf1)  
0 0 0 0 2 3  00 
HCZ = DUWt2) 
HKZ = DUM(3) 
HE (3 1 =DUM (4)  000023 10 
GO TO 230 3 0 3 02  3 2 0 
" IO = 1 3  BLADE FORCE 00002330 
350 NXF = DUW(1) 00 0 02 3 4 0  
A f Z  = DCIM(31 0 0 0 0 2 3  60 
AFP = DUM(41 0 0 0 0 2 3 7 0  
NBF=DUM( 5 0 0 0 0 2 3  80 
330 HMY = DUMILJ 00002220 
,. 
A F Y  = DUMI2 )  000023 50 
PER=DUM (6 3 000023so 
GO TO 200 00 0024 a3 
C 00002410 
C 3 0 0 0 2 4 2 0  
C 0 0 0 0 2 4 3 0  
C PROCESS INPUT CATA O i l 0 0 2 4 4 0  
C CHECKS* DEFAULTS S E E  ALSC 1100-1200 0 0 0 0 2 6 5 0  
C 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 0  ' 
C 0110024 70 
I F ( I N P U T l 2 1 a  h E o O 1  GO T C  5 0 L  00002490 
NB=l 0 0 0 0 2  5 00 
THO=3 0 0 0 0 2 5 1 0  
G V=O 000 02 5 30 
G W=O 0 0 0 0 2  5 4 3  
G P=O 00002550 
5 0 1  I F I I N P U T 1 3 ) * E Q i O t  NY=O 1) 0 3 3 0 2 5 6 0  
I F t I N P U T I 4 1 o  EQ.01 NZ=O 0 0 0 0 2 5  70 
IF 1 I I Y P U T ( 5 ) o E Q . O )  NP=O 0 0 0 0 2 5  80 
NM=NY+NZ+ NP 00002 5 0 0  
NMAX = h Z  035 0 2 6 1  0 
IF(NPoGTmNMAX1 NCAX = K P  0 0 0 0 2  6 2 0  
IFIkY-GTmNMAXI NPAX = hY 00002630 
I F  I I N P U T ( 6 )  * EC.0 1 CALL E R P t 5 0 2 s 0 1  0 0 3 0 2  6 45 
1 NB=2 002)02600 
IF IhB.G T o  NBLPDE) CALL ERR (5069 NE) 0 0 0 0 2  6 70 
I F  (kIB-IT. 1 j CALL ERR (507  T 1 J 00002 690 
500 I F I I N P U T ( l 1 . E G - 0 )  CALL ERR(500,OJ O O O O Z G ~ O  
8 PC=O o o o 02 5 2 a 
IF (NMrEGo0)  CALL E R R ( 5 0 l r 0 1  ooo02600 
I F I N B o E O .  2.AhDo ( INPUT (71. RE. O o O R ,  INPUT 18) oNE.O-OR INPUT( 9) eNE,O) 1 0 0 0 0 2 6 5 0  
I F  INBoGT-NELdCEI NB=NBLPDE 000026ao 
IF(NBoLT.1)  hB = 1 000027ao 
IF 1 NB e E Q* 1 A AD, ( I NPUT [ 7 1 hEo 0, OR. I NPUT ( 8 1 NE 0 *OR INPUT 9) *NE. 0) f 0 0 0 0 2  71  0 
1 N0=2 00002 7 20 
96 




HE(I I l=O 
HMY = 0 
HCY = 0 
HKY = 0 ’ 




HE 13 i =O 
5 0 4  OKRAT = OMEG/ffLDCM 
OPRAT S=OMRAT*OMR PT 
502 I F t I N P U T I B ) o h E * O J  GO Ti! 503 
503 I F ( i N P U T I 9 ) a h E - O 1  GO TC 504 
I F 1 I N P U T [ l 3 1  *NEoO*AhD* ( ~ X F . G T o W X o O R , N X F . L E o O ~ )  CALL ERR1 5 1 0 1 0 )  
I F  (1 NPUTt 13) -NE. 0. AND. t AFY * €6.0 .AND*AFZ -EQ -0 .ANDaA FP .EQ -0) 4
1 C A L L  ERR ( 5 1 1 ~ 0 )  
C 








IF I I N P U T ( 1 3 I  oNE.O*AND-hE!F-GT * N e 1  CALL E R R L 5 1 2 r N B F l  
IF I INPUT(13)-NE.O.AND.hBF,GT1NBI N B f  = 0 
I F  l I NPUT( 13) e hEo 0. AKOe hEFoL.7 -0 C A L L  ERR( 5 1 2 r N d F  1 
I F f I N P ~ T ~ L 3 l a N E ~ O o A N D o ~ B F o L T ~ O  1 NBF = 0 
I F ( I N P U T ( 1 7 )  -EQ.OJ N C I h t O  
I F  ( I  N P U T ( l 7 )  e E C *  OJ 
IF 4 INPUT t 18 3 e EQ-0) CALL ERR( 50990 1 
DO 5 0 8  I = l r 3  
I F I I N P U T t 1 3 ) . ~ E , I L Q )  G O  TC 509 
IF(AFZmEQe0) GO TO 506 
IFlXNPUT(9J.EQ.O) GO TC 506 
1 
NFLCCPO 
ADD @LACE LOADS TO HUE 
H F l I  i = H E { I )  
CON ST=AFZ 
HF 13) =HF (3)+COAST 
L F t N B F .  E Q . 0 )  CCNST=NB*CONST 
I F f A F Y s E U . O ) G O  T C  599 
I F (  t i  NPUTt7 )  oEQ.0. AND. IFIPUTt 8 )  o E P o 0 ) ~ O H o N B F ~ E Q ~ O )  GO TO 509 
CALL  E R R ( 5 1 0  rNBF f 
NBF so 
COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS, ETC. 
C A L L  
D O  510 I = l r N X  
1 NT ( TH 9 THP *THO t X  t hX , l l  
DUMMY1 = SEA( I ) * *Z*EA(  I 1  
DUMMY2 = E I P ( I ) - E O P I I )  
E V 1 I ) 
D E L E t I )  = DUt4MYZ-DUMMY1 
E O N E ( I )  = SEA(II*EA(I)*KAtI)**2-€B2i I )  
E H l I )  = EOP(I)+DUMMYZ*TH(I)**2-DUYMYl*THl I )  
E P L I )  = G J l L  ) - I K F ( I ) * * 4 + E A I  I ) - E B l (  1 )  I *THPI  I ) * * 2  
D E L K t I I  = K M Z ( I )  * * 2 - K M l ( I J * * 2  
K M f l )  = KM2 t I )  **2+KM1( I )  **2 
FORM MASS INTEGRALS 
= E I P ( I J -0 UMMY 2 *T H ( I 1 ** 2- CU MMY 1 
0 0 0 0 2 7 3 0  
000 02 740 
0 0 0 0 2  750 
0 0 0 0 2  7 60 
0 0 0 0 2 7 7 0  
0 0 0 0 2 7 8 0  
0 0 0 02 7 $0 
000 02 81 0 
0 GO 02 8 2 0  
0 0 0 0 2 8 3 0  
0 0 3 0 2 8 4 0  
0 0 0 0 2 8 5 0  
000 02 8 60 
0 0 0 0 2  8 7 0  
0 0 0 0 2  8 E O  
0 0 0 0 2  8 9 0  
00 C 0 2 9  GO 




000 02 9 50 
0 0 0 0 2  960 
000 02 9 70 
0 0 0 0 2 9 8 0  
00002 9 90 
0 0003 0 00 
00003010 
0 00 03 0 20 
00003030 
0 0 0 0 3 0 4 0  
0 COO3 0 50 
00003060 
0 0 0 0 3 3 7 0  
0 00 03 0 8 0  
OG0030~SO 
0 0 0 0 3 2  GO 
0011031 10 





000031 7 0  
000031 8 0  
000031 90 
000032GO 
000032 1 D 
0 0 0 0 3 2 2 0  
0 0 0 03 2 3 0 




0 0 0 0 2  a00 
97 
C RECOMPUTE A L L  COEFS UNLESS CNLY IC = 6 OR .GE* 1 7  ARE CHANGED 
LCALC=a TRUE. 
600 DO 601 I = t r l 6  
IF(I,E61.61 G C  TO 601 
IF  ( I N P U T t I I m E Q s Z J  GO T C  602 
601 CONTINUE 
tC ALC =t F A LSE 
IF( INPUT(6l .EQ.21 GO T C  1075 
* GO TO 1100 
t FORM I RT EGR bNDS 
602 0 0  610 I = 1 rNX 
M I t I  r l )  = P(I1 
M I  ( I  12) M I I ) * X I I )  
M I  ( I  r31 = M (  1) *E (1)  
M I  [ I  9 4 3  M I  41 93 J*X ( I  f 
t41 ( I  (5) = M I  ( I  t3i*THII) 
M I  I 1  961 = M I  ( I  95 ) * X f  I 1 
M I  (1 t71 = M ( L ) * K P 2 ( 1 ) * * 2  
M I  ( I  9 8 )  = MI ( I  r 7  )*TH( I ) 
610 M I  ( I  9 9 1  = M ( E ) * D E L K I I i * T H ( I )  
DO 630 J = 119 
DO 6 2 0  I = l r N X  
6 2 0  D t i M P P I I I  = M l l I t J J  
CALL I N T  IDUMPIDUMPPIO *XsNXv 2) 
CALL I N T  ( D U M P P * C U H P ~ O I X I N X ~ ~ )  
D O  630 I = l r N X  
M I ( I 9 J J  = D U P P I I )  
630 M I I i I t J )  = DUMPPl I )  
00 635 I = 1,NX 
CALL  
D O  640 I = l * N X  
640 M I  ( I  r i O )  = DLMP( 1) 
653 I F I I N P U T ( 3 ) * E C m O )  GO T C  703 
c M I [  I t lOJ 
635 DUMPP11) = M i  t I r 2 )  *KA(  I ) * * Z * T H P I  1) 
I N T (  DUMP, DU PPPrO r X  r NX t 2 I 
C FORM Y INTEGRALS 
t FCRP INTEGRANDS 
DO 660 I = l r N X  
00 660 I M  = 1 t N Y  
Y I  ( I  * I  M r 2 )  
Y I  (1  t I M t 3 )  = Y l t  I t  f M r 2  )+TH( I) 
Y I { i * I M * 4 )  = M I I 1 * X ( I J * Y P ( I * f M I  
Y I ( I t I M t 5 )  = M(I ) * E ( I ) * Y P ( I t  Ilu) 
Y I  ( I  I M i 6  1 
Y I (1 D I M 1 7  l 
YI(IpIMt8) = Y I ( I ~ I M I ~ ) * S E A (  I ) *T I - (  I )  
Y f  fL r I M t 9 f  = YPP 41 vIM)*EONE( I P T H P I  11 
DO 670 J = I t 9  
DO 670 I M  = 1 q N Y  
DO 665 I = 1 r N X  
CALL I N T  (DUMP,DUMPP~OIXINXI 21 
CALL  I N T  (DUPPF~CUMPIO~XINXI~) 
YI(I,IM~~) = Y I I ) * Y i r r i M )  
Y I ( I r I M . 1 )  *Et  I )  
= 
= 
Y I ( I t I Mt5 i *X t 11 *TH( I J 
M I  4 I r2j *Y P F f  I t I M )  
660 Y I ( I ~ I M t 1 0 1  =L YPP(FIIMI*SEA( 1) 
665 DUMPPI I )  = Y I I I r I M r J )  
0 0 0 0 3 2  80 
000032 90 
00003300 
000 03 3 10 
00 0 03 3 20 
00003330 
00 0 03 3 40 
000033 50 





0 0003 4 10 




0 0 0 03 4 60 
000034 70 
000034 00 
11 00 03 4 40 
000035 00 







00003 5 00 
OOiI93 5 50 
00003 6 GO 
0 0003 6 10  
0 0003 62 0 
0 0003 6 30 
00003640 








000 03 730 
0 0 003 7 40 
00003750 
00003 7 60 
00003 770 
0 00 03 7 FO 
000 03 8 10  
0 0003 82 0 




6 8 0  
6 a2 
6 83 
6 8 4  
6 85 
6 86 




DO 670 I l r N X  
Y I  (1 r l M r J J  = DUMP411 
Y I Z ( I I I M I J I  = D U P P P I I )  
DO 680 I N  = 1 r N Y  
DO 675 I = 1 r N X  
CALL  I N T  ~ D U M P T D U M P P I O I X ~ N X ~ ~ I  
DO 680 I = 1 r N X  
Y I  ( I  r I M t 1 0 )  = DUMPI I )  
DO 6 8 2  I M  = 1 r t i Y  
I F ( E A ( I ) . E C - O I  S I [ I r I M q l j  = 0 
I F I E A I I ) o N E o O )  S i 1 1  r I M t l f  = Y I ( I t C H r l I / E A (  I) 
SI (1 9 I M t 2  1 M ( I ) *Y I t T r IMt 10 1 
S I t I  r I M 1 5 J  = K P ( I l * * 2 * T H P ( I ) * Y X f  11 I M r l I  
D O  685 I M  = l r N Y  
DO 683 1 = 1 r N X  
DUMPPI IJ  = S I ( f v i M t 1 )  
CALL 
DUMPPI1 1 = Y I  ( I t  IMr10) 
Do 682 I = ~ . N X  
= 
I NT f DUM F s OU CPP 00 9 X 1 NX t 1 1 
D O  684 i = ~ , N X  
D U M P I I I  = O U C P ( f l * M ( I )  
C A L L  lNT(DUNFP rOUHP rO  r X r N X r 2 1  
CALL  I N T  I D U ~ P , D U M P P I O T X ~ N X ~ ~ )  
DO 685 I = l r N X  
Si I I * ? M , l )  = OUMPt I )  
DO 686 I = 1 t N X  
DUMPP(1) = S I ( I r I M 9 2 )  
C A L L  I NT IDUPP tDUMPP 90 r X t  fix9 2 1 
CALL I N T  (DUMPPrCUMPtOtXrNXsZ I  
DO 690 I 1 t N X  
SI (1 9 I M t 2 )  = DUMPP(1) 
DO 6 9 5  I M  = l r h Y  
DO 6 9 2  I = l t N X  
OUMPPI I )  = S I ( I r I M t 5 )  
CALL I N T  (DUMPrDUMPPeOtXwNXt2) 
D O  695 I = l r N X  
Si ( I  t I M v 5 )  = DUMP(I1 




00003 a 5 0  
00003 860 
00003870 
OOU03 8 80 
00003890 
00003 910 
0 00 03 92 0 
00003930 
00003940 
0 00 03 9 5 0  
00003960 
000039 70 
00 0 03 9 80 
0 00 03 9 $0 
00004000 
0 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 .  
00004020 
00004030. 
0 0004 040 
00004050 
0 00 04 060 
00004070 
0 0 0 9 4 0  80 








0 0 0 0 4 1 8 0 .  
000041 90 
0 0 0 0 4 2  CO 
000042 10 
0 0 0 0 4 2  2 0  
0 3 0 0 4 2 3 0  
00004240 
OO0042 50 
0 0 0 0 4 2  60 
0 0 0 0 4 2  70 
000042 80 
0 0 0 0 4 2  90 
00004300 
000043 10 
0 0 0 0 4 3 2 0  
00004330 
50004 3 4 0  
0 0 3 0 4 3 5 0  
00004360 
000043 7 0  
00003 900 
oooa4i 40 
CALL I N T  (DUt‘PpDUMPP.0 9x1 NXr 2) 
C A L L  I N T  (DU~PFrDUMP,O,XrhXr2 )  
DO 7 2 0  I = 1 r N X  
Z I d I  rJHrJ )  = D U M P I I )  
D O  7 3 0  J M  = l t N Z  
DO 725 I = l r N X  
725  D U M P P I I I  = Z I ~ I I J M ~ ~ )  
C A L L  I NT (OUYP ~DUMPPIO 7x9 kX e 2)  
DO 7 3 0  I = l r N X  
7 3 0  21 {I r J M 9 9 )  = D U M P ( I 1  
D O  7 4 0  J M  =, l r N Z  
D O  735 I = 1 r N X  
C A L L  I N T  (DUYPIDUMPPIOIX~NXI~) 
C A L L  I N T  (DUMPPpCUMPrOoXr NX, 2 )  
DO 740 I = LINX 
720 2 1 I l l r J M 1 J l  = OUMPP( I1  
735  D U M P P ( I 1  = M t I J * Z I ( I i J b ’ i 9 J  
740 SIIfrJM.31 = D U M P P f I J  
7 5 0  I f I I N P U T I S I e E Q . O $  GO TC 800 
P u FORM P INTEGRPLS 
D O  7 6 0  I = l i N X  . 
D O  760 I M  = 19NP 
P I ( I , I M , l I  = M < I I * E I I 1 * F f I r  I P )  
P I  I I 9 I M r 2  1 P I  f 1 9  1 M t l . I  *X f I )  
P I  I 1  r I P I 9 3 )  = P I (  I I I M I ~  l * T H ( I  
P I  ( I  r IMr5)  = M ( I  ) * D E L K I I ) * P (  i r l M )  
P I  ( I  , I  M t 6 )  
P I 4 1  r I N r 7 i  = KA41)**2*CI( 1 , 2 I * P P t l ,  I M )  
DO 7 7 0  J = 1.7 
0.0 770 I M  = L r N P  
D O  765 I = L r N X  
CALL I NT (DUMP rOUMPP i 0 . X ~  hX 9 2) 
I F f  JaGT.5 1 GC TO 766 
CALL I N T  ( DUMPPIDUMP*O,X*NXI~~ 
P I I I r I M e J )  = D U M P ( I 1  
IF( J-GT.5 ) GO TO 7 7 0  
P I I f I t I P r J J  = D U Y P P I I )  
DO 7 8 0  I N  = 1 r k P  
DO 7 7 5  I = 1 r N X  
C A L L  I N T  (DUHPIDUMPP~O~X~~VXI 1) 
DO 7 8 0  I = 1 r N X  
780 P I ( I , I M r 8 )  = DUMP(1) 
DO 7 9 0  I M  = l r N P  
D O  785 I = L r N X  
€ A L L  I N T  (DU~P,DLMPP,O,XrNXrZ) 
C A L L  I NT (OUNPP 9 CUMP (0 9x1 NX 9 2 ) 
DO 7 9 0  I = 1 r N X  
= 
P I  (1 , I f4 ,41  = t’(I I*KM( I ) *P(  r r  I M J  
= E P (  I )  *PP I I V I M )  
760 PI ( I , I . t4 ,8 )  = K A ( I l * * 2 * T H P ( I I * P P (  I r  I M )  
765  O U M P P t i )  = P I ( I t I M * J )  
766 DO 7 7 0  I = 1 WNA 
7 7 0  CONTINl iE  
775  D U N P P t I  1 = P I  ( I t  I M r 8 )  
7 8 5  DUMPP4I )  = N ( I ) + F I ( ~ ~ I M I B )  




000 0441 0 
0 0 0 044 20 
00004430 
000 044 40 
0 0 0 044 5 0 
001104400 
0 0 0 044 70  
00004480 
000 04 4 SO 
000045 CO 
000045 10 
000 045 20 
00004530 





0 00 04 5 4; 0 
000046 00 
00004610 ’ 
0 0.0 0 4 6 2 0 
00004630 
0 00 04 640 
00004650 
00 0 046 60 
0 00 04 6 7 0 
000046 80 
00 0 G4 6 50 
00 0 04 7 C O  
00004710 
00004 7 2 0  
0 00 047 3 3 
000 04 740  
00004750 
000 04760 
0 00 04 7 70 
00004780 
000 04 7 90 
00004800 
UOOO4810 










000 04 9 20 
100 
c " D E F I N I T E  INTEGRALS 
C BLADE FORCE IKTEGRALS 
8 0 0  I F l I h P U T ( 1 3 ) e E C o O )  GO TC 8 1 0  
oa 802 I=L?NX 
802 A L I I  ( I J = A M A X l I O . O t X ~ N X F ) - X ( I ) )  
810 iF1NY-EQ.0)  GO TC 8 5 1  
00 850 X = 19NY 
I F  ( I k P U T  (13) - E L  0. OH. AFY, EC-0 1 GO T O  824 
DO 815  K = l t N X  
815 OUMPP{KI=AFY*Y ( K + I )  * A 1  I I t  K )  
O Y A L I I  11 )=OS hTlDUMP,OUPPP,X~ h X )  
824 00 825 J = 1 r N Y  
OYSI (1 9 J t l  J 
O Y S I  ( 1  s J 9 2  1 
00 825  K = 119 
D Y Y 1  I I t J r K 1 
= 
= 
D I  R T 2 t  Y ,SI t I rJ,  1 9  5eXgNST A, NXIOUMPIOUHPP 1 
DI AT2 I Y ,SI t I r J  921 5 r X  ir NST A, NX , OUHPp OUMPP 1 
OS N f 2  f Y ,Y I t I = J 9 K e NYMCDEI X t NSTAI N X 9 DUMP t OUMPP I 
8 2 5  O Y Y I I  tI  r J ,K )  = D I N T Z t Y p Y I I  ,I ,J,K,NYMODE,XtNSTA,NX* DUMPtOUMPP 
I F  t h Z - E Q e O I  GC TO 832  
DY SI ( I t J 13 J 
oa  8 3 0  J = I ~ N Z ,  
DO 83a K = i t a  
= DI KT2 ( Y r S  I P I rJ t 39 5 ,  XI NST A t  NX 9 DUMP t OUMPP 
8 3 0  I) YZI I (1 * J 9 K) 
8 3 2  I F  INPeEQ-0)  GC TO 8 3 6  
= D I N T 2  ( Y 921 I 9 I 9 J7 K NZMODE, X t NSTAI NXt  DUMP t DUMPP 
D O  8 3 5  J = 19NP 
O Y S I  ( I  t J14 I = D I  NT2 ( Y  r S  I t I r J  , 495  p X  t NST At  NXt DUMP, OUMPP J 
835 O Y P I I  (K r J 9 3 )  = O I N T 2 ( Y t P I I  VI ~ J ~ ~ ~ N P M O O E ~ X ~ N S T A ~ N X I D U M P ~ O U M P P )  
836 00 845 K = 1 9 9  
O Y M I  ( I  r K i  
845 DYMI  I ( I ,K) O I N T l  I Y ,M I I 9 I s K t X  t NST A, NX e DUMP, DUMPP J 
850 O Y M I  ( I  t l 0 )  = D I N T 1  ( Y g M I o  I r l01X1 NSTA, NXt  OUMPt DUMPP 1 
= D I N T l ( Y ~ M I 9  19K.X 9 hSTAp NXt OUMPt DUMPP J 
= 
8 5 1  I F  (NZ.EC*Oi G C  TO 881 
00 880 I = 1 r h ' Z  
I F ( I F i P U T ( 1 3 )  -E6.3oORoAfZoEGo05 GO TO 6 5 4  
DO 852  K = l t N ) I  
DUMPPIK) =AFZ*Z ( K  9 1 1  +AL I I ( K )  
D ZALI I ( I 5 = D 1 hT (DUMP, DU CPP ,X 9 hX 1 
8 5 2  
8 5 4  IF4NY,EQ*O) GO TC 856 
oa 8 5 5  J = t jrrv 
DO 855  K = 1 r 9  
O Z Y I  t i  t J, K) 
0 Z Y I  I ( 1  9 J 9 K) 
00 860 K = 1 t 8  
= 01 hT2 (2 I Y I t  I ,J q KI NYMOOE, X t  NSTAt NXI DUMP, OUMPP 1 
855 = D I N T 2  (Z + Y I  I - 1  9 Jc K9 NYMOOEtX,NSTAt M X t  DUNPI DUNPP f 
856 oa  860 J = ~ * N Z  . 
860 O Z Z I I ( 1 q J o K )  DINT2(Z,ZII,I~JrKrNZMCDEtX~NSTAtNXrOUM?rDUMPP1 
I F  (RP.EQ.0)  GO TO 066 
00 865 J = l 9 N P  
0 ZPI I { I  , J 9 1 1  = O Z P I  I I J, 2 ) = 01 NT2 f Z  t P I  9 I ,  J ,2i  NPMOOEt XI NSTA, N X t  OUWPt OUWPP 1 8 6 5  01 hT2 t Z , P I  I , I * J r l t  NPMO0E.X t NSTAt NX, DUMP 9 OUMPP 
866 DO 8 7 5  K f 199 
870 O Z M f I  ( I  ,KJ = O I N T l  ( Z ~ M I I T I I K I X I ~ S T  49NX ~OUMPI OUMPPl 
881 I F  IkPeEQoO1 GC TO 901 
0 Z MI I v K)  = D I h'T 1 Z Z 1 M f t I 9 K t X hST A t  NX t DUM P r DUMP P # 
8 8 0  O Z M I  t 1 , l . O )  = D I N T 1  (ZtrU(I,I t lO ,X tkST  4, NXt  OUMP, OUMPP 1 
D O  900 I = l r N P  
I F ( I ~ P U T I 1 3 ) . E C . O . O R , A F P . E Q . O )  GO TO 6 8 4  
40004930 
0 0 9 04 94 0 




0 00 04 9 4 0  
0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 5 0 1 0  
0 0005 0 2 0  
0 0 0 0 5 0 3 0  
0 0 0 0 5 0 4 0  
0 0 0 0 5  0 5 0  
0 0 0 0 5  060 
0 0005 0 70 
0 0 0 0 5 0 9 0  
0 0 0 0 5 1 1 0  
0 0 0 0 5 1  20 
0 0 0 0 5 1 3 0  
0 0 0 0 5 1 4 0  
000051 50 
0 0 0 0 5 1 6 0  
0 0 0 0 5  170 
0 0 0 0 5 1  80 
0 0 0 0 5 1  50 
00005200 
0 0 0 3 5 2 2 0  
0 0 0 0 5 2 2 0  
0 0 0 0 5 2 3 0  
0 0 0 0 5 2 4 0  
0 0 0 0 5 2  50 
0 0 0 0 5 2 6 0  
OOO052 70 
0 0 0 0 5 2  80 
000052SO 
00005300 
0 0 0 0 5 3 1 0  
0 0 0 0 5 3  2 0  
0 0 0 0 5 3 3 0  
0 0 0 0 5 3  40 
0 0 0 0 5 3 5 0  
0 0 0 0 5 3 6 0  
0 0 0 0 5 3  70 
0 0 0 0 5 3 9 0  
0 0 0 0 5 4  00 
0 0 0 0 5 4 1 0  
0 0 0 0 5 4 2 0  
00005430 
00005440 
0 0 0 054 50 
0 0 0 0 5 4 6 0  
00005470 
00005aeo 
0 0 0 0 5 i a o  
oooa5 3 80 
101 
00 882 K Z l t N X  
OUMPP(K)=AFP*P IK 01 1 * A C I  11: X 1 
OPAL11 4 I $=OK hT(DUMPrOUVPP,Xt WX 1 
00 885 J = l r N Y  
0 PSI: 4 I t Jt  1) 
00 885 K = 1 r 9  
DPYI’4 f t J v K1 
882  
884 IFfNY.EQ.0) GO TC 886 
3: GI h T 2  t P t  S I t I rJ I 5~ 5 9 x 9  NST A t  NX r DUMP* DUMPP 1 
D I  h T 2  (P t Y I t I 7 J t K, NY MCDEv X t  NSTA, NX = DUMP, DUMPP 1 
885 O P Y I L 1 I t J . K )  = D I N T 2 1 P 9 Y I I  g I o J t # t N Y M O D E t X ~ N S f A t N X I D U M P I a U M P P l  
886 I F  fNZ-EQ.0) GO TO 891 
00 892 J = l r N Z  
D P Z I  ( I  r Jt KB = t  01 h T 2  ( P t  Z I  
890 D P Z I  I t 1  r Jv K) 
892 D P Z l  f I, e J.91 = 01 hT2  f PI E 1  
D O  890 K = 138 
t I ,  Jt  K t  NZMODEtX lUSTA9 NX* DUMP 9 OUMPP J 
t E 9  Jj99NZMOOEvX rNSTA9 NX, DUMP r OUMPP ) 
7 D I N T 2  (PI 2 1  I P I  t J, KpNZMOOEpXt NSTA, NX, OUMPg DUMPP ) 
8 9 1  00  895 J = f o N P  
00 895 K = 1.7. 
D P P l  ( I t J e K I  = O I ~ T ~ ~ P ~ P I ~ I I J ~ K ~ N P M O D E ~ X ~ N S T A ~ N X ~ O U M P ~ D U M P P  b 
I F  f K.GT.5 1 GO TO 895 
O P P l i  ( I  rJr  K) = D I N T 2  fP,PI I ~ I ~ J , K , N P M O O E I X ~ N S T A ~ N X *  OUMPrOUMPP 1 
895 CONTINUE 
886 00 897 K = 199 
OPMI (1 9 K i  
897 D P M I I l I r K )  = DINT1fPtMIIrIrKrX,NSTAtNXrDUMPtDUMPP) 
9 00 D P M1 f I 9 10 1 0 I NT 1 f P t M I 9 I 9 10 t X t NST A T  NX t DUM PI DUM PP 1 
901 IF INY.EQ.0) GO TO 931 
DO 930 J = 1 r N Y  
DO 910 K l r N Y  
00 902 I l t N X  
0 YF ( J r K r  L 8 
DO 904 I = 1 s N X  
D Y F l J t K 7 2 )  O I N T  IDUMP,GUMPPqXrNX) 
D O  906 I = l r N X  
= D I N T  1 f P  r M I  r l  I K r X  f hSTA9 NX t DUM P t  WMPP ) 
= 
902 OUMPPI I )  = Y ( I  t J ) * ( R  - X (  I ) ) * M ( N X I ~ E I N X ) * Y ( N X t K )  
= D I  NT f DUMP rCU MPP r X 9 NX-) 
Y ( I  t J I *SEA ( I ) * Y  I I I r K ,  I f  904 DUMPP ( I  1 = 
9C6 DUMPP ( I  1 = Y 11 J )  *EV ( I ) *Y PP( I .  K )  
910 D Y F I J r K e 3 )  = D I N T  (DUMPpOUMPPpXpNX) 
XF 1MZ.EQ-OJ GO T O  916 
D O  915 K = 1 r N Z  
00 912 I = l r N X  
91 2 D UMPP (1 1 
9 1 5  DYFZ JtKr4J = O I N T  tDUMPtDUMPPrXeNX) 
916 I F  (NPmEQmO) GO TO 9 2 5  
= Y ( I  9 J I *O €LE f I t *TH I I 1 *ZPP! I t  K j 
00 920 K = 1 r N P  
DO 917 I L r N X  
917 DUMPPt I  1 
920 D Y F ( J e K 9 5 1  = D I N T  (DUMPTOUHPP.XINX~ 
925 D O  927 I= l tN )c  
927 DUMPPI I  ) = Y  (1  tJ1 *!(SEA( I $ * M I (  I I ~ ) + R * ( R - X I  f )  l *M(NX )*E(NX ) )  
930 D Y F ( J r l r 6 1  zz O I N T  (OUMP,CUMPPtX,NX) 
931 I f  (NZIEQIO) GC TO 961 
= Y I t J)*(-ECS I I ) *T H (  I )*PPP( I r K  1 +EON€( I )*THP ( I )*PP ( I tK ) 1 
D O  960 J = l r N F  
I F  (NY-EQ.0) GC TO 936 
DO 935 K = 1 9 N Y  
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932 D UMPP ( I i =Z ( I  r J 1 * 
D L F ( J , K g L )  = D I N T  tDUMPtDUMPPeX9NX 1 
D O  9 3 4  I 1 r N X  
( R-XI I 1 1 *M( hX ) *E(  NX )+TH( NX 1 *Y I NXe K 1 
1 +SEA(I 1*TH( I )  * V I  ( I 9 K r l )  1 
934 D U M P P t I )  = Z ( I  r J ) * D E L E f I ) * T W L  I ) * Y P P I  I IK)  
935 D Z F ~ J I K ~ Z )  = D I N T  tDUMPsDUMPP,XtNX1 
936 DO 938 K = l r N Z  
D O  9 3 7  I = 1 r N X  
937 DUMPP11) = Z ( I  r J ) * E W t I  J*ZPPt  I t K )  
93 8 D ZF ( J r K 9 3  1 =D I hT ( CU PP r CUVPPT X , hX ) 
IF (NP.EQ.0) GO TO 946 
D O  9 4 5  K = I r N P  
DO 9 4 0  I l r N X  
D Z ( J , K T ~ )  = D I N T  ~DUMPIDUMPP,X+NX J 
DO 942 I = l 9 N X  
t SEA ( I i 0 M I ( I 
940 DUMPP(1) Z I I  r J ) * f E C S t I ) * P P f (  I r K l + E O N E (  Il*THH( I J * T W I  I ) * P P ( I T K j )  
942 D U M P P t I f  = - Z I 1  ,JI* 
945 D Z F ( J I K , ~ )  = D I N T  1DUMPvCUMPPrXsNX) 
546 DO 9 5 0  i = 1 r N X  
950  DUMPP(1 I = Z I 1  * J ) * (  S E A ( 1  ) * M I ( I 1 2 1  *T H( I I + X ( N X  ) *MINX)+EtNX)*TH(NX)  
960 D Z F ( J * 1 9 5 )  = D I N T  IDUHPtOUPPP*XvNXI  
961 IF (NP.EQ.0) GO TO 991 
DO 990 J 1 r N P  
I F  INY.ECIO) GO TO 9 6 5  
DO 963 K = l r N Y  
DO 962 I = 1 r N X  
1 2 ) *P I I t K +X ( N X i * ( X ( NX 1 -X ( I 1 *M ( N X 1 * E ( NX J * P ( N X s K J f 
1 *(R - X ( I J J )  
962 DUHPPLI )  = P f f  r J I * E C S ( I ) * T H (  I ) * Y P P ( I t K )  
963 D P F [ J ~ K T L )  = D I N T  (OUHP~DUMPPTXINX) 
965 IF( ISZ.EG.0 1 GO T O  971 
D O  970 K = l r N Z  
D O  964 I = 1 tNX 
964 D U M P P t i )  = P ( I ~ J l * E C S 1 I ) * Z P P I I r K )  
970 D P f  ( J s K t 2 )  = RINT (DUMPrDUMPPvXtNX) 
971 If (NZ-EC-0 )  GO TO 990 
DO 983 K = I T N P  
DO 9 7 5  I = l r N X  
975 D U M P P t I J  = P ( I  r J ) * E C S t I ) * P P P ( I 9 K 1  
980 D P f t J r K 1 3 1  = D I N T  [DUMFrDUMPf tX*NX)  
990 C O N T I  NU€ 
* ” D A MP I NG DE F I iX I T E I hT EGR ALS 
991 I F  1bY.EC.O.OPeGVmEQo3) GO T O  995 
DO 994 J = l * N Y  
DO 992 K=LINX 
992 Y h P I [ K ) =  Y ( K 7 J )  
C A L L  I K T ( D U N P P r V Z P I 9 0  t X r M  r 2 1  
CALL I N T ( Y Z F 1  ,DUMPPIO 9x1 NXT 2 )  
DO 994 I=L,NY 
DO 993 K = l - N X  
993 DUMPP(KJ = Y  2 P I  (K1 + Y  (KI 1)  
994 DYD t I  9 J) =OI&TIDUCPsOUMPP,X~NX 1 *CV 
995 IF(NZ.EQoO,OR.GW,EQ,Oj GO TO 999 
DO 9 9 8  J = l r N Z  
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o o o a 6 ~ 0 0  
103 
996 Y Z P I Q # I = Z ~ K I J )  
C A L L  I N T I D U M P P I ~ Z P I ~ O ~ X I ~ X ~ ~ )  ' 
C A L L  I N T ( Y Z P 1  o D U M P P r O 9 X i h X 7 2 )  
D O  998 I = l , N Z  
DO 997 K = l r N X  
997 D U M P P ( K J = Y Z P I ( K ) * Z ( K I I J  
998 320 4 I 9 J)=DX NT f DUMPIDUMPPIX~NX )*GW 
999 IF(NP.EC.O.CP.GP.EQo0~ GO T O  1010 
OD 1002 J - l r N P  
DO 1000 K = l r h X  
1000 Y Z P I  ( K I = P f K t J )  
C A L L  I N T I D U M P P ~ Y Z P I . O ~ X I ~ X , ~ )  
C A L L  I N T I Y Z P I  ~ D U M P P I O ~ X I ~ X I  21 
D O  1002 I = l - r & P  
DO 1001 K = l p h ' X  
1001 D U M P P ( K J = Y Z P I  ( X I  * P ( K , I )  
1 002 GPD i I I J ) = D I  NT (OU PP Y DU MP Pv X t E(X *GP 
C FORM BLADE C O E F F I C I E N T  MATR I C E S  
1010 Ii=O 
I F t N Y - E Q - 0 )  GO T C  1 0 3 1  
DO 1030 I = 1 r N Y  
JJ = 0 
11 = II+1 
D O  1015 J l r N Y  
JJ = JJ+1 
C O I  ( I I t J J I  = C Y Y I I ( I I J I L I  
D C O I t I l r J J )  = 4*CYS141rJ11) 
C O D ( I i r J J ) = - D Y D (  IIJ ) 
t 2 )  +DYYI  I I t JI 2) 
1015 D C O ( I 1 , J J )  = D Y Y I I I I , J s 7 1 - C Y Y  I l f  I t J r  4)+DYY 111 11J1l l  
1016 I F f N Z a E Q - O >  GO T O  1021 
D O  1020 J = l t N Z  
C C I L I I r J J )  = 0 
D C O I  411 I J J J  = 0 
C O O ( I 1 r J J I  = 0 
D C O D I L I s J J )  = - 2 + ( D Y S I ( I r J , 3 ) - D Y Z Z I t  I , J I ~ ) - B P C * D Y Z  I I (  I r J I 1 ) J  
C D I I I s J J l  - D l F ( I s J t 4 )  
* .  
JJ = JJ*X 
1020 D C O ( I 1 , J J )  = 0 
LO21 I F ( N P e E Q a 0 )  GO T C  1026 
D O  1025 J = l r M P  
C O I ( I  I e J J 3  = - D Y P I I ~ I I  J93) 
D C O I ( 1 I v J J )  = 0 
C O D ( 1 I r J J )  = 0 
DCOD 4 I I I JJ) 
C O ( I I I J J )  = - 0 Y F f I . J y 5 )  
JJ = JJ+l  
= 2*CYSC t I r JI 4) 
1025 D C O ( I 1 t J J )  = 0 
1026 D F ( I 1 )  a D Y P I  I ( l r 3 ) - C Y M I (  1,4)+DYF( 1 ~ 1 9 6 )  
BF41I) =O 
1030 C ONTI NU€ 
I F  ( I N P U T 4 1 3 1  -NE, 0-  AND- A F Y a N E - 0  ) B F I  I I l = D Y A L  I I( I 1 
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DO 1050 I = l r N Z  
JJ  = 0 
11 = I1+1 
IF(NY.EQ.0) GO T C  1036 
00 1035 J = ZINY 
C O I I I I r J J )  = 0 
DCOI( I1 rJJ l  = 0 
COD(1IrJJ) = 0 
O C O D I I I I J J )  = -2*(DZYI I I1Jt3) -DZf I  11 JI l ) + B P C * D Z Y I I (  I r J t  i l l  
C O  ( J I r J J )  = -GZFIi1Jt21 
D C O ~ I I I J J )  0 
DO 1040 J = l r N L  
C O l ( I i r J J 1  = O Z L I I ( I I J ~ ~ )  
D C O I  (11  rJJ f  f 0 
GOD(IIrJJ)=-CZDI I r J  J 
DCOD(f1rJJ) = 0 
CO(1IrJJ) = -DZF(I+J13) 
DCO( I E t JJ) = 
IFtNPeEQeO) GO TO 1046 
D O  LO45 J = l r & P  
COI(1 I rJJ )  = OZPI141,Jvl) 
DCOI ( I I r J J )  = 0 
COO(IIIJJI = 0 
OCOD(1IrJJJ = 0 
C O t I I r J J )  = -DZFII,J*4J 
DCOL I I 1 J J') = 
DFLI IJ  = - ( D Z M I ( I r 6 ) - D Z F ( I r ~ r 5 ) + ~ P C ~ U Z M I I ( I ~ 2 ) f  
I F  I INPUT(13) *NE* 01 ANDeAFZ.NE.0 f 
J J  = JJ+1 
J J  = JJ+1 
DZZ I I ( I rJ96J-CZZ I I (  11 Jr 3 )  
JJ = JJ+1 
-0Z P I  t I r J 121 +OZ F1. f r  J r 6 
BF(1 I )  =O 
CONTINUE 
@F t I I)=DZAL I I (  I I 
IF(NPoEQ.0) GO T C  1075 
D O  1070 I = l r N P  
JJ = 0 
I 1  = II+l 
IF(NY.EQ.01 GC T C  1056 
DO 1055 J l r N Y  
C O I  ( I I , JJ J 
DCOI  (11 PJJ) = 0 
CCD(1 I r JJI  =O 
D C O D ( I i I J J )  = -2tOPSI ( I * J , l f  
CO ( I I vJJ)  = - G P Y I ~ I ~ J I ~ ~ + D P F ( I ~ J I I )  
DCO(1 I r J J l  
IF(NZ.EQ.0) GO T C  1061 . 
00 LO60 J = l r h Z  
C O I t  I 1  9 JJJ = U F Z i I  ( 1  r J t 2 1  
CODtIIeJJ) = 0 
D C O D t I I r J J J  = 0 
G O 1 1 1  I J J ) = - ( O P Z I  dIrJ~B)+GPF( I r J , 2 )  f 
DCO(I1rJJ) = D P Z I X ( I ~ J T ? ~ - O P Z I I I I I J ~ ~ )  
JJ  = JJ+1 
= -0PYL I ( I , J13 I 
= - f D F Y I  I f  I t J r 8  f -CPY 11l 11 J r  6)+DPY I I (  I t J v  3 )  ) 
JJ '= J J + l  
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1061 D O  1065 J = l i N P  
JJ = JJ+1 
C O I  I I I r JJ I  DPP 11 I 1, J.4)  
D C O I  411 rJJ )  = 0 
C O D ( I I r J J J = - D P D (  I T J  1 . 
DCOD 1 I I vJJ )  = 0 
C O ( 1 1 r J J J  = - C P F I I T J , ~ ) - D P P I ( I I J ~ ~ ~  
1065 DCO( I I , JJ) f - ( D P P I I  ( I r J v 5 ) + C P P I #  fvJ17 ) I  
= 
B F 4 I  I )=O 
I F ( I N P U T f 1 3 )  eNE*O.AND.AFP*NE,O) 5FfI I ) = D P A L I I l  1 )  
D F f  I 1)  =-(DPE(I I I I ,9 J +BPC*DPMI L I  I 1 4  j 1 
1 070 C O N T I  NU€ 
1075 OPEGS = OMEGtOPEG 
C SUM WiTH OMEGAS 
OMFS=CKF+OMF . 
D O  108G I = l r N M  
DO 1076 J = l r N M  
C O I R ( 1 , J )  = C O I I I ~ J l + O t ' E G S * O C C I 1  I r J )  
CODR(1.J)  = C O D ( I I J ) + O C E G  *DCOD(I IJ )  
1076 C O R f I  ,JJ  = C O f I I J ) + C M E G S * D C O ( I r J )  
C * NOTE F I S  E V A L U A T E D  I F  FCT 
C I h V E R T  C O I R  
C HUB E F F E C T S  hITH OLD OMEG TO @ E  R A T I O E D  L A T E R  
1080 F R ( I )  = O M E G S * O F ( I )  
C A L L  I NVRS I C D I  R wNFl t R I  CC ,WORK T IROW v I COCq NMODEr NM 1) 
I F I 1  NPUT ( 7 1 9 EQ. 0 e A&Da I h PUT I 8 1 EQ-0 -AND a I N P U T (  9 1 .EQ -0 1 
1 F f . N O T - L C A L C I G O  TO 1090 
GO TO 1 100 
J J = O  
IF(NY.EQ.0)  GO T C  1087 
D O  1 0 8 1  J= l ,NY 
CONST = Y I  (1 r J i l  b 
B I N ( l , J J I =  CCNST 
5 I N ( 2 s J J1 =-C CNST 
B I N ( 3 r J J J =  0 
B D A P l l l  JJ) = CCNST *2e +CLOOM 
B D A M t Z v J J I  = CCNST *2.+CLCOM 
B D A M ( 3 r J J )  = 0 
BSPR (1 * JJj = -CChST*OLCCMS 
B S P R ( 2 r  J J J  = C O h S T W L E C M S  
B S P R 1 3 r J J )  = 0 
C O I N  I J J v l )  D Y M I I t J I l )  
C O I H  (55.2) = - D Y M I I ( J * l )  
C O I H  tJJt3) '  = 0 
DO 1 0 8 1  1=1r3 
J J= J J + l  
1 C 8 1  C O D H f J J e I I  = 0 
1087 I F ( N Z e E Q e O 1  GO T O  1083 
D O  1082 J=1 tkZ  
B I N I l  rJJ) =O 
B I N ( 2 r J J )  =O 
8 1 N 1 3 r J J )  = - 2 I ( l ? J 1 1 )  
B D A M ( 1 , J J )  = 0 
B D A M ( 2 v J J )  0 
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o 0007 a 80 
106 
B S P R ( 1 r J J )  = 0 
B S P R 1 2 r J J 1  = 0 
B S P R ( 3 r J J )  = 0 
C O I H ( J J 9 1 )  = 0 
C O I H t J J v Z )  = 0 
C O I H ( J J r 3 )  = - C Z # I I ( J v l )  
DO LO82 1 ~ 1 1 3  
1082 C O D H ( J J r 1 1  = 3 
1083 I F  (NPeEQ.01 G O  TO 1085 
DO 1084 J = l , N P  
CONS? P I  ( L v J r 3 3  
B L N f l ,  J J J  = -CCNST 
B I N ( 2 r J J )  = CCNST 
B I N t 3 , J J )  = -PI  ( l v J , 1 1  
B D A M I l e J J )  = -COhST*Z.*CLDOM 
B D A M ( 3 r J J )  = 0 
B S P R ( 1 r J J )  = 0 
B S P R ( 2 r J J I  = 0 
0 S P R 1 3 r J J l  = 0 
CONST = O P E 1  I (J13) 
C O I H  ( J J v l  i = -COAST 
C O L H ( J J r Z 1  = COhST 
C O I H ( J J , 3 )  = -COI\ST 
C O D H l  JJ111 = - D P P I  11 Jq 3 )  *CCDCM 
CODH ( JJ r 2  1 = D P C I  1 ( J t 3 )  *CLDCM 
JJ =JJ +L 
B D A M ( 2 t J J b  = -COhST*Z**CLDOM 
1084 C O D H ( J J r 3 )  0 
1085 D O  L O 8 6  I = l r 3  
D O  1086 J-193 
H C t I r J )  = 0 
H K ( l r J )  = 0 
1086. TM(1.J) = 0 
TM41.1) = HMX + AE+EAI(lr1J 
TM(2.2) = HMY + NB*MIflrl) 
T M ( 3 t 3 1  = HMZ + h B * M I l ; l t l l  
H C ( l r 1 )  = -HCX 
HCt212) = -HCY 
HC (3 t31 = -HCZ 
tiI<(Ivii  = -HKX 
H K 4 2  r Z ) '  = - H K Y  
H K 1 3 t 3 )  = -HKZ 
C INCLUDE OMEGA I h  H U B  EFFECTS USES R A T I O S  
1090 DO 1091 I = l q 3  
DO 1091 J=l r  MP 
BOANt I e J)=EDAlu ( I .  J) *CMPAT 
B S P R ( 1  r J l = B S P R  11 rJ) *OMRATS 
CODH 4 J, I ) = C O C H  ( J  9 1 )  *CMRPT 1051 
C .  NOTE NCTE NOTE - - - S P E C I F I C  FOR 3 H U B  D3F 
CALL H X M ~ B I R I  , e r N  ,RIOC r 3 , ~ t 4 , ~ ~ , 3 r 3 , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
C A L L  P(XM(8IRID r B I R I  TCCDR r3 ,A 'CqNMv3r3rNMODE 1 
C A L L  M X M ( B 1 R I C  e 8 I R I  r C C R  ,3,NMrNMt3t3,NMODE 1 
DO 1092 I = l r 3  
D O  1092 J=l e FtM 




























0 00085 60 
000085 70 
00008580 
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C A L L  M X P f B I R I D H t B I R I  tCCOH r 3 t N P r  3 r 3 1 3 r N M D D E  1 00008780 
C A L L  M X M ( B f R I I H r @ l R I  T C C I H  13rNVr  3 9 3 r 3 r N M O D E  1 c ) 0 0 0 8 7 s O  
C S C L U T l C h  CCNTROLS 00008800 
00008810 
I 00008820 1100 PRMT(1) = 0 
OH=OMF 
I F  (OM-EQoO) OPz(1MEG 00008 830 
P R M T t Z J  4.28329 *CYCLES/OM 00008840 
PRMT13) = 6 0 2 8 3 1 9 / H i N I T  /OM 0 0 0 0 8 8 5 0  
' PRMT(4)  =ERRCR 000 08 8 60 
IF(ERROR.LE.0) C P L L  E R P ~ 1 1 . 0 0 ~ 0 )  0 0008 870 
P R R T t 6 )  = BEPR 00008880 
DO 1105 I =  l r N D I P  00008850 
Y V A R I I )  = 0 00 608 9 00 
L Y ( I  I = .FALSE. 00008910 
1105 O E R Y t I )  = 0 0 0 0 0 8 9 2 0  
I F  i I YIC, LE. 0 ) C A L L  ERR t 1105,O 0 0 0 0 8 9 3 0  
IF4 IYIC.GT.NOIM)  C A L L  ERR ( 1 1 0 6 , O )  OOOC8940 
Y V A R ( 1 Y I C )  = C I C  00008950 
0 00 0 8  9 60 
00008970 
D E R Y ( I Y E 1  = L.0 00008980 
If ( I h P U T ( 7 )  * h E * O )  L Y ( Z ) =  ,TRUE- 0 0 0 0 8 9 S O  
I F  ( I N P U T ( 7 ) o K E o O )  L Y { 2 1 =  STRUE- 00009000 
I F  ( IRPUT(8)oNE.O)  L Y ( 3 ) =  *TRUE0 0 0 0 1 1 9 0 1 0  
IF ( I N P U T ( 8 ) * h E o O l  L Y ( 4 ) =  ,TRUE. 0 00090 20 
IF 1INPUT(9)oAE.O)  LY45)= .TRUE. 0 000903d 
IF I I N P U T ( 9 l o h E e O J  L Y ( 6 ) =  *TRUE- 00 009040 
1200 IDIM = 1 0 + 2 * h V * N e  0 0 0 0 9 0 5 0  
I F ( I Y E * L E o O I  C A L L  ERR (1107r0) 
I f  ( IYEaGT.NDIC)  C A L L  E R R l l l O 8 , O )  
DO 1205 I=ll wIDIIY ' oo009060 
1205 L Y I L I  = *TRUE* oaoc9070 
C 000090 e0 
C 0 0 0 0 9 0 ' 3 0  





2000 CALL HEADIN 000091 40 
I F ( I NPUT f 1) NE, 2. A hD. I h P U T  ( 2 ) a KE. 2. AN CI I C 2 0  EQ 00 ) GO TO 2050 000091 53 
C 10 = 112 000091 60 
P R I N T  9 0 6 0 t N @ , @ P C 1 T H 0  rGVtGW ,GP 000091 70 
1 5 X t 9 H P R E C O h E  = T F ~ * ~ T ~ X T ~ ~ T H E T A  O = t F 6 0 3 r 5 X r  009091 90 
2 1 5 H D A M P I h G  ( V t h r P )  r l P 3 E l 1 . 3  000092 CO 
3 / /  1OX 998HX n E 000092 10 
BSMALL EA K P l  Klv2 K A  TI-ETA P R I M E  I C  ) T H E T A 0 0 0 0 9 2 2 0  
5 / / I  00009230 
DO 2010 I = 1 , n x  OOOO92 40 
C OUTPUT OUTPUT OUT PUT oooasi 10 
9060 FORMAT ( / / 3 0 X , 2 7 H I O  = 1.2 BLADE P R O P E R T I E S / / l O X ,  1597H BLADES 0 O 0 0 9 1 8 0  
2010 P R I N T  9 0 7 O . I , X ( I J t M ( I l r E ( I ) r S E A I I ) , K M l (  I ) * K M 2 1  I ) s K I \ [  1 ) r T H P I I )  v 00009250 
1 T H t I )  00009260 
9070 FORMAT ( l X r I 3 , 1 f ' 1 0 € 1 2 . 3 )  COO092 70 
P R I N T  9080 0 3 0 0 9 2  80 
9U80 FORMAT I / /  7 X t  8 9 H E I  CP E l  IP GJ EA 0 0 0 0 9 2 S O  
1 E 8 1 *  . E82* EC 1 ELI *  I / )  00 0.393 00 
DO 2020 I = l r h X  000093 10 
2020 P R I N T  907091 rECP(I) , E I P t I ) r G J ( I J r E A (  I f t E B l [ I l c  E@2(  I ) r E C (  I J r E C S t I )  00009320 
108 
CALL HEADIN 0 0 0 0 9 3 3 0  
PRINT 9090 00009340 
9090 FORMAT ( / / a x  t 2 9 H  ( C l  EW ( C j E V  l C t E P  / / I  0 0 0 0 9 3 5 0  
DO 2030 I = 1TNX 000093 6 0  
2030 PRINT 907091 t E k ~ I l 9 E V ~ I l r E F (  I )  000093 70 
c I[! = 3 ,4*5  000093 80 
2 050 I F t I NPUTt3 1 hE.2 e AND. I C2. EC.0 *OR* INPUT ( 3') EQ .O) GO TO 2 0 7 5  000093 90 
CALL HEADIN 00009400 
PRINT 9100 000094 10 
9100 FORMAT t / / Z O X r 2 3 H I O  = 3 IN-PCANE MOCES / /  20Xr18HSfCOND DER1 V 0 0 0 0 9 4 2 0  
0 0 0 0 9 4 3 0  
00009440 
0 0 0 0 9 4 5 0  2 0 5 5  P R I N T  907011 t ( Y P P I C t J 1  r \ t= . l rNY1  
PRINT 9110 0 0 0 0 9 4 6 0  
9110 FORMAT 4 / / 2 0 X t 2 8 H ( C )  F IRST DERIV (NORMALIZED) / / I  00009470 
2060 P R I N T  9 0 7 0 r I r ( Y P ( f t J )  r J = l q N Y J  0 0 0 0 9 4 5 0  
CALL HEADIN 0 0 0 0 9 5  00 
PRINT 9 1 2 0  0 0 0 0 9 5 1 0  
9 1 2 0  FORMAT ( / / 2 0 X r 1 5 H ( C 1  PCDE SHbPES// f 0 0 0 0 9 5  2 0  
DO 2 0 5 5  I = 1 r H X  0 0 0 0 9 5 3 0  
2 0 6 5  P R I N T  907091 r ( Y t I r J ) t J = l * N Y )  0 0 0 0 9 5 4 0  
2 0 7 5  I F ( I N P U T I 4 1 .  NE.2,AhD. ICZ.EGrO-OR-INPUT(4) ,EQ*O)  GO TO 2100 00009 5 50 
CALL  HEADIN 0 0 0 0 9 5 6 0  
PRINT 9130 0 0 0 0 9 5  70 
L I V E S  / / I  0 0 0 0 9 5  90 
DO  2 0 8 0  I = 11kX 00009600 
2 0 8 0  PRINT 907011 t ( Z P P ( I r J l r J = l r N Z J  OOOO9610 
PRINT 9110 0 0 0 0 9 6 2 0  
DO 2 0 8 5  I = L r N X  3 0 0 0 9 6 3 0  
2 0 8 5  PRINT 9070.1 t ( Z P ( I r J ) r J = l r N Z )  0 0 0 0 9 6 4 0  
CALL  HEADIN 000096 5 0 
03009660 
0 3 0 0 9 6 7 5  
PRINT 9 1 2 0  
2090 PRINT 9 0 7 0 r I  t ( Z ( I t J I f J = l r N Z )  0 0 0 0 9 6  8 0  
2100 I F  ( I N P U T ( 5 )  0 NE.2.AND. IC20 EGoOeOR. INPUT ( 5 1  *EQ - 0 1  GO TO 2 1 5 0  00009650 
CALL  HEADfN 0 0 0 0 9 7 0 0  
PRINT 9140 00009710 
9140 FORMAT ( / / 2 0 X q 2 2 H I O  = 5 T CRS I C N  MODES / /20X*' l8HSECOND DER I V A T I  V 0 0 0 0 9 7 2 0  
L E S  / / )  00 009730 
D O  2 1 0 5  I = l r N X  00009740 
2 1 0 5  P R I N T  9070rI r (PPP (1  r J )  tJ=FvNP) 0 0 0 0 9 7 5 0  
PRINT 9110 J0009760 
DO 2110 I = 1rhX 0 0 0 0 9 7 7 0  
2110 PRINT 907091 r ( P P l l r J ) r J = l r N P )  000097EO 
C A L L  HEADIN 8 0 0 8 9 7  $0 
PRINT 9120 OOQ09800 
DO 2 1 1 5  I = l t h X  0 0 0 0 9 8 1  0 
2 1 1 5  PRINT 907091 * ( P ( I r J ) . J = L r K P )  0 0009 8 2 0  
2 1 5 0  I F ( I C 3  eEC.0) GO TO 2 5 0 0  0 0 009 8 30 
C D E F I N I T E  IkT EGRALS 00 009 8 4 0  
IF (1 NPUT(31-  EQ.0 OR. ( IFiPUT 13 1 .EQe 1 .AND -1CZoEa * O  1 ) GO TO 2 2 0 0  0 0 0 0 9 8  50 
CALL  HEADIN 0 0 0 0 9 8 6 0  
PRINT 9150 00009870 
l A T I V E S  / / j  
D O  2 0 5 5  I = 1 r N X  
D O  2060 C= l rhX  000094ao  
9135 FORMAT{ / / 2 0 X r 2 7 H I D  = 4 OUT-Of-PLANE MODES//ZOXr 18HSECOND DERIV4 T O 0 0 0 9 5 8 0  
D O  2090 I '= l r N X  
e 
109 
9 1 5 0  FORMAT 1 / /20Xr20H** *  C Y Y I  ( I t J , N )  *** / / I  e 
9160 FORMAT I l X r 3 H I  J 1 1 7 ~ 9 1 1 2  1 )  
P R I  NT 
DO 2 1 6 0  I = l r N Y  
00 2160 J = 11kY 
91 60 9 ( I 9 f = 1 T LO 3 
2 1 6 0  PRINT 917091 , J * f C Y Y X ( I  , J ~ h ) ~ h = l t l O )  
9 1 7 0  FORMAT i i x , r i  , 1 2 ~ i ~ i o ~ i 2 . 3 )  
PRENT 9 1 8 0  
9 1 8 0  F O R M A T ( / / ~ O X I ~ ~ H * * *  D Y Y I I  ( I p J r N )  *** I / )  
PRINT 91601 i I r I = l  r9 1 
DO 2170 I = 1 t N Y  
DO 2170 J = l r h Y  
I F { I N P U T ( 4 1 ~ E Q . O ~  GO TC 2176 
2 1 7 0  PRINT 9 1 7 0 ~ 1  r J v ( C Y Y I I (  f w J ? N )  r h r 1 r 9 f  
PRINT 9190 
9190 FORMAT ( / / 2 0 ~ , 2 1 ~ + 4 *  w z i f  (I,J,NJ *** 
PRINT 9160 , ( I , I= 1 r 8  i 
DO 2175 I = 1,hY 
DO 2 1 7 5  J = l ~ h 2  
2 1 7 5  PRINT 917091 r J , ( C Y k I l (  I T J T ~ I )  r h = 1 , 8 )  
CALL H E A D I N  
PRINT 9 2 0 0  
2 1 7 6  IF(INPUT15).EQ.O) GO TC 2 1 8 2  
9 2 0 0  FORMAT ( / / 2 0 X r Z l H * * *  D Y P I I  ( I t J r N )  *** I / )  
PRINT 9 1 6 0 r t I  r I = l r 3 1  
D O  2 1 8 0  I = L q h Y  
D O  2 1 8 0  J = l r h P  
2 1  80 PRI  NT 9L 7 0 T I 9 J , ( CYP I I ( I 9 J ? R) 9 k 1 P 3 1 
9 2 1 3  FORMAT ( / / 20X120H** *  CYSI ( I r J v h l  *** / I )  2 1 8 2  PRINT 9 2 1 0  
P R I N T  9 1 6 0 r ( I + I = L ~ 4 )  
DO 2 1 8 5  I = Z p N Y  
DO 2 1 8 5  J = l t h H P X  
2 1 8 5  PRINT 9170 9 1  r J , ( D Y S f f  I 7J  rh l9h= l r48  
9 2 2 0  FORMAT [ / / 2 0 X r 1 8 H * * *  DYPI  [ I i h )  *** / / I  PRINT 9 2 2 0  
PRINT 91601 I T ~ 1 0 )  
D O  2190 I = l r h Y  
21FO P R I N T  907091 , I O V P I ( I T N ) ~ N = ~ ~ ~ O )  
9 2 3 0  FORMAT4 / I  25X,19k***  DYPI I 1: I r N j  *** / / J  PRINT 9230 
PRINT 
DO 2 1 9 5  I = l r N Y  
9163 9 ( I , I = 1 9 9  1 
2 1 9 5  PRINT 907091 e (  C Y C I  I ( I  r h l  ,&l r 9 )  
2200 I F  ( I  NPUT (4) E6.0. OR, ( i h PUT ( 4  ) -EQ. 1 .AND. ICZ-EQ. 0 1 ) 
CALL HEADIN 
PRINT 9240 
IF f iNPUT13) .EQeO1 GO T C  2 2 1 1  
9 2 4 0  FORMAT(//ZOX,ZOH*** D Z Y I  f L r J t h 1  *** / / I  
PRINT 9 1 6 0 r ~ I ~ f = l r 1 0 ~  
DO 2205 I = lrhZ 
DO 2 2 0 5  J = ZrFrY 
2 2 0 5  PRINT 9 L 7 0  r I  ~ J T ( C L Y I (  I t J , h t * h = l 9  10) 
9 2 5 0  FORNATt / /20X t21H** *  D Z Y I I  (IIJIN) *** / / J  PRINT 9 2 5 0  
GO 
00009860 
0 0 0 0 9 8 5 0  
0 0 Q09 9 00 
00009910 
0 9 0 0 9 9 2 0  
0 00 099 30 
00009940 





O G O l O Q l O  
0 0 3 1  5 0 2 0  
0001 0030 
0 G O 1  00 40 
Of3020050 
0001 0060 
0 001 00 70 
0 0 0 1 0 0 8 0  
0001 0050 
000101 co 
0001 01 10 
0001 01 20 
OOOl0130  
00010140 
0001 01 50 
0001 01 60 
000101 70 
000101980 
0051 01 SO 
0001 02 00 
GCOlO2 10 
0001 0 2  20 
00010230 
0 0 0 1 0 2 4 0  
' 0 0 0 1 0 2 5 0  
0001 02 60 
0001 02 70 
0 0 0 1 0 2  EO 
0 s 0 1 02.90 
0001 03 GO 
OOO103 10 
TO 2 2 5 0  0 0 0 1 0 3 2 0  
0001 0330 
00010340 
0001 03 50 
0091 03 60 
0001i)370 
00010380 
0001 03 SO 
0 0 G 1 0 4 0 0  
00010410 
0001 0 4 2 0  
oa009950  
110 
P R I  N T  916 0 t t I t f =  1 19 1 
DO 2210 I 1 o N Z  
DO 2 2 1 0  J = l r N Y  
2210 P R I N T  917091 9 JI ( C Z Y  I I  t I ~ J I N )  t h l t 9 )  
9 2 6 0  F O R M A T 1 / / 2 0 X , 2 1 H * * *  D Z Z I I  I f r J I N )  *** / / I  2211 P R I N T  9260 
P R I N T  9 1 6 0 r f I  t I = 1 * 8 )  
DO 2215 I = 1oh'z 
DO 2215 J = 1rhZ 
221 5 P R I  N T  9170 11 Jt  t C Z Z  I I I I e J 9 K 1  1 h= 11 8 1 
I F  I f N P U T ( 5 l . E C . 0 1  GO T C  2226 
C A L L  H E A D I N  
P R I N T  9270 
9 2 7 0  FORMAT1. / /2OXrZOH***  D Z P I  ( 1 ,  J i h )  *** / / I  
P R I N T  91609(1-t1=lr2) 
DO' 2220  I = irNZ 
DO 2 2 2 0  J = 1 1 h P  
2220 P R I  N T  9170 9 I rJ 9 ( C Z P I  I I 9 Jt h )  r K= L t  2) 
0280 F O R M A T ( / / 2 0 X ~ 2 l H * * *  D Z P I I  ( I t J 9 N )  *** / / )  P R I N T  9280 
P R I N T  9160 t ( I  , I = l r l )  
00 2 2 2 5  I = lrhZ 
D o  2 2 2 5  J = ~ , N P  
2 2 2 5  P R I N T  91701 I rJ r  CZPIIIItJr1) 
9290 FORMAT( / /20X, fSH***  D L P I  ( I r h )  *** / / )  2226 P R I N T  9290 
P R I N T  91601 t I 9 1 = 1 1 1 0 )  
DO 2230 I 1 9 N Z  
2 2 3 0  P R I  NT 
9300 FORMAT I / / 2 0 X 1 1 9 P * * *  D Z t ' I I  I I p h )  *** / / I  
907011 t ( D Z F I  ( I cN)  r N = l  9 10 t 
P R I N T  9300 
P R I N T  91601 ( I  t I = 1 ~ 9 )  
DO 2235 I = l r N Z  
I F ( I  N P U T ( 5 )  -EQeOeOR- ( I h W T  ( 5  1-EC-1 .ANO*IC2 
2 2 3 5  P R I N T  907011 r ( D Z C 1  I f 1  v h )  t N = l r 9 )  
2 2 5 0  
C A L L  H E A D I N  
P R I N T  9310 
P R I N T  9 1 6 0 1 ~ I t I = l t l O )  
DO 2255 I = f r N P  
DO 2255 I = 1 r N Y  
2255 P R I N T  9170.1 ~ J I  (DPYI I I t JI&) , K = l r  19) 
I F I I N P ~ J T ~ ? ) - E Q . O )  GO TC 2261 
9310 FORMAT ( / / 2 0 X r Z O H * * *  DPYI ( I ~ J I N I  *** / / I  
P R I N T  9320 
9320 FORMAT 4 / / 2 3 X 1 2 1 H * * *  C P Y I I  4 I I J ~ M I  *** / / )  
P R I N T  91609 ( I  r I = l  r 9 )  
DO 2260 I = 1,HP 
DO 2260 J = 1,NY 
2260 P R I N T  ~ ~ ~ O ~ I ~ J I ~ E P Y I I I I I J ~ N ) ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  
2261 I F ( I N P U T t 4 ) s E C . O )  GO T C  2271 
P R I N T  9330 
9330 FORMAT (//20Xr20h*** D P Z I  ( I v J t N )  *** I / )  
P R I N T  
DO 2265 J = l r h Z  
91601 ( I  t I = l  e 9  b 













0001 05 50 
0 0 0 1 0 5 0 0  
0001 05 70 
000105 80 
0001 0 5 4 0  
0001 06 10 
O O R l O 6 2 0  
0001 0630 
0001 0640 
0001 06 5 0  
0001 0660 
0001 06 70 
0001 0 6 8 0  - 
00010650 





S O 0 1 0 7 5 3  
00010760 
- E Q - 0 1 )  GO TO 2300 0001 3770 




0001 0 8 2 0  
00010830 
0 0 0 1 0 8 4 0  
00010850 
0 3 0 1 0 8 6 0  
0001 0870 
0 0 0 2 0 8 8 0  
: 0001 0 8 SO 
0001 0900 









2265 PRINT 917091 r J t ( C  
CALL H E A D I N  
PRINT 9340 
'3340 F O R M A T ~ / / Z O X T ~ ~ H * * *  DPZII ( I I J ~ R ~  *** / / I  
PRINT 9160 t ( I  r1=198) 
DO 2270 I 1 t h P  
00 2270 J = l t h Z  
2270 PRIElT 917091 t J t ( C P 2 I I f  I t J ~ h ) r h = l r 8 )  
9350 fORMAT1//20Xt20H*** D P F I  t 1 t J ~ N )  *** / / I  2271 PRINT 9350 
PRINT 916Ot ( I , I 31081  
DO 2275 I = l t N P  
D O  2275 J = l t N P  
2275 PRINT 917091 t J t ( C f ' P I ( 1 t J ~ h )  9N=lr88 
9360 FORNAT(//ZOXt21H*** O P P I I  ( I t J i h l  *** / / )  PRINT 9360 
PRINT 9 1 6 0 r ( I t I = l r 7 )  
D O  2280 I = L i K P  
D O  2280  J = LTNP 
2280 PRINT 9 1 7 0 ~ 1  t J t (CPPFI (  i t J t k ) t h = l t 7 )  
CALL HEADIN 
PRINT 9370 
9379 FORMAT (//20%120H*** OPSI l I t J 1 1 )  *** / / I  
P R I  NT 9160 t I I SI= 1 9 1 )  
DO 2285 I = 1 rhP  
DO 2285 J = l t N Y  
PRINT 9380 
2285 PRINT 9 1 7 0 t I 1 J t  C P S I ( I t J t 1 ~  
9380 FORMAT ( / /20Xi18k***  D P C I  I I t h )  *** / / I .  
PRL NT 9160 p I I T I=  1 9 10 1 
DO 2290  I = 1 r N P  
2290 P R I  NT 9070 e 1  r l C P C I  [ I t N )  r N = l t  10) 
9390 FORMAT ( / /23Xr19k***  D F C I I  I t N )  *** / / I ,  PRINT 9390 
PRINT 9 1 6 0 ~ ~ 1 r I = 1 ~ 9 )  
DO 2295 I = 1 r N P  
2295 PRINT 907091 t ( C P C I I ~ I r N ) t N = l r 9 ~  
2380 CALL HEAOIN 
IF(INPUTI31.EQoOI GO T C  2310 
PRINT 9400 
9400 FORMAT (/ /20X*19H*** DYF ( I t J t h ' I  *** / / a  
PRINT 9 1 6 0 s [ I r I = l r 6 )  
DO 2305 I = 1 t h Y  
DO 2305 J l thHAX 
2305 PRINT 917011 t J t t C Y F ( 1  r J ~ N ) r N = l r 6 1  
2310 IFfINPUT(Q).EQoO) GO T C  2320 
9410 FORMAT I / /20Xr19H*** OZF ( I t J t N I  *** / / I  PRINT 9410 
P R I  NT 9160 t ( I 9 I = l t 6 )  
00 2315 I = 1 t N Z  
DO 2315 J = 1 t N H A X  
231 5 P R I  NT 9170 r I  t Jt  (CZF1 I t JIN) tN=l ,  6 1  
2320 IF( INPUT(5f iE4.0)  GO T C  2330 
PRINT 9420 
942a FORMAT ( / / ~ O X ~ I ~ H * * *  O P F  (I*J,F;) *** 1 1 )  
oooio9eo . 
0001 0950 
0 001 1000  
00011 010 
0001  1020 
OOOll030 




0001 1 0  80 
00011 os0 
000111 GO 
O J O l l l 1 0  
00011 120 
00011 1 3 0  
00011140 . 
0001 11 50 
00011 160 
000111 70 
0001 11 80 
00011 1 so 
0001 1200 





0001 12 60 
. 00011270 






0001 1 3 40 
000113 5 0  
0001 13 60 
0001 13  70 






0 301 1 4 50 
0 001 1460  




00011 5 10 
00011 520 
o o o i i 3 e o  
112 
PRINT 9 1 6 0 r ( I r I = l r 3 l  
DO 2325 I = 1 , h P  
D O  2325 J = 1 r N M A X  
I F  ( G V o E  Q.0. A N O s G k ,  EQeO.ANDoGPoEC~0 




9421 F O R M A T  t / / 2 o x 9 2 i ~ * o *  C Y D ?  ozn, DPD 
P R I N T  91601 ( I  rI=Lv5J 
D O  2335 I=l rhY 
2335 P R I N T  9070rIr(OYC~IrJltJ=lrNYS 
GO TO 2500 
+** / / I  
P R I N T  9470 
DO 2340 I=lrNZ 
2340 P R I N T  907091 r f O Z C f  I r J j  r J = l r N Z J  
P R I N T  9470 
D O  2345 I = l r h P  
2345 PRINT 9070rI rIOPDtIrJtrJ=loNPI 
2500 I F  (INPUT16) ~NE.Z.ANDeICZ.EQ.0) GO TO 2525 
PRINT 943090CEG7 CMF 
9430 FORMAT t//20Xr22HIC = 6 RCTCR SPEED = rF692r17H 
1 rF6-2912H' [RAO/SEC) / / )  
C COEFF I C IENT MATRICES 
2525 I F ( I C 4 e E Q . O )  G O  TU 2600 
C A L L  HEAOIN , 
FORCIVG FREQ 
P R I N T  9450 
9450 FORMAT I//20X131H*** CCfRv C C C R t  COR9 FRp BF *** / / J  
2530 P R I N T  9460r(COIRit r J )  rJ=lrNMI 
9460 FORNATI3XtlPll E11.3) 
DO 2530 I = l r h M  
P R I N T  9470 
3470 F C R M A T t  / / l  
D O  2540 I = l r N M  
2540 PRINT 94601 4 COOR { I  Jf t J = l  r N M )  
P R I N T  9470 
D O  2550 I = 1 , N M  
2550 PRINT 9460r(COR(11J)rJ=l,NN) 
PRINT 9470 
PRINT 9460 t I F R l i  t 7 I = l  r h P )  
PRINT 9470 
PRINT 9460, l@F(I ) r I= l ,NM) 
CALL HEADIN 
PRINT 9480 
D O  2560 I=lth'M 
I F  (iNPUT(71. EQmO .ANO. I hWTf8 1 * E Q o O  *AND-INPUT(  91 .EQ - 0 f G O  
S48O'fORMAT (//20Xr24H*** RICC = IhV(C0IR) *** / / )  
2550 PRINT 94609 ( R I O C t I  rJJ  ,J=ltNiv) 
PRINT 9500 
9500 FORMAT(//2OXrZOH*** B I R I I H I B I R I C  *** / / j  
2565 PRINT 94601t  E I R I  I H (  I r J f  t J = l r  3 )  
D O  2565 I = l r 3  
PRINT 9470 
D O  2570 I = l r 3  
2570 PRINT 9 4 6 0 t ( @ I R I C ~ I r J l  r & l t N t ' B  
C A L L  HEAOIN 







00111 1 5 EO 
00011 5 90 
0001 L 6 CO 
00011 610 
0001 1 620 
00011630 
00011 640 
00011 6 5 0  . 
00011 660 
00011 670 
0001 16 80 








000 117 70 
00011 7 8 0  
0001 1740 


















0901 1 9 80 
000119SO 
0001 2 000 
00012010 




0 0012 060 
00012 0 70 
113 
9 5 1 0  FORMAT ( / / 20X  937H*** 
2 575  PRI  NT 9 4 6  0 T 
8 1  R I O I  8 I R  ICHr I3 I R  1, TMI HC, HK 9 k F  *** / / )  
D O  2 5 7 5  1-193 
PRINT 9 4 7 0  
BI R I  C( I I J I T J= 1 t N f' 8 
DO 2 5 8 0  I = l r 3  
2580 PRINT 9 4 6 0 9 ( 8 I R I C H f I , J )  r J = l r 3 )  
PRINT 9 4 7 0  \ 
00 2 5 8 5  1 ~ 1 ~ 3  
2 5 8 5  PRINT 9 4 6 0 r l B I R I  ( I i J I  r J = l r N M 1  
PRINT 9 4 7 0  
PRI  NT9470  
PRINT 9 4 7 0  
PRINT 9 4 7 0  
PRINT 9 4 6 0 r l T M ( I  T I )  , I = l r 3 )  
PRINT 9 4 6 O t ( H C ( I  * I ) ~ J . = l , 3 1  
PRINT 9 4 6 0 r ( H K ( I  9 1 )  r I = l r 3 )  
PRINT 9460 rHF 
2 6 0 0  I F  ( I  NPUT17) - hE.0) PRINT 9600 rFMX, hCXvHKX r HF1 1) 
9600 FORMAT(/ /20Xs19HIO = 7 HUC DATA 10x1 L~HHMXIHCXIHKXIHF = 
1 4 F 1 0 - 3 J  
IF ( I N PUT (8 1 hE 0 1 PR I NT 9 60 1 T I-M Y t HCY p HKY 9 HFt 2 
9601 FORMAT(//ZOX,l9HIO = 8 HUB D A T A  10x1 ~~HH~YIHCYIHKYTHF = 
1 4F10.3) 
I F  11 NPUT (9) - hEoO 1 PRINT 9602 1-MZ T HCZ 9 HKZ t HE1 3 )  
9602  FORMAT1 / /20X  919H 10 = 9 H U E  DATA ZOXI~~HHMZIHCZIHKZIHF = 
3900 IF ( INPUT(13)ohE.O1  PRIhT 97409XtNX F ) ~ A F Y I A F Z ~ A F P  
9 7 4 0  FCRMAT1//20Xv27HIO = 1 3  STA? FY, FZI FP = r4F10.31 
1 4F10.3) 
I F l X N P b 7 ( 1 3 1  .NE.OoAND.FER*NE.O 1 PRINT 9743tPER 
I F  ( I N P U T ( l 3 )  -NE.Om AND, FERoNE.0 1 
I F  t I NPUTC13J *NE- 0- AND, NB. GT-  1, PNC-NBF * E&-0) 
I F  ( INPlJT113J hE* 0. ANDahB. GT. l o P N C e  NBFoME.0 1 
NBF=O 
PR INT  9741 
PR INT  9 7 4 2 ~ N B F  
9 7 4 1  FORMAT (~OXILOHALC BLAOES f 
0 0 0 1  2 0  80 
0001 2 os0 
000121 GO 
0001 21 10 




0001 2 160 
0 00 121 70 
0 0 0 1 2 1  eo 
000121 90 
0 0 0 1 2 2  00 
00012210 
0 0 0 1 2 2 2 0  
0 0 0 1 2 2 3 0  
0 0 0 1 2 2  40 
0 0 0 1 2 2 5 0  - 
000122EO 
000122 7 0  
0001 2 2 80 
0 0 0 1 2 2  90 
0 0 0 1 2 3  00 
0 0 0 1 2 3  10 
00 01 2 3 20 
0 0 0 1 2 3 3 0  
0 0 0 1 2 3  40 
0 0 0 1 2 3  50 
0001 2 3 60 
0001 2 3  7 0  
0 0 0 1 2 3 8 0  
0 0 0 1 2 3 9 0  
0 0 0 1 2 4 0 0  
9742  FORMAT (30X99HFLAOE NO- I 3 1  0 0 0 1 2 4 1  0 
I F ( L N P U T t l 7 I  INE~~.AMYD,IC~.EQ~O~ GO TO 4000 000 1 2  430 
PRINT 9 7 5 0 r N L I h  0 0 0 1 2 4 4 0  
9 7 5 0  F O R M A T t / / 2 0 X r l 6 H I O  = 17 hLLh = ~ 1 3 )  0 0 0 1 2 4 5 0  
IF(NLIN*EQ.O) PRINT 9 7 6 0  0 0 0 1 2 4 6 0  
IF4NLINoEQ.2) PRINT 9770 0 0 0 1 2 4  7 0  
I F 4 N L I h o E C e l )  FRINT 9 7 5 5  0 0 0 1 2 4  80 
9755  FORMAT120X,27H*** I - P  htN-LIhEARfT I T S  ***I ' ,  0001 2 490 
9 7 6 0  FORMAT ( 2 0 X r 2 7 H * * *  ALL KCh-LIREARITIES ***) 0001 2 5 00 
9 7 7 0  FORMAT (20X125H*** Pi0 CCRTOLIS TERMS ***I 00012 5 1  0 
IF1NfLOQ-NE-0 )  PRINT 9 7 8 0  0 0 0 1 2  5 2 0  
9 7 8 0  F O R M A T ( ~ O X T ~ ~ H * * *  AUTCCATIC FLOQUET TRANS I T I O N  MATRIX ***I 0 0 0 1 2 5 3 0  
IF(NFLOP-ECa2) PRINT 9 7 8 5  0001 2 5 4 0  
00012 5 60 
0 0 0 1 2  5 70 
4000 IF (LNPUT(18) mNEe2eAADo IC20EQ.O) GO TO 5000 0 0 0 1 2 5  80 
PRINT 9 8 0 0 t C  YCLESrHINIT (ERROR, I Y  EICICI I Y  I C 1  BERR OQO125SO 
9 8 0 0  FORMAT( / / 3 X t 2 0 H I  C = 1 8  CYCLES = T  F5-1,  4x9 7HHIN I T  =t F 5-19 0 001  2 6 GO 
II 2 4Xt6HBERR =7F6.24 . 0 0 0 1 2 6 2 0  
9743 FORMAT ( /2OXt l6H l -CCS FORCE FCR F5.39 24H OF ROTOR CYCLE ( f 7 0 M  0 )  ) 0 0 0 1 2 4 2 0  
9785 F ORMAT(ZOX955H*** STEACY FCRCES CUE TO STRUCTURAL EFFECTS IGNORE3 0 0 0 1 2 5 5 0  
1*+* 1 
t 
1 4Xv7HERROR = r F b m 3 t 4 X ~ 5 H I Y E  =r1414X1 5HCIC =I F ~ ~ ~ T ~ X V ~ H I Y I C  = r 1 4 t  00012610 
5000 RETURN 0 0 0 2 2 6 3 0  
E NO 00012640 
114 
S U B R O U T I h E  IATtP.B,AO rXoNX* I C C N T )  
C 
C A 4 X )  = INTEGRAL O F  8 i X )  W I T H  BC = A0 A T  X ( 1 J  
C X IS INDEPENOANT VARIABLE 
C NX IS NUMBER OF STATIONS 
C ICOhT = 1 INTEGRAL FROM 0 TO X 




TRAPELOI DAL . IEiT EGRAT ION 
REAL A ( l ) r B i l )  r X ( 1 )  
A (1  J=AO 
D O  10 I = 2 r N X  
LO A (1 )  = A d i - f ) +  I6 (I-l)+BII) ) * ( X I  T ) - X I  K-1) ) / 2  
IF (ICOATeEQ-1) RETURN 
C =A I N X J  
DO 2 0  I - l * N X  









































SUBROUTINE I N Y P S  ~ B I E I * P . * D T  I R C W t  ICOLINRW,NU 1 
A = I N V E R S E  CF 8 B U N C I S T U R B E O  
V A R I A D L E  DIPENSIGNS N C L ' N U S T  BE AT L E A S T  ONE 
NRM MUST B E  AT L E A S T  EQUAL T C  N - 
I R O h r  I C C L  APE YECTCPS CF LENGTH NCL 
R E A L  
I NTEGER 
DU 1 I = ~ T N  
D O  1 J = ~ T N  
A t 1  rJ)=8(1 r J )  
M=N+1 
D O  7 I = l r N  . 
I RQW ( I 1 = I  
I C O L t I  ) = I  
DO 20 K = l r N  
AMAX= A t K v K t  
DO 10 I - K e N  
D O  10 J = K r N  
I F  (ABS(  
A M A X =  A t I r J )  
I c= i  
J C = J  
C O N T I N U E  
KI =I C OL I K1 
I C o l t  KI = I  COC ( I CJ 
I COL (IC 1 =KI 
KI=I ROMtK) 
I ROW( K) =I R O k  ( J C J  
I ROW4 JC 1 = K I 
P R I N T  13 
F O R M A T [ *  S O L L T I O N  OF M P T R I X  ACT P O S S I B L E '  ) 
A(NRW ,NCLI  T e (  NRW 9 K C L )  r O (  NRW, NCC ) 
I ROW ( K C L I  v I C O L t  hCL) 
A (  I T J J  )-PES (AMPXJ 110t9r9 
, 
IF (AMAX) 11 112 9 1 1  
00000010 
00000020 



















































21 A M U L T Z A L I  r K )  
22 A t 1  , J ) = A l I  rJt-AWLLT+A(K,J) 
DO 22 J=l r M  
19 CONTfNCiE 
DO 2 0  I = l r N  
20  A [ I r K ) = A I I * C )  
DO 2 5  I 4 t N  
D O  24  L = l * N  
IF t iROGr( I  J-Li24923124 
24 CONTINUE 
23 D O  25 J = i * N  
25 D ( C s J ) - = A < I  ,J i  
DO 26 J = l r N  
DO 2 8  L = f t N  
I F  ( i C O L <  J1-L) 28,29928 
2 8  CONTINUE 
29  D O  2 6  I = l t N  
25 AtI*LI=D(I*J) 









0 3  0006 CO 





















SUBROl iT INE H X V 4 A  rBrC.Mrhr KO1 Yr I C O N T )  
H A T R I  X T I  MES VECTOR A ( b’ J =  8{ Mr PI I *Ct  N 1 
+ A ( M  t 
01 M E N S I O N  A t 1 1  r B  ( M D I M t  l ) r C (  1) 
DO 10 I = l r M  
IF ( I C O A T .  E L  0) 
DO 10 J = l r N  
A t 1  )=0 

















O O O O O O l O  
00000020 
FOR ICONT = 000000030 
FOR I C O N T  =l 00000040 
00000060 
00000070 





o aoooo 50 
I 
118 
SUBROUTINE O U T P ( T v Y V t D E R Y  t I H L F s  POIEnr P R M T r L Y )  00000010 
R E A L  M r K M l  rKIY.2 r K  P 0c000020 
R E A L  DATA ( 6 8 r D A T A T t 3 )  00000040 
D I M E N S I O N  Y V ( l # r C E R Y ( l ) . P R M T ( l )  00003053 
L C G I C A L  L Y l 1 )  oaa01030 
COMHON/ INDAT/XI2OJ r M ( 2 0 1  ,E120 ) r S E A [ 2 0 )  t K M I ( 2 O )  r K M 2 1 2 0  1 * K A (  20) 1 00000000 
L T H P ( 2 O l  1 E O P i 2 0 )  r G J ( 2 0  ) r E A ( 2 0 1  r E B 1 1 2 0 1 r E B 2 ( 2 0 )  9 ECS( 2 3 ) 1 E I P ( 2 0 ) r  OC000070 
2 m r 3 )  ~00000080 THO r BPC r Y P P  120 13) r Y P t 2 0 r 3 )  ,Z PPf  209 5 ) t  z P (  20, 5) r PPP ( 201 3 )vPP 
3 OMEG*OMF,EC(ZO) ~ N Y ~ N Z ~ N P ~ K P ~ C M E G S ~ O M F S I  I D L r N M A X 1 N L I N  0 0000 0 TO 
4, NB rH C X ,H M Y  ,HVZ 9 HCX 9 HCY THCZ t FUX 9 H K Y t  HK 2 ,  NX r NFLOQ _. 000001c0 
5 ,Hi N I  T t E  RROR T I YE rC I C 9 I Y  I C T  BERR t CYCLES 9 NXFI A FY 9 A FZ r A FP r NBF 000001 10 
6 r R t G V t G W i i G P t H E ( 3 )  ,PER 000001 20 
COMMON/HED/ IC l  , IC2 P I C ~ T I C I ~ H E A C ~  19 It I P A G E I  I U P U T 1 2 0 ) r  IENDTLINEI IC5 00000130 ' 
IF  ( N F  Loa. NE. 0) PE~TURN 
CYCF = T*OMf /6028319 




DEGF = (CYCF-FtOPT(hCYCF))+360. 
DEGR = (CYCR-FLOPT 4 NCY CR)  J *360 
L I  N E = L I  N E + N M A X * N f t l  
IF(NMAX.GT.1) LI A E = L i N E + N @  
IF (N8.G To 1 1 L I h E = L I  NE+N@ 
I F  ( L Y  (I 1 s OR. LY (3 1. OR. LY 15 J t L  I N E t L  INE+Z 
IF 4 L I N E o G T o 5 6 )  LIh!E=10 
I F ( L I N E . G T . 1 0 )  GC TO 5 0  
C A L L  H E A D I N  
P R I N T  1000 
1000 FORMAT ( l l L 9 H  T I M E  OMF OMEGA 
21 / 26H SEC CY DEG C Y '  DEG i 
1 Z ( I  1 DOT 21: r )  
5 0  DO 110 I B = l r h B  
I I I=Z*NM* 1 I 8-1 +9 
D ATAT 4 I j =O 
DATA T ( 2  1 =O 
D A T A T ( 3 ) = 0  
DO 100 I z 1  TNCAX 
DO 90 J=L.p6 
I F 1 N Y o L T o I I G C  TO 91 
I I =I I 1+2*1 
D A T L i t 1 ) = Y V { I I I  
D A T A t Z J  = Y V L I I + l )  
D A T A T ( l ) = D A T A T  1 1 ) + D A I A ( 2 )  
I I = I  I I + 2 * ( I + h Y l  
DATA (31 = Y V ( I I )  
DATA (4) = Y V ( I I + l l  
D A T A T ( 2 ) = D P T A T 1 2  ) + D A T A 1 4 )  
I I=I I 1 + 2 * 1 I + f i Y + N Z J  
90 O A T A I  JJ=O 
91 I F ( N Z * L T . L )  GO TC 92 








0 0 0 0 0 2  GO 
00000210 
000002 20 
0 0 0 0 0 2  30 
00000240 




00 0 002 90 
I Y I  1)OOT Y t I  ) 009003 00 









OOA 004 2 0 
00000430 
00000440 










DATA 15) = Y V 1 I I I  
DATA 16) = Y V ( I I + l )  
D A T A T f 3 1 = D A T P T ( 3 ) + 0 A T A ( 6 1  
93 I F ( I . G T - 1 1  GC TO 95 ’ 
IFINB.EC.1) GO TC 94  
I F  4iB.EG. 1) P R I N T  ~ O O ~ ~ T I N C Y C F ~ O E G F T N C Y C R ~  DEG  
I F ( i B - G T , l  P R I h T  1 0 0 5 , I B  
G O  TO 95 
1004 F ORMAT I / I  X tf6.3 92 t I4 p F6 e 1 t 1OH *@LADE I*) 
1005 FORMAT 4 2 7 X t 7 H  * e L A O E , I 2 r l H * J  
101 0 FORMAT 
94 PRINT i o i o ,  T.~C~CF,CEGF,MEYCR,CEGR, I *  CATA’ 
I / l  XpF6.3 $2 f 14 tF6.11  t 1 3 9  3( l P E 1 2 s 3 r  E L 3 - 3 9  8X I 
GO TO 100 
95 P R I N T  10201 I t D A T A  
1020 FORMAT (2 OX t I10 3 ( 1 PEL 2-3 ?El 3 e 3  r 8 X  1 ) 
100 CONTINUE 
IFfNMAX.GT,l  f P R I N T  l O 2 l r C A T B T  
1021 F ORMAT ( 4 7 X  P I P E 1  3. 3 120X rE13.3 9 20x1  EL3.3) 
I F ( I C 5 . N E . O . A h D . I B . E Q ~ l ~ W R I T E t ~ )  CYCRPrDATATvYVf  2 ) r Y V ( 4 1 r Y V ( 6 )  
110 CONTINUE 
I F  I L Y ( 1  CR. LY (3 1. CR. LY 15 1 1 PR XNT l025r ( Y V ( L  1 9  L = l t  6 J 
1025 F O R M A T ( / 4 X * 2 6 H H U B  XDOTvX? YDCTVY, ZDOT.2 9 31 l P E l 2 * 3 r E 1 3 . 3 r 8 X 1 )  
I f  (PRMT(6).EEeO) GO T C  200 
I F  4 A B S I Y V ( I Y E I l - L T . P R ~ T I 6 )  I GO TO 200 
P.RiNT 1030 
PRM7(5)  =l 
200  RE7URN 
E NO 
1530 FORMAT ( / / 2 4 H  **+ L I F I T  EXCEECEO *** / / t  - 
0 0 0 0 0 5 3 0  
0 0 0 0 0 5 4 0  
00900550 
0 0 0 0 3 5 6 0  
000005 70 
Q O O O r ) 5 8 0  
000005$0 



















OD0 00 7 SO 
oooad 8 GO 
00000810 
120 
SUBROUTINE S C L ( P R M T ~ Y V P R ~ D E R Y I  I H L F t L Y l  00000010 
OOOOO(J20 
00000030 LOG1 C A L  L Y  (1 1 
REAL PRMT(11 - r Y V A R [ l )  r D E R Y ( 1 )  00000040 
R E A L  A U X ( 8 t 9 8 1  r B F T E M P ( 1 1 1  rERW ( 3 6 ) 9 F L T M ( 3 0 r 3 1 1 ,  F L T M I ( 3 0 t 3 1 ) t  00000050 
1 W O R K 1 3 0 r 3 1 J  0000006 
R E A L  H F T E M P ( 3 )  t F R T E M P t 1 1 )  0000007 
INTEGER I R O W  (31) r ~ ~ a ~ t 3 i a  
COMMON/ INDAT/X420)  , M I  201 E t  20 J .SEA( 20) t K M  1I 20) ,KH 2( 201 t KA ( 20) t 00003083 
1 T H P t  20) oEOP (20) r G J ( 2 0 )  r E A ( 2 0  3 t E B l ( Z O 1  E B Z ( 2 0 1 t  ECS( 2 0 l r E I P  ( 2 0 1 9  00000090 
2 YP( 20 93) r Z P P (  20 95 1 9  ZP( 201 5 1 9  P P P t  201 3 1 t P P  ( 2093) v 00000100 
3 000001 13 
4*NB,Ht'X,HMY 'HPZ t H C X y H C Y v t C Z  r t - K X *  H K Y t  HKZe NX t N F L O Q  000001 20 
5 * H I  k1 T t E R R O R t I  YEVCIC, I Y  IC, BERR *CYCLES r N X F t  AFYIA FZIAFP t N B F  000 0J130 
6 r R r G V r G W  rGP9HE (3) *PER 000001 40 
C O M M O N / C O E F / C G I ~ l l ~ l l ~ t ~ C C ~ I (  l l t l l ) q C O D t  1 l ~ l t l ~ D C O D ~ L l t l l J r  000001 50 
1 C O ( l 1  ,111 r D C C f l l  r l l  rFL 11) (CF(  '11) t F N L l  1 l J r C C f I R I  ' I l r121, 030001 60 
2 000931 70 
THO r B P C  *YPP ( 2 0 r  3 )  
OMEG * OMF r E  C I20 1 I NY 9 N Z q N PI Nt't CNEGS I OM FSt I0 f i . l  t NMAX t NC I N  
CODR( 11 11 1) ,CCR( 11 t 11 1 t FR I 11 ) t  R IOC( l l t  12) t BF( 11 1 
3 r e S P R ( 3 r  11) ,CO IH( 1 1 9  3 1 r  COGHI 1113) t B  I R  I { 3 9 1 1  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 0  
4 p B I R L D ( 3 * 1 1 )  r B I R I O ( 3 , l l ) , B I R I C H ( 3 r 3  )rk'FI 3 1 3 T M t  3 r 3 l r B I R I I H ( 3 t 3  1 00OOi1190 
5 r H C ( 3 r 3 )  r H K ( 3 1 3 )  000002 00 
COMMON/HED/ IC l  *IC2 - r I C 3 r I C 4 r H E A C (  19 1, I P A G E t  I U P U T 1 2 0 ) r  I E N D T L I N E I I C ~  O O C 0 0 2 1 0  
0030O2 20 
00000230 
r B I  N 13 ,111  9 BDAM(3 9 1 1  
C GMMON /D I C / N  I NPUT t NST A qNY MCD E 9 hZ W O E ,  N PMODEr NYO DEI NM 1 t NO I M  , NBLADE 





E Q U I  V A L E N C E ( A U X ( 1 1  e W G R K 4 l I  J 
I F ( NF LOQ. E 0.0 J CA LLRKCSV ( P RMT t Y V ARt CERY t I D I M P  I HC Ft A UX 9 L Y 1 
I F I k F  L O Q I E L O )  RETURN 
D O  1 0  I = l t I D I M  
NVAR=O 
I F  l t Y I L  1 1 NVAR=NVAR+l 
E R k l I J = D E R Y ( I )  
I f  (-NVARmCT-30) CALL E R R  (5010~0) 
DO 2 0  I = l , l L  
B F  TE MP I 1 =BF ( I  
F R T E M P ( I I = F R  ( I  
FR(14=0. 
B F < I  )=Oo 
DO 25 1~1.3 
HF T E M P i I  1 =HF ( I  k 
PRMTZ=PRWT(2 I 
P R M T I Z )  =PRMTZ/CYCCES 
GALL HEADIN 
F O R N A T ( / / 3 0 X v 4 3 H F L O Q U E T  T R A N S I T  ICN M A T R I X  PER I O D l  SEC 1 
H F ( l t = O o  
P R r w  LUBO~PWTOZI. 
000002 40 



















a o ~ o o 4 i o  
1 rF12.5//) 00000450 
I I=O 000013460 . 
NM2 = NM+NM 000004 80 
I E B -  = 10+NM2 00030490 
D O  100 i = l ~ I C I l u  000005CO ' - 
I F ( . N O T . L Y [ I I )  GC TO 100 OO0005 10 
I I =I I +1 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0  
C NC R E P I T I O N  CF S C L U T I C h S  FCR M U L T I P L E  BLADES aoooo4 70 
121 
I F I I o G T - I E B )  GO TO 101 
DO 3 0  J = l r f U I V  
DERY t J)=ERW( J)  
3 0  YVARfJ)=O 
YVAR ( I ) =1 e 
C A L L  R K G S V ~ P P ~ T ~ ~ Y A R I O E R Y T I D I P ,  IFLF9AUX.rLY 1 
I F I I H L F o E Q - 1 1 )  CALL ERR ( 5 0 3 0 t O J  
IF i IHLF ,EC. l2J  CPLL ERR ( 5 0 3 1 r O J  
IFfIHLF.GT.12) CALL ERR ( 5 0 3 2 r O J  
D O  50 J = l r I D f P  
IF( .NOTaLYtJJ)  GC TO 5 0  
F L T M I J J e I I  ) = Y V A R t J j  
P R I N T 
F ORMAT61 X 1 1 3  r t  P l O E l Z - 3  / 1 4 X r l O E 1 2 - 3 1 )  
J J=O 
J J=JJ+l 
5 0  CONTINUE 
101 0 or X t I F  LT M ( J J o I I J t J J=1 p htl AR ) 
1010 
1 0 0  CONTINUE 
G O  TO 109 
1 0 1  I D 1  = 11-NHZ 
I O l i  = 1 0 1 4  
1001 = XI 
DO 1 0 8  JB = 2rPd.18 
DO 1 0 8  J = XrNP2 
JJ = I D l l + ~ J @ - l ) * M M 2 + J  
JREF = I D l l + J  
IF(IOll .EC.0) GO TO 103 
DO 1 0 2  I = L I I O l l  
1 0 2  F L T M l I r J J )  = F C T P t I r J J - h M Z ) .  
103 DO 107 It3 = 1 s N B  
E REF = I OD1-1 
IF (1BeEPa Jt38 I R E F  = I D 1 1  
DO a07 I = L.NPZ 
I f  = I D l l + l f 8 - l t t N M Z * l  
1 0 7  F L T M ( I 1 , J J I  = FLTM(IREF+IIJREF) 
PRINT l O l 0 1 J  JI IFLTM( I I s  J J I e 1  I = l t N V  AR) 
108 C ONTI NLE 
109 CONTINUE 
00 110 J = l r I C I Y  
DERY 1 J) =ERWt J# 
110 YVAR(JJ=O 
oo  120 ~=i.ii 
IFtNFLOQ.EC.21 G C  TO 1211 
FR(J )=FRTEMPfJ )  
1 2 0  BF ( J )  =BFTEFlP (J)  
1 2 5  HF t i  )=NFTEMPfI  I 
00 1 2 5  1 = L r 3  
I F ( X N P U T t l 3 l . N E ~ O )  GO TO 115 
I F  (LY (1 4 -ANC*HFTEYPI l ) -AE-O) GO TO 115 
I F  I L Y  (3) *ANC*HFTE!’PI2)-hE.OJ GO TO 1 1 5  
I F  ILY (5 J .ANC.HFTECP(3).hf*O) GO TO 115 
RE TURN 
11 5 C A L L  RKG SY I PRMT. LVARIOERY 9 IC1 C, I H L F t  AUXt L Y  i 
DO 130 I=TeN\IAR 
1 3 0  F L T M ( I r I ) = F L T K ( I  r I ) - l .  
00000530 
0 0 0 0 0 5 4 0  
0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0  
0 0 0 0 0 5 6 0  






0 0 0 0 0 6 3 0  
00000640 
0 0 0 0 0 6 5 0  






0 0 0 0 0 7 3 0  
0 0 0 0 0 7 4 0  
00000750 
00 0 007 60 
0 0 0 0 0 7 7 0  
00000780 
0 0 0 0 0 7 9 0  
0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0  . 
000 008 10 
00000820 
0 0 0 0 0 8 3 0  
00000840 
tXOOOO8 5 0  
00000860 
0 0 0 0 0 8 7 0  
0 0 0 0 5 8 8 0  
0 0 0 0 0 8 9 0  
00000910 
Of3000920 




















XNVRS (FLT#rAVAR9FLTMI9~CPK, IROW 9 I C O L t  30931 3 
DO 140 I = l r I C I P  
IF (eNCT.LYI I ) )  G C  TO 140 
I I = I  I + ] .  
YVAR ( 1  I b =YVA R I  I ) 
140  CONTXNUE 
PKI NT 10209 I Y V I R ( 1  J f i =  I r N V A R )  . 
1020 FURNAT I / / ~ ~ X I ~ ~ H P A R T I C U L A R  SCLUTION / t  4x1 ZP 10E120‘3)) 
t ALL 
II=O 
D O  1 5 0  I = l  v i  D I P  
Y VA R f  f 1 SO. 
I F  Io NOT. LY ( I  $ 1  G C  T O  150 
I I =I I + l  
Y V A R  4 I 1 =-DER Y’C 11  J 
MX V (DER 1 9 F L T MI , YV B R 9 hV A R 9 hV ARI 309 0 1 
150 CCNTINUE 
160  DERY I I ) = E R l r (  I )  
D O  160 f = l r I C I t . (  
PRMT(2) =PRMT2 
NF LT= NF LOQ \ 
NFLOQ=O 
NF LOQ=NFLT 
CALL R K G S V ( P P M T , ~ V A R , C E P Y ,  I D I P c  IHCFIAUXILY 1 
IFINFLOQ.KE.2) RETURN 











00001 1 50 
00001 1 60 
000011 70 
000011 eo 
00001 1 90 













00001 3 30 






















































StiBRDUTINE RCGSY iPRCT ?YrDERY,qhCIMf IHLF~AUXILY 1 00000010 
00000020 
SUBROUTINE RKGSV 00503030 
MODIFIED TC INCLUDE CPTIONAL COMPUTATION OF EACH Y f  I )  OC000040  
PURPOSE 0 0 0000 60 
TO SOLVE A SYSTEP OF F IRST ORDER ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL 00000070 
00000090 
USAGE O O O a O l o o  
C A L L  RKGSV fPRMTtYrDERYrNDIMr IHLFtFCT, f lUTP~AUX,LY 1 00000110 
PARAMETERS FCT AhC OUTP R E W I R E  AN EXTERNPL STATEMENT. 00000120 
000001 30 
DESCRIPTICK OF PARAPETERS 000001 4 0  
PRMT - A N  INPUT AND OUTPUT VECTOR h I T H  CLMENSION GREATER 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0  
THE INTERVAL DAC OF ACCURACY AND WHICH SERVES FOR 00000170 
BY THE USER) PAD SUBROJTINE RKGS, EXCEPT PQYT(51 00000190 
THE COMPCNENTS ARE NOT CESTROYEC BY SUBROUTINE 00000200 
RKGS ANC THEY 4RE 0 00 002 10 
P R P T ( 2 ) -  UFPER BCUNC OF T b E  INTERVAL 1 INPUT),  00000230 
PRMT(3)-  I h I T I A L  INCREMENT OF THE INDEPEYDENT VARIABLE 00000240 
( INPUT)  t 00000250 
GREATER THAN PRMT ( 4 1 9  INCREMENT GETS HALVED. 00000270 
ERROR LESS THAN P R Y T l 4 1 / 5 0 0  INCREMENT GETS DOUBLED .C)0000290 
THE USER M A Y  CHPNGE P K M T i 4 1  BY MEANS OF H I S  OOOO03 00 
OUTPUT SUEROUT IhE. 00000310 
PRMTISI=I)- IF THE USER WANTS TO TERMINATE OOD003 30 
SUBRGUTINE RKGS PT ANY.OUTPUT POINT, HE HAS TO 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 0  
CHANGE PRMTIS)  TC NON-ZERO BY MEANS OF SUB4i)UTINE 00000350 
OUTP. FURThER COPPUNENTS OF VECTOR PRMT ARE 0 0 0 0 4 3 6 0  
FEASIBLE I F  I T S  DIHENSION I S  DEFINED GREATER 00000370 
THAN 5. HOWEVER SUeROUTINE RKGS DOES NOT REQUIRE 03005383 
FCR HANCING RESULT VALUES TO THE MAIN PROGRAM 00000400 
(CALL ING RKGS1 WHICH ARE OBTAINEC BY SPECIAL 3 0 3 0 0 4 1 0  
Y - I h P U T  VECTOR CF I N I T I A L  VALUES. (DESTROYED) 0513d0430 
LATERON Y IS THE RESULTING VECT3R OF DEPEN.DEI4T 0 5 0 0 3 4 4 9  
VDRI ABLES CCPPUTED PT INTERMEDIATE POINTS X.  0 0 0 0 0 4 5 0  
DERY - IFiPUT VECTCR CF ERROR WEIGHTS. (DESTROYED) 0 00 004 60 
THE SUM Cf  I T S  COMPONENTS MUST BE EQUAL TO 1, 0 0 3 0 0 4 7 3  
BELONG TO FUNCTION VALUES Y AT A POINT X. OC000459  
N D I H  - A h  INPUT VALUE, WHICH S P E C I F I E S  THE NUtlBER OF 3 3 3 3 0 5 0 3  
ECUATIChS I N  T k E  SYSTEM. 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0  
I H L F  - Aiu OUTPUT VALUE, NHICH S P E C I F I E S  THE NUMBER OF 00000520 
FCT, OLTP REMOVED F R O M  ARG L IST ,  TtiUS NO EXTERNAL STMT REQ3 OC000050 
EQUATICNS k I T H  GIVEN I h I T I A L  VALUES. ooooooao 
OK ECUAL T O  5, Wh1ICH SPECIF IES T k E  PARAMETERS OF OCI300160 
CCMMUNICPTION ~ E T W E E N  OUTPUT SUBROUTINE i FURNISHE) O O O O O L ~ O  
PRMT(11- LCWER BCUNG OF THE INTERVAL ( I N P U T ) ,  00000220 
PRMT(4)-  UPPER ERROR BCUNC ( I N P U T ) -  I F  ABSOLUTE ERROR 1 5  il0000260 
I F  INCREPENT IS LESS THAN P R M T ~ ~ )  AND ABSOLUTE -1000002a0 
PRMT(51- K C  INPUT PPRAIVETER* SUBROUTINE RKGS I N i f i A L I Z E S  00000320 
AhD CHAhGE THEM. NEVERTEELESS THEY HAY BE USEFUL OOOC0390 + 
MPNf PULAT ICNS \i I T H  W T P U T  DATA I N  SUBROUTINE OUTP 0 00000420 
LPTERCN GERY IS T H E  VECTOR OF DERIVATIVES, WHICH o o o 0 0 4 8 5  
124 
II 
C B I S E C T I C h S  OF THE I N I T I P L  INCREAENT, I F  IHLF GETS 00000530 
C GREATER THAN 10, S U e R O U T I N E  RKGS RETURNS WITH 000005 40 
C ERROR MESSAGE I H L F = 1 1  I N T O  M A I Y  PROGRAM* ERROR 00000550 
C MESSAGE I H L F = 1 2  OR I H L F = 1 3  APPEARS' I N  CASE 013003560 
C PPMT13)=O CR I N  CASE S I G N f P R M T I  3f~eNE~SIGN~PRMT(21-00000570 
C P R M T ( 1 )  1 RESPECTIVELY.  00000580 
C F C T  - THE NAME O f  AN EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE USED. T H I S  30003550 
C S L B R O U T I N E  COMPUTES TI-E R I G H T  HAND S I O E S  DERY OF 00000600 
C L I S T  MUST @E X v Y v O E R Y t L Y  SUBROUTINE FCT SHOULD 00000 6 20 
C NCT DESTROY X ANC Y e  00000630 
C OUTP - T H E  NAME O F  Ah EXTERNAL OUTPUT SUBROUTINE USED. 00000640 




C NENE OF THESE PARAMETERS t EXCEPT9 IF NECESSARY, 00000670 
C P R M T ( 4 t r P R M T ( S ) r o * * l  SHOULD BE CHANGED BY 00000680 
C S L B R O U T I k E  RKGS IS TERMINATED. 00000700 
C AUX - AN A U X I L I A R Y  STCRPGE ARRAY W I T H  8 ROWS AND MDIM 00000710 
C C CLUMNS o 00000720 




C I S  CALCULATED 
C 
C RE MARKS 00000760 
C THE PROCEDURE T E R C I h A T E S  AND RETURNS TO C A L L I N G  PROGRAM, IF 00000770 
C 111 MORE THAN 10 E I S E C T I O N S  Of- T h E  I N I T I A L  INCREMENT ARE 00000780 
C NECESS ARY T O  GET S AT ISFACT ORY ACCURACY ( ERROR MESSAGE 00000790 
. c  I H L F = L l )  , OOclO0 8 00 
C ( 2 )  I N I T I A L  INCREPENT IS EQUAL T C  0 OR HAS WRONG S I G N  000008 10 
C (ERRCR MESSAGES I H L F z 1 2  OR I t % F = 1 3 ) 1  00000820 
C L3) THE WHCLE I N T E G R A T I C N  I N T E R V P L  IS WORKEO THROUGH, 00000830 
141 SUBROUTINE OUTP HAS CHANGE0 P R M T ( 5 I  TO NOWZERO. 00000840 C 
C 
C SUBROUTI NES A h 0  FU hCT I CN SU EPROGR AM6 R EQU I R  EO 000008 60 
C THE EXTERNPL SUBRGUT I N E S  FCT (XIY t OERY 1 AN0 00003870 
C O U T P ~ X I Y ~ D E R Y , I H L F I N O I ~ ' ~ F R M T  I MUST BE FURNISI-EO B Y  THE U S E 2 * 3 0 0 0 Q 8 @ 0  
C 3 30 013 8 5.3 
C ME i n  oo 00000900 
C E V A L U A T I C N  IS OOhE @Y PEPNS OF FCURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA 00000910 
C FORPULPE I h  T H E  V C O I F I C A T I O N  DUE TO G I L L -  ACCURACY I S  00000920 
C TESTED CCMPARING T H E  RESULTS O F  THE PROCECURE U I T H  SINGLE O0000S30 
C AND DOLBLE INCREPENT-  00000940 
c S&RROUTI NE RKGS P U T C P A T I C d L L Y  ADJUSTS T H E  INCREMENT OUR ING 00000950 . 
C THE k H a L E  COMPUTATICN @Y I -ALVING OR ODUBLINGo I F  MBRE THAN 00000960 
C 1 0  BIS'ECTICRS OF THE XhCREMENT ARE NECESSPRY TO GET 00031;r970 
C SATISFACTCRY ACCURACY, T t E  SUBROUTINE RETURNS W I T H  00000 5 e0 
C ERRCR PESSPGE I H L F = l l  I h T G  M A I N  PROGRAM. ooooo9so 
C TO GET F U L L  F L E X I e I L I T Y  I N  OUTPUT, AN OUTPUT SUBROUTSNE oa ooi  o 00 
C MUST B E  FURNISHEC BY TI-E USER. 00001 010 
C F G R  REFEREACE, S E E  oaooiszo 
C R A L S T O h / h I  L F  9 MATHEPAT I C F L  METHODS FOR C I G I T A L  COMPUTER SI 00001030 
C k i L E Y t  NEW YORK/LCNC@h. 1963, P P o l l J - 1 2 3 a  00001 040 
C 30001 050 
C 00001 0 70 
c .  THE SYSTEM T O  G I V E N  VALUES X AN0 Y e  I T S  PARAHETEK 00000610 
\ 
C S U B R O U T I h E  OUTP- IF P R M T I 5 )  I S  CEANGEO TO N O N - Z E Z 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 6 S O  
oooo~a50 
C 0 a8  0 0 - 0 0  0 a *  a. - 8 . 0  0 0 - a .  0 0 . .  ern - 0  0 -  9 - 0 .  0 0 .  0 9 0  0 e o  0 00001 060 
125 
C S U B R O U T I N E  R K G S V ( P R M T I Y , D E R Y ~ A C I P ~  I H L F I F C T p O U T P t A U X I L Y )  
C 
' C  
D I ME N S I O N  
D O  100 I = l  r N C I P  
Y ( 1 1 t D  ER Y ( 1 1 t PU X (8 9 I J v A(  4 1 9 6 t 4 1 p C( 4 i 9 PRM T (  1 1 
L O G I C A L  L Y  (1 1 
100 A V X ( 8 i I  1 = . 0 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 * 0 E R Y  (I 1 
X=PRMT( 11 
XE NO = PRM T f 2 1 
H = P R M T ( 3 )  
P R M T I S I  =Os 
CALL F C T ( X i Y 9 D E R Y i C Y i h C I M )  
C 
C ERROR T E S T  
C 
C P R E P A R A T I O h S  FOR RUKGE-KUTTA METHOD 
I F (H* ( XE ND-X 1 1 47 0 9 46 0 9 I 1 0  
110 A ( l l = . 5  
A (2) =* 2928932 
A 13 1 =1 t 7 0 71 07 
A (4) =. 1666667 
8 (11 =2. 
8 (2) =1* 
8(31=1,  
8 (4) =2. 
C f l ) = . 5  
C 1 Z j = .  2928932 
t 13) -1.707107 
C14)=.5 
C 
C P R E P A R A T I O N S  OF F I  RST RUNGE-KUTTA S T E P  
D O  120 I = l r N C I P  
I F ( . N O T e L Y ( I t )  G C  T O  I20 
A U X ( 1 t I  ) = Y f  11  
A U X ( 2 r i ) = D E R V ( I )  
A U X ( 3 r I ) = O -  
A U X ( 6 t I  1=0. . 
120 C O N T I N U E  
I REC-0  
H=H+H 
I HLFo-1 




C S T A R T  OF A RUhGE-KUTTP STEP 
IF t (X+H-XEND) *HI 160 i f 5 0 9 1 4 0  130 
140 H=XEluD-X 
150 I E N D = l  
C 
C R E C O R O I h G  OF I N I T I A L  V A L U E S  CF T H I S  S T E P  
1 6  0 C A L L  Cb T P  ( X 9 V 9 CE R Y  9 I R EC 9 K O  I M  9 P GMT t CY 1 
IF (PRMT (51  149091 70,490 
170 I T E S T = O  




O O O O a l 2 0  
00001 130 
00001 140 









0 90 O f  2 40 
' 000012 50 
00001 2 60 
000012 70 
00001 2 80 






00001 3 5 0  
000 O f  3 60 
S 0 0 0 i 3 7 0  
00301 3 $0 
00001 4 C O  
00001410 
00001 420 





0 0 3 0 1 4 8 0  
00301450 
OOQOL 500 




0 0901 5 50 
3.3003 560 
O G O O L  5 70 
3 0 0 0 2  5 80 
O C O O l 5 9 0  
O D 0 0 1  600 





C START O f  INNERMGST RUNGE-KUTTI LOOP 
J =1 
190 A J = A 4 J )  
8 J=0 (J)  
C J=C f J) 
00 200 I=11NCIEI  
fF( .NOToLY41))  G C  TO 200 - 
RZ=AJ*IRl--BJ*AUX(b 9111 
R f  31 WERY ( I  1 
Y I 1 =Y 4 I 1 + R2 
RZ=R2+92+R2 
AUX1691l=AUXt6 r I I + R 2 - C J * R l  
I F  ( J - 4 )  210,240 9240 
I F  t J-3) 220 1230 9 2  20 
200 CONTINUE 
210 J = J + l  
220 .X=X+, 5*H 
2 3 0  CALL FCT(X,Y~OERY~LYINCIP) 
'GO TO 190 
C END OF INNERPEST RUNGE-KUTTA LOCP 
C TEST OF ACCURACY 
C IN CASE ITEST=O THERE IS NO POSSIB IL ITY  FOR TESTING O F  ACCURACY 
240 
2 5 0  D O  2 6 0  I = l v N O I #  
I F  ( I  TEST) 2 5 0  1250 r290 
I F ( L Y t I l ) A U X [ 4 r I )  = Y ( 1 )  
2 6 0  CONTINUE 
I TEST=l 
I STEP=I STEP+ISTEP-2 
2 7 0  I H L F = I H C F + l  
X=X-H 
H=.5+H 
DO 2 8 0  f = l r N O I N  
I F 1 - N O T * L Y ~ I l J  G C  TO 2 8 0  
Y ( I  ) ZAUX(1 T I  1 
DERY f 1) =AUXI2  1 I )  
AUX(6 r I  ) =AUX 113 9 I 1  
2 60 CONTI NUE 
GO TO 180 
C 
C I N  CASE I T E S 7 = 1  T f S T I h G  OF ACCURDCY IS POSSIBLE 
2 9 0  I MOD=I STEP/2 
ZFITSTEP-IRUC-TMTU') 3 0 u r 3 2 0 r 3 0 0  
D O  310 I=l,NOXP 
I F ( - N O T - L V ( I l I  G C  TO 310 
AUX(5 r 1  I = Y ( I  f 
A U X 1 7 r I  J=DERY ( 1 )  
300 C A L L  F C T ~ X I Y  ~ O E R Y ~ L Y I ~ C I Y ~  
310 CONTINUE 
GO TO 180 , 
C 
C COMPUTATION O f  TEST VALUE OEtT  
320 DELT=Oo 
DO 330 L t l t N C I F  
I F t o N O T o L Y I L ) )  GC TO 330 
00001 630  
00001640, 
00001 650 
0 0 0 0 1 6 6 0  
00001 6 7 0  
000 01 6 90 
00001 700 
00301 710 
0 0 0 0 1 7 2 0  
0 0 0 0 1  7 3 0  
00001 7 40 
0 0 0 0 1 7 5 0  
00001 760 
0 00 01 7 7 0  
000017SO 
00001 8 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1  8 10 
0 0 0 0 1 8 2 0  
0 0 C O l 8 3 0  
00001 8 50 
00001 8 70 
0 0 0 0 1 8 5 0  
0 0 0 0 1 9 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1 9 1 0  
COOOi920 
0 0 0 0 1 9 3 0  
0 0 0 0 1 9 4 0  
0 0 0 0 1 9 5 0  
OCOOl96O 
ooooi 6 ao 
O O O O L  7 eo 
00001 e40 
o a o o i  860  
oaooi  880 
ooooi 9 70 
ooooigao 
00001 990 
0 6 0 0 2  0 co 
0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0  
0 0 3 0 2 0 2 0  
0 COO2030 




0 0 002 0 80 
0 0 0 0 2  0 so 
0 0 0 0 2 1  00 
0 0 0 0 2 1  10 
0 0 0 0 2 1 2 0  
0 0 0 0 2 1 3 0  
0 0002 1 40 
0 0 0 0 2 1  SO 
0 3 0 0 2 1  60 




























D E L T = D E L T + P U X ( 8 r I l r A B S I A U X ~ 4 , i  l -Y (  I I  1 
IF(DELT-PXVTi4)1370r37Or340 
G ONTI  NlJE 
ERROR IS TOO GREDT 
I F  ( I H  LF-10) 350 r450t450 
D O  360 L = l r N O I M  
I F  (LY (1 J j AUX 14 r l  I=AUX (511 1 
CONTINUE 
I STEP=I STEPcISTEP-4 
X =X-H 
I E ND=O 
G O  TO 270 
RESULT VALUES ARE GCCC 
C A L L  F C T ( X 1 Y e D E R Y r L Y i h D I ~ )  
DO 383 I = l - a N C I C  
I F ( . N O T . L Y ( I ) )  GC T O  380 
A U X ( 1 r I  ) =  Y I I 1 
AUX(2 r I  ) = O E P Y  ( I )  
AUX(3 9 1  1 =AUX (6 9 1  1 
Y ( I ) = A U X t S r I  1 
DEXY (I)=AUX(lrIj 
CALL 
IF ( PRlrT (5 1 
D O  400 I = l r N O I C  
I F I . N O T . L Y f 1 ) )  G C  T O  400 
Y t I ) = A U X 1 1  r 1 )  
DERY ( I ) = A U X ( Z  111 
C O N T I  NU& 
I REC=IHLF 
C D N T I  NUE 
OUTP f X-H r’Y r GERY r I H C F r  NO I P ,  PRMTt L Y  8 
49.3 e3909490 
I F  ( I E K O I  41 0 t4L0148O 
INCREMENT GETS DCUBLED 
I HLF=IH LF- 1 
I STEP=I S T E P / 2  
H =H+H 
I MOO=i STEP/Z 
I F  ( I H L F  1130 r4201420 
I F f I  S T E P - I  MOC-IYC0)130,430r I30 
IFIDELT-.OZ*PRt’T (41 )440r4401 I30 
I HLF =I H LF - 1 
1 S T E P = I S T f P / 2  
H =H+H 
G O  TO 136 
RETURhS T C  C P L L I k G  PRCGRAC 
I H L F = 1 1  
G O  TO 480 
IHLF=12  
G O  TO 480 
IHLF=13 
C A L L  F C T I X ~ Y I D E R Y I L Y ~ ~ C I C )  








OJ 302 2 2 0 









0 00023 30 






0 0 002 4 00 
0 0 0 02 4 L 0 
0 0 002 4 20 
00002430 
0 0 0 02 4 4 0 
00002450 
00 0 02 46 0 
0 00 324 70 
00002480 
0 J 902 4 SO 
00002500 ~ 
0000251i) 




0 0 002 5 60 
00002570 
000025 80 
00 002 5 SO 
0000260i) 
00 0026 10 
0 0 002 62 0 
00 002 6 3 0 
13302 640 











SUBROUTI NE S LPCD E ( A v Q  7 PHI  hS T O v  hX t N) 
C MODAL SUMMATION NSTA=CiMEhSICN NX=NO O F  STATIONS 
C J= N 
C A ( I )  = S U M ( Q f J ) * P H I l  I, J )  
C J=l 
REAL A ( 1 )  ? € I l l )  r P H I ( N S T P q 1 )  
00 .10  I = l r N X  
A (1  I = O *  
DO 1 0  J=ZrN 

























0277 00 552 I = % t M X  









3 3 2 8  
SG29 
13 F O R M A T I '  SOLU7XOM OF M A T R I X  NOT PC35S18tEe j  
GO TO 100 
a334 
GJ35 
53 64  
3-965 
2 8  CONTINUE 
29 DO 26 I = l p N  

. - -  
__-__ 3 J 3 1 - . - . -__ . - - - - SUB R OU if RE -HAND U { - I X 9 1 Y * Y FL -----I .- ---I-- 
C u SAG E 
C C A L L  RANDU 4 I X r I Y r Y F L  J 
C 
C COMPUTES UNf FORMLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM R E A L  NUHBERS BETHEEY 
C 
C 
C PRODUCES A NEW INTEGER dND REAL RANDCM FJUWOER. 
C 
C I X =  FOR THE F I R S T  ENTRY THIS tIlJST C O N T A I N  A 
-cp __------ _-- 1-...1_-1_---.---~---- -- 
__.I- 
_I-- L-----O-AND -1.0 -AND RANDOM MAL-- INTEGERS-BETW €EN- O-At4D-Z**3l-m- - 
-f&.- EACH- ENTRY- USES- AS-- I  NPUT-AN -1NTE GER--R4NC1024 -NUMBER--AXUD- _.- 
&---VARIh8 CE-S x_ I__ l___ll_____ 
C WITH NINE OR L E S S  D I G I T S *  A F r E R  THE F J K S T  ENTRY I X  SIlOUt.0 BE 
L - - - - T H E -  PREY IO US- VALUE- O F 4  Y -COM FUT E D--BY- T-H I S - SU BROU'f I N  E-- 
c 
C I Y =  A RESULTANT rNTEGER RA?iDCM NUMBER R E Q U I R E D  FOR THE NEXT ENTRY 
C 
^__.___ L - - - T O - T H  i S -  SUBROUTI N E *  THE - RANGE- OF---f  tt IS --NU M E ER--I S-BET W E E'i -U-AY-D--Z** 3 %  
C YFL= THE RESULTANT UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED ,FLOATING POINT~RANDOM 
--C-----AIUMBER -I N--THE--nAKGE-O--T-Q-l-.O I_ 
0803 IF(IY) 1 0 0 r l l O r l 1 0  
3334 100 I Y = I  Y+ 2247483647+1 
-"i33.5------..-11 Q-YFL=I y-.---- 
YF C-YF L+ 't6566l.3 E-9 
RE TURN 
. .  
--------.- I- 
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APPENDIX D 
NORMAL MODES AND NATURAL FREQUENCIES OBTAINED FROM VACUUM WHIRL DATA* 
I NTRODUCT I ON 
The rotor was forced ver t ical ly  along the axis of rotation w i t h  no other 
external forces. The natural frequencies of the symetric flapping modes 
with in f in i t e  hub  impedance are  the driving p o i n t  antiresonant frequencies 
along the rotational axis. These frequencies were identified and a modal 
analysis done t o  determine the mode shapes u s i n g  strain/hub acceleration 
transmissibil i ty i n  the following manner. 
Strain readings, calibrated i n  terms of bending moments, and hub vertical  
accelerations were recorded simultaneously on analog tape a t  the selected 
rotat ional  speeds of 0,  5.24, 10.47 and 15.71 rod/sec. (0 ,  50, 100 and 150 
RPM). The time domain h u b  acceleration signal was fed from the tape reader 
t o  the force i n p u t  of a Fast Fourier Transform Digital Signal Analyzer, type 
tiewlett Packard 5420, while the time domain s t ra in  signal from the j th  s ta -  
t i o n  along the blade was fed to  the response i n p u t  of the Digital Signal 
Analyzer for s ta t ions j = 1 t o  j = 12 a t  each of the rotor RPM settings. 
Over a narrow band of frequency covering each h u b  antiresonant frequency, 
determined approximately from broad band analysis in which the h u b  d r i v i n g  
p o i n t  antiresonant frequencies appear i n  the Fourier Transform i n  the form 
of natural frequencies, a Fourier Transform of 2 frequency l ine  was 
obtained for  each strain/hub acceleration transfer function. The narrow 
band da t a  were then analyzed for  global properties. 
8 
The transmissibil i ty residues for  the 12 blade s ta t ions i n  a given mode 
were found t o  be complex, due to  the nature of the transfer function, b u t  
complex normalization showed the bending moment modes t o  be real (c lass i -  
cal) .  The deflection modes were obtained from the bending moment modes 
by simple double trapezoidal integration of the curvature from the roo t  
t o  the t ip .  
*The t e s t s  from which this da ta  were obtained are  described i n  Ref. 9 
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The Antiresonant Method. - I t  i s  obviously impossible to  achieve in f in i t e  
terminating impedance in practice b u t  the modal e f fec ts  of i n f in i t e  term- 
inating impedance along a single motion coordinate can be obtained quite 
accurately through antiresonance theory even though the terminating coor- 
dinate never reaches absolutely zero motion. I t  never reaches absolute 
zero because, and only because, i n  t h i s  case, the rotor diss ipates  energy 
to  a sink. The nature of t h i s  energy dissipation, called "damping", i s  
not known. If the rotor were undamped the vertical  motion along the axis 
of rotation, the coordinate of sole external excitation, would be absolute- 
l y  zero a t  the natural frequencies of the symmetric flapping modes of 
i n f in i t e  hub impedance regardless of the actual hub  impedance. 
the iner t ia l  forces of the undamped rotor acting ver t ica l ly  on the hub 
would, a t  these frequencies, be exactly equal t o  the sole excitation force 
acting ver t ica l ly  a t  the hub ,  regardless of i t s  magnitude ( w i t h i n  the 
l inear  range) or phasing to  any base, i n  the steady s ta te .  T h i s  i s  the 
principle of the undamped vibration absorber of 1909; i t s  notable ear ly  
1 9 t h  century predecessor, the una corda o r  "soft" pedal on aftersound of 
the concert grand piano: the Thearle invention of the 1930 on which shaf t  
and turbine balancing machines are  based; the 1947 method of s tabi l izat ion 
by Thor which made spin dry home washing machines practical and the many 
obvious helicopter applications along w i t h  the less  obvious one recently 
i n  which a mili tary helicopter i n i t i a l l y  had l i t t l e  p i lo t  sea t  vibration 
a t  the expense of intolerable t a i l  fatigue.  
The sum of 
Mathematically, a damped antiresonance is  merely a zero of zero magnitude. 
In the case a t  hand the single excitation along the axis of rotation i s  
unknown [because the measured applied force i n  the rig i s  below the hub 
w i t h  an intervening unknown impedance) b u t  as i t  i s  the same for  hub ver t i -  
cal acceleration and blade bending moment the quotient of blade bending 
mobtlity and hub acceleration mobility involves cancellation of the pole 
roots leqving the denominator a polynomial whose roots are  hub d r i v i n g  
p o t n t  zeros the undamped parts o f  which are the desired antiresonances. 
These can be determined from the Fourier Transform of the t ransfer  func- 
t t o n  as  will be shown below. 
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From elementary considerations o f  complex variable theory i t  i s  eas i ly  seen 
that  the residues a re  without physical significance i n  themselves because 
the polynomial quotient has an arbi t rary factor.  
n o t  use this procedure to  obtain physically meaningful orthonormal modes. 
However, i n  normalizing on a s ta t ion on the blade the arbi t rary factor of 
the multiplying factor cancels, being the same for  each s ta t ion,  and a 
valid bending-moment mode shape can be readily obtained. That is ,  the 
val idi ty  o f  the quotient of residues i s  maintained. T h i s  i s  precisely the 
same as  ratioing the vectorial chords of the Nyquist plots of each blade 
s ta t ion between given frequencies i n  the zero root range of the hub  mobility 
t o  t ha t  of any given blade s ta t ion.  
For this reason one can- 
Because the complex chordal vectors between given frequencies a re  parallel 
to  the modal diameter of any transmissibil i ty having the hub d r i v i n g  point 
product of roots of the zeros i n  the denominator and because the length of 
such chords are necessarily proportional t o  the i r  associated diameters each 
i t  follows tha t  the r a t i o  of the complex chordal vectors i s  the same as  that  
of the complex diametral vectors. In other words, i f  one were to  transfer 
the Nyquist axes t o  an origin corresponding t o  the antiresonant frequency, 
do a bil inear transformation and r a t io  the distances of the result ing l ines  
t o  the origin for any s ta t ion to  a g i v e n  blade s ta t ion one would f i n d  a 
canonical invariance of the polynomial i n  the poles and the frequency invari- 
a n t  fac tQr  for any given pole. 
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Find ing  the Natural Frequency. - Most of ten one will  f ind three peaks i n  
mobility associated w i t h  a mode, two i n  the real  and one i n  the imaginary 
o r  vice versa. I f  the angle of a complex mode i s  near 45", 135", 225" o r  
315" there will be only two sharp peaks, one i n  the real  and one i n  the 
imaginary. 
The following i s  done f o r  accelerat ion mobility. 
i n  the imaginary and p t o  a frequency i n  the r e a l .  
t o  an accelerat ion mobili ty maximum and m t o  an accelerat ion mobility 
mi n i mum. 
q r e f e r s  t o  a frequency 
The subscript x refers 
If the modal angle i s  i n  the range from about -40" to  about +40" or  narrower 
there will be a maximum i n  the accelerat ion imaginary and a m i n i m u m  and maxi- 
mum i n  the r e a l .  
2 2  
2 Px + P = [I + g ( 2  tan +/z - tan +)] 2 q; - 2 
Let the natural frequency be approximated by 
2 2  P + P ,  2 2 X 
R z 2 q x -  2 
TABLE D-I. ERROR IN Q2 BY EQUATION (D-2) 
g = .02 g = .05 g = .10 g = .20 
40" 0.22% 0.56% 1.11% 2.22% 
30" 0.08% 0.21 % 0.41% 0.83% 
20" 0.02% 0.06% 0.11% 0.23% 
10" 0.003% 0.006% 0.01 % 0.03% 
0" 0% 0% 0% 0% 
-1 0" 0.003% 0.006% 0.01 % 0.03% 
-20" Q. 02% 0.06% 0.11% 0.23% 
-30" 0.08% 0.21% 0.41 % 0.83% 
-40" 0.22% 0.56% 1.11% 2.22% 
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the modal angle i s  i n  the range from 50" t o  130" one will observe a p 
and qm with the identical errors  over the range as  g iven  i n  Table D-I 
adding 90" to  the angle. 
m y  
Similarly for  the other cases. 
2 2  P X + P m  2 2 
S 1 : 2 q m -  2 
2 2  
2 2 qx + qm R z 2 P x -  2 
140" to  220" 
230" to  310" 
Figure D-1.  A diagram of acceleration mobility peak frequencies. 
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Two Peaks Only - Natural Frequency. - I f  there i s  only one real  and one 
imaginary peak associated w i t h  a mode, the modal angle must be near 45" + 
n*90" f o r  n = 0, 1 ,  2,  3 a s  seen i n  Figure D-1 . 
For n = 0 
Let the natural  frequency be approximated by 
2 Q2 - R TABLE D-11. INHERENT ERROR IN EQUATION 7.  
4 g = .02 g = .05 g = .10 g = -20  
nx90" + 35" 0.206% 0.51 6% 1.04% 2.096% 
nx90" + 40" 0.102% 0.257% 0.514% 1.034% 
nx90" + 45" 0% 0% 0% 0% 
nx90" + 50" 0.102% 0.257% 0.51 4% 1.034% 
nx90" + 55" 0.206% 0.51 6" 1.04% 20.096% 
The actual inherent e r r o r  i n  natural frequency i s  about half those i n  
Table D-11. 
Local Spectrum Analysis of a Complex Mode Given the Natural Frequency 
This procedure may be used over any portion of the modal a rc .  
accelerat ion mobility Kennedy-Pancu p l o t  l e t  N be the natural frequency 
and f l  be any frequency on the modal a r c  selected by the operator.  The  
chord from frequency f l  a t  N m  t o  frequency f 2  = N m  over an a r c  
of 180" o r  l e s s  i s  perpendicular t o  a diameter th rough  the natural fre- 
quency, b i s  an a r b i t r a r y  number less t h a n  unity.  
In an 
See Figure D-2. 
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S- \ "1 I I ' V I  \ ' 
**R 
P --- -Real Acceleration 
Figure 0-2. Nyquist Plot 
The modal angle is @. 
a - -  - tan 2 D- h 
engineering hand book) 
For practical purposes (see the mensuration section o f  any standard 
and 
c = D sin a.  
c =/[Y; - Y Y j 2  + [Y; - Y;jZ (D-11) 
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Y; = [Y! + Y;]/2, [Yi = Y; + Y: ] / *  





If e2/el 1 .0  then N i s  not  the natural frequency for  p o i n t s  1 and 2 
on the modal arc. 
N ,  i f  e2/el > 1.0 then the natural frequency i s  greater than N .  
If e2/e, < 1 .O then the natural frequency i s  l ess  than 
a - -  f; - 1 + g t a n  
N2 
a 
2 - = 1 - g t a n  - 
f : 
N 2  
2 
f 2  - f: a 
f2  - f: 
= 2 g tan 
N2 
1 
9 = F  




The na tura l  frequencies determined from HP 5420 d a t a  using Equations D-2 
through D-5 a r e  shown i n  Table D-I11 i n  comparison t o  the, na tura l  
cies found by NASA. The  s t r a i n  da t a  fo r  100 RPM was q u i t e  noisy a 
therefore not  analyzed. Figures  D-3 through D-11 show the bending mo 
normal modes and Figures  D-12 through D-20 show the normalized d e f l e c  
mode shapes. 
TABLE D-111. NATURAL FREQUENCIES H Z  
( c a s s e t t e  number, record number) 
0 rad /s  5.24 rad/s 15.71 rad/s 
( 0  RPM) (50 RPM) (150 RPM) 
8.2 NASA 8.7 NASA 10.8 NASA 
2nd Flapping 8.16 ( 1 , l )  8.46 (1,37)  10.78 (2,23) 
8.18 (2,41)  8.47 (3,19) 10.80 (3,47)  
21.8 NASA 22.2 NASA 24.4 NASA 
3rd Flapping 21.71 (1,lO) 21.93 ( 2 , l )  24.24 ( 2 , 2 3 ) .  
21.82 ( 3 , l )  21.97 (3,26) 
21.81 (2,48) 21.93 (1,46)  
41.2 NASA 42.0 NASA 44.1 NASA 
4 t h  Flapping 41.66 (1,19)  41.92 (2,5) 44.18 (5,41) 
41.73 (3,5) 41.99 (3,33) 44.19 (5,44) 
44.20 (5,47) 
26.6 NASA 27.4 NASA 28.3 NASA 
1 s t  Torsion 26.41 (1,28) 27.02 (2,14) 28.36 (12,19) 
27.02 (3,40) 28.36 (12,ZO) 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
If this t e s t  were to  be repeated i t  would be useful t o  measure s t ra in  on 
the h u b  near the center of rotation to  provide the i n i t i a l  condition for  
integration of s t ra ins  and i t  would be practical t o  cal ibrate  i n  terms of 
the different ia l  s t ra ins  o f  the bending bridges, instead of bending momen 
to  eliminate the need fo r  theoretical E 1  values i n  the integration. 
In  the photographic method of obtaining mode shapes the assumption i s  tha t  
the modes a re  uncoupied, that  i s ,  tha t  the shaking excites only one mode. 
W i t h  t ha t  assumption, a promising method of obtaining rotating mode shapes 
i s  t ha t  pioneered by Hassal of the Royal Aircraft Establishment: 2 
where E ( ~ )  i s  the vector of blade s t ra ins  measured i n  rotation 
Q, is  the matrix of nonrotating normalized normal translational mo 
i s  the matrix of nonrotating normalized normal s t ra in  modes 
Normalization of the Left Hand S ide  a t  a natural frequency, given very 
l igh t  damping and widely separated natural frequencies, would be the 
rotating normal mode. Q, and are  obtained i n  a nonrotating shake t e s t  
a f t e r  which the accelerometers are  removed from the blade and have the 
same number of columns b u t  not necessarily the same number of rows. 
strains used need not be d i rec t ly  related to  bending moments. 
The 
CONCLUSIONS 
The rotating and nonrotating modes i n  f latwise bending for  the cantilever 
condition were found to  be real .  
moment modal analysis agreed closely w i t h  those found by other methods. 
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